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particular implementation of the invention, one or more of the aspects maybeused togetherin

various permutations and/or combinations, with the understandingthat different permutations

and/or combinations maybebetter suited for particular applications or have moreorless benefits

or advantages than others.

The underlying scenario commonto all these basic examplesis that there is a hierarchical

arrangementto the possible choices that can beillustrated in a form of“tree”structure.

FIG. ] is an example graph 100 representing a possible hierarchically arranged

transaction processing or decisional system suitable for use with the invention. The individual

boxes 102 - 120 are referred to as “nodes” and each represents a specific choice or option in the

hierarchy. For purposes described in more detail below, each nodeis arbitrarily uniquely

identified in some manner. In the example of FIG. 1, the individual nodes 102 - 120 are

numbered | through 10 starting from the top node 102 in the hierarchy.

Each “node”is associated with exactly one verbal description, for example in the case of

an airline system, a verbal description relating to some aspect of the reservation process. Each

such description contains “key” words that are deemed to be of importance and other wordsthat

can be disregarded. For example, one node may have the associated verbal description “Would

you like to make a reservation?” In this description, there is only one “key” word —

“reservation” deemed important, so all of the other wordsin the description can be ignored.

A level in the hierarchy below that one may be used to obtain further narrowing

information, for example, using the verbal description“Is the reservation for a domestic or

internationalflight?” In this description, the terms “domestic” and “international”are “key”

words. Similarly, the word “flight” could be a “key” word, for example, for a system that
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involves not only airline travel but also rail and/or cruise travel or it could be an “ignored” or

stop word for a purely airline related system becauseit has minimal meaning in that context.

Again, the other words can be ignored as well.

The unique identification of each node allowsthe creation ofa list of all the key words

and their associated nodesso that, if a key word is duplicated in two or more nodes,it need only

be listed once. For example, a hierarchicaltree related to “pens” might have nodesfor ball-point

pens, fine point pens, mediumpoint pens, fountain pens, felt-tip pens, quill pens, erasable pens,

etc. By using this approach, one could list the keyword “point” once, but associate it with each

of the nodes where that keyword appears by using the unique identifier for each node where the

term appears.

In this manner the keywords are obtained from the collection of available descriptions

found in the particular application in which the inventionwill be used. In addition, each

particular node where the keyword appears is associated with the keyword. Thus, with respect to

the pen application above, the keyword “point” might appear in nodes 2, 3, 6, 7, 13 and 15.

Similarly, the keyword “erasable” might appear in nodes 3, 4, 5, 6 and 22. An index, as

described morefully below, associating these keywords with the nodes containing them is then

created, for example:

point: 2, 3,6, 7, 13,15
erasable: 3, 4, 5, 22

By making use ofthese associations the “‘tree’’ can be negotiated by allowing presentation

of relevant verbal descriptions for the nodes associated with a term, irrespective ofwhere in the
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hierarchy they are, thereby causing a “jump”to a particular node without necessarily traversing

the tree in the rigid hierarchical manner.

Various examples will now bepresentedto illustrate certain concepts related to the

invention. It should be understood that while these examples are presented in the context of

things and likely experiences of ordinary people, the same approach can be applied to other

forms of transaction processing including navigating through hierarchically nested data files in a

computer system, pattern analysis or image processing, etc. the term “transaction” as used herein

relating to traversal througha hierarchy to a goal, not mathematical calculationperse.

Moreover, the specific formats used and presented in these examples are purely for

illustration purposes. It should be understood that that other techniques for interrelating data,

such as hashtables, direct or indirect indexing, etc. can be substituted in a straightforward

manner. Thus, for example, the relationship between the word and a node could be configured

such that the location of the word ina list as the “n-th” item could be used as an index into

another list containing the nodes correlated to thelist. A similar approach could be used for the

thesaurus, the important aspect relative to the invention being the relationship amongcertain

words and the node(s) in which they occur and, where applicable, the relationship between

certain words and “synonyms”for those words, not the data structure or its form or format

wherebythat information is kept or maintained.

Example 1

Example | illustrates, in simplified form, how an index is used to jump among nodes

with reference to FIG. 2. In this example, the hierarchical tree 200 represents a portion of a more
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complex tree specifically involving possible decision relating to fruit and a decision between two

specific types of fruits, an apple and an orange.

In prior art hierarchical trees, navigation of this graph 200 would necessarily involve

going through the “fruit” node 202 in order to reach the “apple” 204 or “orange” 206 nodes. As

a result, assuming this simple tree was part of a larger tree for an on-line supermarket that

prompted the user for what they wanted to purchase, the exchange would be both rigid and time

consuming. For example, in response to a prompt ““What do you want to purchase?”if the

response was anything other than “fruit” traversal to the “fruit” node 202 could not occur. At the

pointin the tree that would lead to the “fruit” node 202, neither apple nor orange would be an

acceptable response.

In accordance with the invention, assuming the only relevant keywords for that portion of

the tree were “fruit”, “apple” and “‘orange”’, an inverted index wouldbe created that includes an

association of “Fruit” with the top node 202, “Apple” with the bottom left node 204, and

“Orange” with the bottomright node 206. As shown above, that association can be created using

nodeidentifiers, in this example, the node identifiers 1A01, 1A0Q2 and 1A03 arearbitrarily

assigned and used. Thus, the information can be stored in a file, for example, as follows:

Fruit, 1A01

Apple, 1A02
Orange, 1A03

Accordingly, to navigate the system 200, when a response to a verbal description is

provided by a user, possible keywordsare identified in the response and used to search the index

and identify any node to which the response may be directed, irrespective of the hierarchy.

Thus, a user response of “an orange” to a verbal description located above the “fruit” node 202 in
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the hierarchy, for example, “What would you like to buy today?” would cause the system to

identify “orange” as a key word from the response, search the index, and directly identify node

1A03 (206) as the node whose verbal description should be presented next, thereby avoiding the

need to traverse intervening nodes, for example, through the “fruit” node (202) 1A01, at all.

This illustrates an example of a simple jump accordingto the invention.

Example 2

Havingillustrated a simple “node jump” a more complex (and likely) scenario can be

shown. In this example, the Example | graph of FIG. 2 applies, but relevant portion of the index

is as follows:

Fruit, 1AO1

Apple, 1A02, 2F09
Orange, 1A03

As aresult, there are two nodesrelevant to the keyword “apple” one being the node 204

in the portion of the graph shownin FIG. 2 and one in the node uniquely identified as 2F09

located somewhereelse in the hierarchy (not shown).

In this example, a user response containing the keyword “apple” would identify nodes

with identifiers |AOQ2 and 2FO9. In this case, and unlike the prior art, the verbal descriptions

from both nodes would be presented to the user, likely in alternative fashion. Thus, if the user

did not want an apple, they wanted apple cider, node 2F09 might be more appropriate becauseit

is part of the “drinks” portion of the overall hierarchy.

Thus, presenting the user with the verbal description from both nodes would likely result

in a jumpto the portion of the graph nearer to node 2F09 sinceit is closer to the user’s goal

thereby speeding up the process and avoiding potentially confusing or frustrating the user.
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Example3

While the verbal descriptions associated with various nodes will generally be chosen to

accurately represent the node, in accordance withcertain variants of the invention, it is possible

to create a situation where a user response takes them awayfrom their ultimate desired goal.

Nevertheless, by using the teachings of the present invention, the user can often still be brought

to their goal quicker than possible with the prior art because the user need notrigidly trace

throughthe hierarchy. This is accomplished by virtue of the “grouping” aspect inherent in some

implementations of the invention.

This exampleillustrates the “grouping” aspect using a simplified graph 300 representing

a portion of an airline reservation system as shownin FIG.3.

In particular, the graph of FIG.3 can be thoughtofas part of a very simple interactive

voice response (“IVR”) system.

Asdescribed above, each nodeis uniquely identified, for example, by the numbers 1

through 7 and the identified terms “Reservation”, “Domestic”, “International”, “Business Class”,

“Economy Class” are deemed the relevant keywords. Note, there is no requirementfor a the

“keyword”to be a single word, in some implementations, keywords could be single words,

phrases of two or more words, or even some other form of information like a specific data

pattern.

Again, an inverted index is created as described above associating those keywords with

the nodes,in this case:

Reservation, |

Domestic, 2

International, 3

12
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Business Class, 4, 6
Economy Class, 5, 7

Assumingthat the top nodeis assigned the number 1, its two child nodes (Domestic and

International) are assigned the numbers 2 and 3, and the grandchild nodes(i.e. at the lowest level

in the hierarchy) have been assigned numbers 4, 5, 6, and 7 taken from left to right each node can

be uniquely located. Note that the last two entries in the inverted index are cach associated with

two nodes, 4 and 6 inthefirst case, and S$ and 7 in the second.

Using the above, the concept of grouping of nodes from different parts of the graph(i.e.

nodes that are not siblings or nodes that do not have a commonparent) can be explained.

Presume that the response to a verbal description presented as an initial query of “What

do you want to do?” was “Makea business class reservation.” In this case there are two

keywordspresent, “reservation” and “business class”.

Depending upon the particular implementation, as noted previously, the verbal

descriptions associated with each identified node could be presented together or in sequence.

Alternatively, and as 1s the case here, a set of rules can be established, for example, such thatif

an identified node is a sub-node of another identified node, only the verbal description of the

sub-node(s) is provided because of inherent redundancy. Thus, since both “business class”

nodes 310, 314 are sub-nodes of the “reservation” node 302,the verbal description associated

with the “reservations” node can be suppressed if it can be determined that business class

necessarily implies reservations.

In this example, a search of the inverted index would identify nodes 4 and 6 (310, 314)

from different parts of the tree are associated with the keywords in the query, and thus the

13
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system, in presenting the verbal descriptions from each, in effect, alters the tree structure and

groups these nodesin the result. Thus, the combination of result nodes presented depends upon

the user query or response,not that predetermined by the graph structureitself.

Of course, the goal would still not be reached because of the ambiguity caused by

“Business Class” being under both “Domestic” and “International”. However, that ambiguity

can be handled by suitable wording of the following verbal descriptions and whetherthey are

combinedor provided sequentially or by other nodes.

Example 4

A persistent and further drawback presentin the priorart is the inability to operate if any

term other than the specific allowed terms are provided. Thus, in an IVR ofthe priorart,

providing anything other than the recognized term(s) will likely result in meaningless repeat of

the same inquiry by the IVR oran error.

Advantageously, the teachings of the present invention allow for construction of a more

flexible system than available in the prior art. Specifically, we can incorporate a thesaurus to

accommodate synonymsfor the keywords.

Example 4 illustrates the addition of a simple thesaurus as an aspect of a system so that a

synonymof a keyword may also be used by the system to jumpto the desired nodesin the graph.

Example 4 is discussed with reference to a portion 400 of an interactive television program

listing system as shownin FIG.4.

Such a system implementing the invention will allow a user to speak to or interact with a

device to look for programs of his choice by time slot, genre, favorite actor or actress, etc.

14
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This example, as with the other examples above,use an inverted index,in this case one

where each node 402, 404, 406 is uniquely identified by a stringof six characters, the portion of

which corresponding to FIG. 4 is shownasfollows.

Programs; acgyct
Sitcoms; ifgnxh
Films; vnymos

Since a common synonymfor“Films”is “Movies” a thesaurus can be created associating

the two. Depending uponthe particular implementation, thesaurus terms to be equated to the

keywords can be taken from a standard thesaurus or can be customcreated for the particular

application. In addition, the equating of terms can be done in any of a myriad ofdifferent ways,

the exact implementation details of which howeverre irrelevant to the invention, but a few

representative examples of which howeverare contained herein for purposes of illustration.

In one example case, the equating can be done on a purely wordbasis. For example, a

file can be constructed such that one or more single word synonymsare directly associated with

an index word, for example as follows:

Movies, Flicks—Films

Alternatively, the synonyms can be equated with the node identifier(s) corresponding to

the index term, for example as follows:

Movies, Flicks — vnymos

In the former case, the system would still have to search the index after the thesaurus has

provided the proper index term(s). In the latter case, the thesaurus provides a directlink to the

respective node(s) so that re-searching is not required.

15
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In the system of Example 4, a user whoprovides the input “Movies” would cause the

processing to occuras follows.

The system would search the inverted index of keywords and fail to locate “Movies” as a

keyword. Asa result, it would search the thesaurus and find that the word “Movies”is a

synonym that can be correlated with a keyword. At this point, depending uponthe particular

thesaurus, it would either return to the inverted index and search using the synonym keyword

“Films” and return the result as the node 406 identified by “vnymos”, or go directly to the node

406 identified by “vnymos” based upon the thesaurus entry.

Of course, it is possible (and likely) that in actual usage a synonymwill be associated

with more than one keyword. For example, ““Comedies” may be associated with both the

keywords“Sitcoms” and “Films”, resulting in, for example, the following entry in a thesaurus:

Comedies—Sitcoms, Films

In this case, a search for “Comedies” would result in the system identifying that the

synonym wasassociated with nodes 404, 406 for both “Sitcoms” and “Films”, and it would

return both terms or node identifiers corresponding to the two keywordsasthe result.

Example 5

Advantageously, the thesaurus concept can be extended further so that an initially

unknown word (i.e. a word that is neither a keyword nor a thesaurus word) can be learned by the

system and added to a thesaurus for future use.

This example is described with reference to FIG. 5 whichis a portion 500 of a larger

system graphaspart of a very simple “geographic information system” found in some

automobiles, kiosks and elsewhere today. Such a system enables a user to, among other things,
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identify and get information about different locations in an environment. For example,

information about particular types of restaurants in an area.

In this example, the inverted index for the portion 500 shownin FIG. 5 could look as

follows:

Restaurants, |
Pizza, 2

Burgers, 3
Chinese, 4

A userissues the following query to the system “fast food”in order to find a quick meal.

The system’s search of both the index and thesaurus would result in the “term’’, in this

case a phrase, not being found in either. In this case, it is an unknownphrase, and the system has

to learn the “meaning” ofthe term.

To dothis, the systemfirst offers the verbal description from the top level node(s) 502 to

the user — in this example, just “Restaurants”. The user presumably providesa posilive response.

(Of course, in areal system, it is possible and likely there are more top level nodes thanjust one.

In that case, the user would be offered two or more of these nodes, and would haveto select

“Restaurants” to match his intended request.)

Continuing on, once the user has responded affirmatively, the system moves downthe

tree and offers the verbal description from each of the child nodes: “Pizza” (504), “Burgers”

(506), and “Chinese” (508). Presuming that the user picks “‘Pizza’’, the transaction interaction

would look somethinglike this:

User: Fast food

System: Restaurants?
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User: Yes

System: Pizza, Burgers, or Chinese?

User: Pizza

At this point, the system has “learned”for the time being that it can equate “‘fast food”

with “pizza” and can add “fast food” as a synonym to “pizza”in the thesaurus.

This user, who first used the unknownterm “fast food”, had to trace a path downthetree.

However, now the systemis able to associate “pizza” with “fast food” and create or add a

thesaurus entry to reflect this association, for example as follows:

Fast food — Pizza

Thus, the system has learned a meaning of the initially unknownterm“fast food” and has

addedit to the thesaurus for future use.

As aresult, a subsequent uses of the same term“fast food”will enable the system to jump

directly to the “pizza” node 504.

Example 6

This example illustrates how additional meanings for an existing thesaurus termor phrase

can be learned by the system for future use, whether the existing thesaurus term or phrase was an

original thesaurus term or one previously learned with continuing reference to FIG.5.

At this point, the inverted index is unchangedas:

Restaurants, |

Pizza, 2
Burgers, 3
Chinese, 4

Additionally, presume the following entry now exists in the thesaurus.

18
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Fast food — Pizza

Suppose a newuser now issues the query “fast food” as above, but with “Burgers”rather

than “Pizza” in mind.

Based uponthe thesaurus, the system would godirectly to the “Pizza” node. However,

the user will reject “Pizza”, having “burgers” in mind. By rejecting the “Pizza” node 504

description, the user indicates that the “Pizza” node 504is not of interest. The systemis

therefore configured with a further set of rules, in this case one in which the system goes up in

the hierarchy to a higher node, the top node 502 in this portion of the example, and provides the

verbal descriptions for the other nodes 502, 504, 506, 508 so as to cause a tracing downthetree.

This canbeillustrated by the following “dialog”:

User: Fast food

System: Pizza?

User: No

System: Restaurants?

User: Yes

System: Pizza, Burgers, or Chinese?

User: Burgers

This time, althoughthis user has had to trace throughatleast a portion of the path from a

higher-level node 502 of the tree 500, the system has learned yet another meaning for“fast

food’. It now adds this meaning to the earlier entry in the thesaurus, for example as:

Fast food — Pizza, Burgers
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It has now learned two meaningsfor future use. [f a user were now to issue the query

“Fast food”, the system would respond with the verbal descriptions from the nodes 504, 506

correspondingto both Pizza and Burgers.

Thus, the system can keep learning new meaningsof terms based on the intended

meanings of users “deduced”from the interactions between users and the system.

Of course, the nature and extent to which the system will incorporate synonyms and/or

keywords in a continual learning process will not only depend uponits construction and rules,

but also on the quality of the original thesaurus and the quality of the initial inverted index. In

addition, where in the tree the system jumpsif the user rejects the initial meaning(s) offered by

the system can be handled different ways in different implementations.

For example, the system can always jumpto fixed ancestor(s) (either the top node or a

parent or some ancestor(s) at an intermediate point) or a fixed level (e.g. halfway from the top).

This approachhas the advantage of being simple to implement, but it has the problem of

inflexibility because it may be relatively efficient for certain graphs and associated verbal

descriptions, but not for all. For example, if two or more nodes’ verbal descriptions are offered

and rejected, the relevant node selected would have to be commonancestor(s) of the offered

nodes. In other words, with reference to Example 6 whichis part of a larger tree, going up to the

“Restaurants” node 502 would meangoingto the parentof the “Pizza” node 504 ratherthanall

the way to the top in the larger tree containing the portion 500 shown.

A moreflexible alternative uses the information recorded in the thesaurus to find every

synonym for “pizza” in the thesaurus and collect all the other keywords associated with those

synonyms. Then the system would search the inverted index to identify all the nodes associated
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with these other associated keywordsandidentify the most commonancestorofall of those

nodes and goto it. By using the information in the thesaurus in this way the system makes use

of knownproperties of the one meaning of “fast food”, whichis “Pizza”, to construct an

intelligent hypothesis about where the other meanings of “fast food” mightlie in the graph. This

allows the user to reach another meaning withthe least effort and allows the system thereby to

learn what the new meaning of “fast food” is more efficiently.

Example 7

Ofcourse, just as it may be desirable to create implementations to add meanings to the

thesaurus, it may be equally or more desirable to cause an existing meaning for a thesaurus word

to be dropped, for example, due to relative lack of use. This process is described with continuing

reference to FIG. 5 and the associated inverted index, particularly with respect to the thesaurus

entry resulting from the most recent example.

Fast food — Pizza, Burgers

In this example, presumethat there have been several uses of the query “fast food” and

that the user(s) issuing these queries have almost always selected “Burgers” and almost never

“Pizza,

In accordance with another implementation of the invention, the system is constructed to

track the frequency of use of a particular term in the thesaurus. Depending upontheparticular

implementation, the tracking can be doneforall entries in the thesaurus, for only those added as

part of the “learning” process, or for some specified combination thereof.

In addition, some specified criterion is used to determine when, and whichterms,if any,

should be removed from the thesaurus. Depending upon the particular implementation the
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criterion can be based uponusagerelative to time, usage of a particular term relative to some

otherterm(s),term usagerelative to overall thesaurus usage, or simply elimination of all added

terms not used since the last purge.

Thus, presuming that the system has kept track of the frequencyofuse of different

meanings of “fast food”, and that “Pizza” does not meet the criterion for a sufficiently high

frequency, the meaning “Pizza” can be dropped as a synonym for“Fast food” and the entry (after

purging) would look as follows:

Fast food — Burgers

Thus, a further enhanced implementation can be constructed so the system is dynamically

updating the thesaurus, either adding meanings or dropping meanings for existing and/orinitially

unknown words.

Example 8

A further advantage to the invention is that, in some implementations,it can be

configured so that, when there are multiple relevant nodes to be presented, an associated ranking

can be used to determine the type, method or order of presentation. For example, the ranking can

be based upon the frequency of use of particular nodes, which is tracked in these

implementations, so that the most frequently selected or used nodes are presented first, more

prominently, or in a particular manner.

For example, this can be illustrated by continuing from Example 7, where the thesaurus

entry wasas follows:

Fast food — Pizza, Burgers
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Underthe assumption that the system has been tracking the frequency of usage of the “Pizza”

_ node and the “Burgers” node and each has been accessed an identical number of times. When a

user enters the query “Fast food”, as above, the system presents the user with both the “Pizza”

node 504 and the “Burgers” node 506, but becauseit tracks usage and the usageis the same,it

presents them in the order theyarelisted, i.e. “Pizza” and then “Burgers”. However,at this

point, the user’s selection will cause one entry to have a greater frequency ofusagerelative to the

other entry, for example a selection of “Burgers” will make it have a higher frequency of usage

and, accordingly, a higher ranking for the next instance ofuse.

Thus, the next time the system will be presenting both the “Pizza” and “Burgers” nodes

to a user, the “Burgers” node 506 will have the higher frequency of usage and, accordingly, will

be presented first, or more prominently, or in some other specified manner becauseofits

ranking. If the frequency reverses with use so that the “Pizza” node 504 outranks “Burgers”

node 506, then the “Pizza” node 504 will supplant the “Burgers” node 506.

Example 9

A further variant ofExample 8 allows the node rankings to be used to prune the nodes

themselves. In this variant, a criterion can be specified, typically zero usage over a long

specified period of time, that is used to remove an entire node. This is advantageously made

possible because of the system’sability to “jump” among nodes. Thus, it may occur that a node

within the tree is never accessed, but a child node of that node is. In some variants therefore,

whenthis state exists for a sufficiently long period of time, the system is constructed to delete

that node. It should be understoodthat, if handled properly, this process will not even affect the

“learning” process because, even if no user action ever directly causes the nodeto be presented,> p
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if the learning process causes the nodeto be presented the node’s access frequency will be non-

zero and it will not be “pruned”.

In addition, by tracking access frequency on a nodebasis, a qualitative evaluation of the

hierarchical system can be made and visualized. This makesit possible to review the overall

hierarchy after someperiod oftime and periodically optimize it based upon the result instead of

relying purely upon the dynamic optimization that inherently and naturally flows from use ofthe

teachings of the invention.

Having now described various component aspects of different variants implementing the

invention, by way of the above examples, it should be understood that the “jumps” can occur

from any nodeto any node,i.e. vertically and/or laterally and to another node that is higher,

lower or on the same“level” as the node from which the jump is made. All mannerofvertical

and lateral jumps from multiple nodes to multiple nodes are possible.

In addition, it should be understood that in some applications (like documentretrieval

systems) the verbal description from the identified node may be the one issued whereas, in others

(like an IVR system), the verbal descriptions for the children of the identified nodes may be what

is presented. Nevertheless, in both cases, the process as described above by way of examplewill

be the sameor directly analogous.

Having described the various aspects individually a more commercially suitable example,

employing a combination of the above examples, can now be presented with reference to FIG. 6

whichillustrates a simplified example of an “interactive voice response unit” (IVR) hierarchy

600 that might be used in theairline industry. Of course, a real menu tree used in an IVR may

have any numberof nodes from several, up to a thousand, or more. For example, a tree with 4
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branches from each node and which has 5 levels uniformly would have 1365 nodes. As shown

in FIG. 6, the tree 600 is a hierarchical tree and consists of the following nodes and branches:

Initial start (node a0) 602

domestic flight arrival information (node al) 604

domestic reservations (node a2) 606

international flight arrival information (node a3) 608

international reservations (node a4) 610

The node 604 identified by al is a service node with pre-recorded information.

The node 606 has twochild nodea 2, first/business class (node a5) and economy (nodea6).

The node 608 identified by a3 is service node with pre-recorded information.

The nodeidentified as a4 has three child nodes identified as first class (node a7), business class

(node a8), and economy(node a9).

The nodes 612, 614, 616, 618, 620 identified as a5, a6, a7, a8, a9 are all service nodes(i.¢.

terminal nodes) where a respective customerservice representative will interact with the caller.

Of course, a real system may also have a choiceat the top level or at each level for a live

operator and may even have a choice to go back to the previous menu.

Even for such a simple example,in a traditional interactive voice response system, the

caller would haveto listen to several choices and then traverse a path downto a service node.

Someoneinterested in business class reservations on a domestic flight would have to traverse the

path(a0, a2, a5) for example. This involves listening to multiple choicesat cach level of the tree

(e.g. first a prompt at a0, then four prompts offering al, a2, a3, and a4 at the next level, at which

the caller would choose a2, and finally two prompts offering a5 and a6, at which level the caller
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would choose a5 and then wait for the operator) and then making a choice by pressing an

appropriate number onthe telephonedial pad or alternatively saying the appropriate number. In

certain cases, he may make a mistake: he may choose international reservations when heis

interested in domestic reservations or something similar (simply by pressing the wrong number

on his touch-tone telephone or saying the wrong number). If he does, then he has no choice but

to disconnect the phoneandredial the number(orif the system has a backtracking option, then

he can backtrack, but even here he has wasted valuable time).

In contrast, in accordance with a system implementing the invention, the caller would be

able to say what he was lookingfor (e.g. “I want to make a domestic business class reservation’’)

and the system would identify and respond with the appropriate node 612 (e.g. a5 in this case or

the relevant customer service representative directly). In other words, it would enable the caller

to skip to the correct node(s) without having to trace through the entire path. If the user makes a

mistake, he could ask for something different wherever he finds himselfin the tree, and skip

laterally or vertically to his preferred choice.

The system implementing the invention can further include an option that the entire

transaction (e.g. the making of the reservation) would becarried out through natural language

interactions with the system without the intervention of a human customerservice representative.

In other words,all the details of his domestic reservation are obtained by the system and the

system updates a database accordingly and issues whatever commandsare required (e.g. the

mailing of a ticket) to be carried out by some humanrepresentativelater.

Whileit is true that some more advanced interactive voice response systemsavailable

today allow for natural language interactions, they are highly constrained natural language
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interactions with relatively little or no intervention by a human operator. However, unlike with

systems using the invention, those systemsstill require direct path traversal throughthe hierarchy

(i.e. jumping to non-connected nodesis not contemplated or possible, let alone allowed).

Moreover, such systemsstill typically use a limited list of keywords, whichthe caller is required

to use to correctly traverse to the next connected node.

In contrast, variants of a system implemented in accordance with the invention can

incorporate an automatically generated or updated thesaurus, which greatly expands the range of

wordsor terms a caller can use. In these variants, the user is not restricted to parroting the highly

constrained script as required by other interactive voice response systems,noris the user limited

to traversal to a connected node. In these more complex implementations of the invention, a

system can be constructed that is able to learn new wordsor termsthat it may not have

understoodthefirst time. For example, if a user asks for “coach class” and the system does not

have the word “coach”or the phrase “coach class”in its keywordlist or in its current thesaurus,

then on this first occasion, it offers the user a traditional path down the conventional tree. But it

tracks what the user did, what node of the tree the user went to, and on this basis, it learns a new

response to “coach class”. The next time a caller (either the same person or a different person)

uses the words“coach class” the system doesnot offer the traditional path as it did the first time,

but instead it offers a new set of nodes based on whatit learned the first time. Thus, in such

implementations, the thesaurus is a dynamically changing entity, continually updating itself by

learning new wordsand terms and learning new “meanings”(i.c. new actions or responses) for

existing terms.
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Implementations according to the invention can also allow novel groupings of nodes to

be presented to the caller based on his query. [fhe asks for “economyclass” without specifying

whether he wants an international or domestic reservation, then the system would offer him the

nodes a6 and a9 (appropriately phrased in natural language), and allow him to further choose

whether he wants international or domestic reservations, something current systems donotoffer.

In other words, the system can pick out the relevant responses from different branchesofthe tree

_and pool themtogether and offer them to the caller.

This functioning of the system, by whichit is able to skip aroundlaterally or vertically in

the tree, is enabled by the associating of natural language (i.e. human language) verbal

descriptions with each node, and then using these as an initial basis for the navigation,

augmented, in somevariants, by a dynamically changing thesaurusthat greatly expandsits range

and comprehension.

Thus, based upon a conceptual understanding of the above examples, further details of

the process will now be presented.

The flowcharts of FIGS. 7 through 14 areillustrative of a functional example of the

gencral method of a more complex variant the invention as would be implemented in software

according to the flowcharts in this case for a newspaper subscription application. It should be

understoodthat particular details are provided in the description below merely for completeness

or because they are necessary or helpful for forming an understanding ofthe particular

implementation. They are not to be considered essential for implementing the invention.

Similarly, details unrelated to or unnecessary for understanding the invention have been omitted

to avoid confusion.
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An example implementation is described and contains two programs, a preparatory

program,illustrated in FIGS. 7-10 and a transaction or query processing program,illustrated in

FIGS. 11-14. In addition, a particular software implementation fairly corresponding to the

flowcharts of FIGS. 7 - 14 appears in the Appendix A that follows. The program contained

therein, is written in the “C” programming language for execution on any personal computer

having a processor, memory , input-output, etc. capabilities to run the particular application in its

intended environment.

Broadly, the first program process of FIGS. 7-10 constructs an inverted index and an

application-specific thesaurus and the second program process of FIGS. 11-14 uses those

constructs in a transaction processing system to interact with a user.

In the preparatory program of FIGS. 7A, 7B and 8-10, the shorthand namesoffiles that

the program uses and the contents of the corresponding files are as follows. Notably, both the

process parts shown in FIG. 7A and 7Bas well as the process part shown in FIG. 8 are indicated

as start points. This is because they are each independent of each other in that any of the three

could start before any other or two or more could be run concurrently. Thus, it should not be

presumed that they are mutually exclusive or any one is per se required for the invention.

Moreover, it should be understood that any one or more could have been undertaken at a

different time, by a different entity, or for a different application. Whether one or more of the

portions shownin FIG. 7A, FIG. 7B or FIG. 8 are the starting points, the starting point for actual

operational processing will be the same.

Thefile named ‘p’ contains a list of prompts or verbal descriptionsin a hierarchical

relationship (i.e. they can be visualized or arranged in a tree-type graph).
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The file named ‘w’ contains documentsthat are related to the prompts or verbal

descriptions in ‘p’. For example,‘w’ could contain a training manual for customer service

personnel or a website documentthatis likely to contain material that is related to the queries

customers may have. This file is used to create a thesaurus.

The file named ‘f contains forms that are used to elicit relevant information from

customers. They havefields like ‘name’, for example, which would be used by the system to ask

and record a caller’s name.

The file named ‘x’ contains an index associating the forms in ‘f with terminal prompts or

descriptions in ‘p’. Once a terminal promptis reached in the process, the corresponding form

from thefile ‘x’ is activated, and the system proceedsto elicit information from the user.

The file named ‘s’ contains a list of application-specific stop words, many of whichare

high-occurrence and/or generally uninformative wordslike ’a’, ‘an’, ‘the’ or ‘from’ or words

with a high-occurrence in for the particular application such that they havelittle meaning, for

example,‘fly’ in an airline reservation system, ‘street’ in a navigation system,‘file’ in a

computer search tool. These are eliminated from ‘p’ and ‘w’ and ‘f before processing, because

they don’t carry any useful information for the application.

The file ‘t.cfg’ contains the thesaurus and inverted index that will be constructed by the

program. Of course, in alternative variants, the thesaurus could be a separate file from the

inverted index file and either or both could be made up ofmultiplefiles.

Thefile ‘I.cfg’ is a file that is used to store newly learned words. As withthe t.cfg’ file,

the ‘l.cfg’ file need not be a separate file, it could be partof ‘t.cfg’, or part of a separate thesaurus

and/or inverted index file. Similarly, the ‘l.cfg’ file could be made upofseveralfiles.
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With reference to FIGS. 7A, 7B and 8 through 10, the processes as carried out by thefirst

program are as follows. It bears noting that, although the process and its components are

presented by way of example in a particular order, unless a specific process componentis

expressly stated to necessarily have to occurat a particular time or after some otherparticular

process component, or two process components must necessarily occur in sequence because one

relies upon completion of the other before it can start, no order should be implied or considered

required since the order in different implementations maybe different and may vary based upon

the particular programmer, programming language and/or computer involved.

The files p, w, f, x, and s are each read and processed as follows. It should be understood

that the order of processing offile ‘p’ relative to file ‘f or their respective sub-processing

components, although shown sequentially, could be done in a myriad of ways including doing

each of the reading extracting and storing concurrently or as a commonoperation(i.e. reading

for both is done before extracting for both, etc.).

Specifically, keywords are extracted from p___ and from f__. Theseareinitially just

all the words or terms contained in the prompts in p. The keywordsare stored, for example, in a

temporaryfile.

Similarly, thesaurus words are extracted from w. Theseareinitially just all the words or

terms in w. Theyare also stored, for example, in a temporaryfile.

Stop words are loaded from s (902) and stop words and duplicate words are eliminated

from keywords and thesaurus wordsstored in the temporary files.

The thesaurus is constructed in accordance with FIGS. 9 and 10 described in overview as

follows:
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a. Incrementthe file of thesaurus words with keywords from p and f remaining after

elimination of stop words.

b. Create a matrix of thesaurus words as row words (or words listed along the rows

of the matrix) against keywords as column words (or wordslisted along the

columnsof the matrix).

c. Count the number of co-occurrences of each row word with each columnword of

the matrix in the documents contained in w andfill in that numberin the

corresponding matrix cell. (For example, a co-occurrence ofa pair of words may

be defined as that pair occurring in the same paragraph. If w is made up of a

hundred paragraphs, then take each pair of row word and column word and count

the numberoftimes this pair occurs within the space of each of the hundred

paragraphsin w.For each pair, the pair may co-occur zero or more times in a

paragraph and add up the number of co-occurrencesin all the paragraphsin w.)

This process yields a matrix filled with nonnegative integers in eachcell. It is then

possible to consider each row of numbers as a vector associated with the corresponding row

word. When viewed geometrically, these vectors, one for each row word, form angles with each

other in a multi-dimensional space. As a result, we can calculate the cosine of each such angle

by computing scalar products for the angles. Thus, we compute the cosines of the angles formed

by the vectors associated with each pair of row words.

The cosine values for all pairs of row words and column wordsare calculated andstored,

for example, in a new matrix.
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For each row word, the top ‘n’ cosine values are identified as are the corresponding

keywords. For example, in an airline system context, if there are two row words ‘coach’ and

‘economy’, where “economy”is also a keyword(originally from p and/or f), and if the cosine

value of this pair or words is amongthe top ‘n’ cosines for the word ‘coach’, then ‘economy’is

identified as a synonymous keyword for coach.

A new file can then be created, formatted for example, by listing thesaurus words on the

left (e.g. coach), and against each thesaurus word, its associated keywords (e.g. economy). This

is referred to as an inverted index(i.e. the thesaurus) of row words and their keyword synonyms.

Essentially, this file will now contain wordslike ‘coach’ coupled with its particular alternative

meanings, one of which may be ‘economy’. Theuserinteractive transaction processing

program, the second program, will later use this thesaurus file when a caller uses a word like

‘coach’ in his query to determine the relevant keywords (like ‘economy’). This will enable the

program to find the relevant prompt with which to respondto the user.

Optionally, to provide the system with a set of prompts or verbal descriptions with which

to respond to a user, another inverted index is created using thefiles p, f, and x. This index will

contain a list of keywords from p and/or f associated with the prompts in which they occur.

Thus, when a user uses a synonym like ‘coach’ in a query, the second program will look up the

thesaurus, find the keywords correspondingtoit (e.g. ‘economy’), and then look up the inverted

index to find the prompts corresponding to ‘economy’ and other corresponding keywords.

Onceboth the inverted index and thesaurusfiles have beencreated,thefile t.cfg can be

created from them for use by the second program.
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One example of the program flow for a fairly generic transaction processing program

implementing one variant of the invention is illustrated in the flowcharts of FIGS. 11 through 14.

This example is configured to incorporate a collection of several of previously described simple

aspects. To demonstrate the functions of this program and how this program operates, for

context we use an example interaction that a calling customer might have with this example

system.

Following the example is the Appendix contains that program codeessentially

implementing a variant of the invention largely correspondingto that of FIGS. 7 through 14.

The particular example we use for purposesof illustration is for an automated telephone

system for a newspaper, like the New York Times. For simplicity, every item in the flowchart is

not traced through since, an understanding of the process with respect to one path will be

sufficient to allow an understanding ofthe other paths.

The example begins with “I want to subscribe” uttered by the caller to the system. We

will assumethat the first three words ofthe query (i.e. “I”, “want”, and “to”) are stop words and

the last word (i.e. “subscribe”) is neither a keyword nor a thesaurus word.

The process as carried out by the second program are as follows:

Thefiles t.cfg, l.cfg, f, x, and s are read (1102).

The keywords, thesaurus words, prompts from t.cfg. are loaded (1104), as are the learned

wordsfrom I.cfg. Initially, l.cfg will be empty as the program hasnot yet learned any new

words. The forms and index of forms against prompts from f and x respectively are loaded, as

are stop wordsfrom s.
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The program opensthe interaction with a greeting (1106) and anelicitation of thefirst

query from thecaller (1108). This might be: “Thank you for calling the New Herald. How may

we help you?”

The caller then utters his or her statement: “I want to subscribe”.

The stop wordsin the statementare first eliminated, leaving behind just the word

“subscribe”.

The statement is then processed in the following way:

The keywords and the thesaurus words remaining in the query are identified (1202, 1204)

by comparing withthelist in t.cfg and |.cfg. As we have assumed that “subscribe”is neither, we

have none.

The prompts that best match the identified keywords and thesaurus words are selected

(1206). As there are no such wordsidentified, there are no prompts selected.

The program arrives at a decision in the flowchart: are any nodes selected? (1208). Since

the answeris in the negative, the program will follow the branch andselect the top level node

(1218). (Note: These top level prompts are the onesat the top level of the menu tree.) This

completes the prompt selection process. The process then proceedsto the secondpart of the

query process.

The process proceeds with another decision: has a single leaf prompt been selected?

(1210). Since the top level prompts are selected (of which there are more than one and also none

is a leaf prompt), a negative answeris the result.
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These prompts or verbal descriptions are issued to the user (caller) and elicit another

response. Assumethat the offered verbal descriptionsare as follows:

System: Are you Calling about subscriptions?

System: Is there a problem with your paper or delivery?

System: Would you like information about the New York Times website?

System: Are you calling about advertisements?

System: Are you calling about something else?

Assumefurther that the caller responds as follows:

User: | am calling about subscriptions.

As a result, the program returns to selecting verbal descriptions by identifying the

keywords and the thesaurus words remaining in the query by comparing with thelist in t.cfg and

l.cfg (1202, 1204). “Subscriptions” is now synonymouswith a keywordandit is identified.

The programwill again select verbal description(s) that best match the identified

keywords and thesaurus words (1206).

For example, assumetheseare:

System: Would you like to order a subscription?

System: Would youlike to give a gift subscription?

System: Would youlike to change your address or change any other information?

The programthen arrives at a decision branch (1208) in the flowchart: are any nodes

selected? Since the answeris affirmative, it follows that branch and exits the prompt selection

process and returns to the query process.
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This begins with another decision box: is a single leaf node selected? (1210). The answer

is no, since three prompts have beenselected.

Next, these verbal descriptions are issued to the caller and the systemwill await his

response (1220). We assumethe caller responds as follows:

User: I want to order a subscription

The programwill again return through a loop to the prompt selection process (1202,

1204, 1206) where the program will identify the keywords and the thesaurus words remaining in

the query by comparing with the list in t.cfg and l.cfg. “Order” and “subscription” are now

identified.

Verbal descriptions are selected that best match the identified keywords and thesaurus

words. Now assumethis is just the prompt ““Would you like to order a subscription?” from the

three descriptions above.

The program will then arrive at a decision branch (1208) in the flowchart: are any nodes

selected? Since the answeris affirmative, it follows that branch and exits the promptselection

process and returns to the query process to again arrive at a decision: has a single leaf node been

selected? (1210). This time the answeris yes, a single prompt has been reached, whichis also a

leaf prompt, sinceit is at the bottom of the menutree.

This is followed by another decision: any verbal description corresponding to the node?

(1212). The program checkst.cfg and finds the answeris no.

The branch then leads to yet another decision (1214): is a form for verbal description

available? The answer by checking the index x is the yes branch. This leads to the portion of the

flowchart of FIG. 13.
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The form is processed in the following way:

Thefirst part is a decision: isit a response form? (1302). The answeris no.

The systemthen issues questionsto the caller based on the form and accepts information

back (1304). The questions are of the form “Please tell us your name”, “Where do youlive?”,

“Do you want an annualor half-yearly subscription?” etc. The caller provides the information to

the system.

It repeats the information the caller has given the system andasksif the informationis

correct. Let us assume the user confirms that the information is correct.

The system then calls an external routine to store the information in a database. The

routine returns another form to the system (1306) and returns in a loop to the question: is it a

response form? (1302). Since the form contains questions about the payment, based on the type

and period of subscription selected by the caller, the answer will be negative.

The system thenissues these questionsto the caller and the caller provides the required

information (1304).

The system then repeats the information and gets a confirmation fromthecaller.

The information is passed to another routine (mentioned in the form) to update the

database. This routine (1306) then returns a response form and again returns in the loop to the

question: is it a response form? (1302). This time the answeris yes. The system thenissues a

response (1308) thanking the caller for the subscription, and exits this process returning to FIG.

11.
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The system now exits the query process as well since the caller’s query has been

completely processed and the correspondingactions taken by the system. It now returnsto the

main part of the program.

The next process in the main part of the program is a question: is there an unknown word

in the caller’s query? (1112). The answeris yes, since the word “subscribe” in the initial query

was not knownto the system. This invokes the portion of the flowchart of FIG. 14.

The system therefore has to learn this previously unknownword:

The learning process begins with a decision: is the word alreadyin l.cfg? (1402). The

answeris no, since |.cfg is initially empty and the word has not been encountered before.

The corresponding “NO”branch is followed and the word is addedtothelist of learned

words(initially empty) with keywords fromthe final single leaf prompt that was selected (1404).

The system then records these changesin |.cfg (1408) and returns to the main part of the

program in FIG. 11. It has now learned the meaningoftheinitially unknown word “subscribe”.

Next, the program asksthe caller if he wishes to continue (1114)(i.e. are there any

further queries). We assume the answeris no and the system thanks the user and exits.

Now, having described the example traversal of one path through the second program

with reference to the flowchart, an example dialogue for the path traversal that has taken place is

presented so the complete transaction can now be understood.

Dialogue:

Caller: I want to subscribe

System: Are you Calling about subscriptions?

System: Is there a problem with your paperor delivery?
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System: Would youlike information about the New York Times website?

System: _ Are you calling about advertisements?

System: Are you calling about somethingelse?

Caller: [amcalling about subscriptions

System: Would you like to order a subscription?

System: Would you like to give a gift subscription?

System: Would you like to change your address or change any other information?

Caller: I want to order a subscription

System: Please tell us your name

Caller: Bertrand Russell

System: Where do you live?

The dialogue continues in this way with the system eliciting the required information

from the caller.

Having demonstrated traversal in a system where the system was constructed to learn

when an unknown word is used, what happens the second time a caller uses the same word

“subscribe” in a query after it has been learned by the system can now be demonstrated. This

demonstrates the powerof including the optional feature of learning in the program.

In this case, the dialogue that occurs when a new caller uses the word “subscribe”

following the above is now presented.

Dialogue:

Caller: I want to subscribe

System: Please tel! us your name
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Caller: J. L. Austin

System: Where do you live?

Thereafter, the process continues. Notably, the system has now learned the correct

response to the query “I want to subscribe”.

Other Variants

Having described several simple and more complex examples that make it possible to use

the invention, other variants can now be presented. Examples of such optional functions that can

be incorporated into other variants, individually or collectively, include:

a) creating the thesaurus by providing access to a collection of multiple documents

and determining synonymybased on sufficient similarity of meaning with the keywords as

measured by the frequency of co-occurrence of the keywordsinthe collection of documents;

b) identifying wordsin the user’s response by recording the response for future

learning;

c) parsing out of a responseall non-stop word unknownterms or keywords;

d) identifying synonymsfor all non-stop terms in the user’s response;

e) cycling between user and system responses until the user reaches a vertex(i.e.

verbal description) that enables himto carry out his goal and updating the thesaurus whenthe

goal vertex is reached by associating the recorded previously unknown wordsin the user’s

response with the keywords that are associated with the verbal description reached by the user;

f) recording, when the goal vertex is reached, the pairs of synonymsin the user’s

responses and the keywordsthat are associated with the verbal description reached bythe user;
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g) removing associations between keywordsand their synonyms from the thesaurus

that have not been accessed morethan a specified amountof times within a specified period (this

can be based upon a parameterset in the system by the system’s administrator or can occur as

part of program maintenance or updates);

h) selecting the verbal descriptions that best meet the user’s goal as indicated by the

keywords and synonymsin the user’s response by identifying the keywordsin the user’s

response and/or the keywords corresponding to synonymsin the user’s response and computing

a degree of match between each verbal description and the identified keywords, in accordance

with conventional linguistic processing techniques;

i) computing the degree of match between verbal descriptions and identified

keywords byutilizing the pairs of synonymsin user’s response and the keywords associated with

the verbal descriptions reached by users as previously recorded;

)) respondingto the user onthe basis of verbal descriptions selected by presenting

the user with verbal descriptions that best match the user’s previous response;

k) for “best match”variants, in the event that even the best matches have a low
699

degree of match, the best “n” verbal descriptions are presented to the user (“‘n” being a number

representing a predetermined system parameter);

1) for “best match”variants, in the event that the best matches have a low degree of

match, the user is automatically connected to a human operator, when or if a human operatoris

available;
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m) for “best match”variants in the event that the best matches have a low degree of

_match, the best “‘n” verbal descriptions are presented to the user, along with an option of being

connected to a human operator when or if a human operatoris available;

n) presenting the user with those verbal descriptions that best match the user’s

previous responsein orderto elicit any information from the user that may be required to

accomplish the user’s goal;

0) recording informationelicited from a user in a database for future use;

p) selecting multiple verticies in the graph structure that are not connected to a

previously selected vertex, based upon parameters associated with nodes correlated to keywords

and synonymsin a user’s response;

q) selecting a vertex in the graph structure in the same row asthe previously selected

vertex based upon the keywords and synonymsin the user’s response; and/or

r) updating the thesaurus by adding words from a user’s response that are not in the

thesaurus.

Finally, it is to be understood that various variants of the invention including

representative embodiments have been presented to assist in understanding the invention. It

should be understood that they are not to be considered limitations on the invention as defined by

the claims, or limitations on equivalents to the claims. For instance, some of these variants are

mutually contradictory, in that they cannot be simultaneously present in a single embodiment.

Similarly, some advantages are applicable to one aspect of the invention, and inapplicable to

others. Thus, no particular features or advantages should be considered dispositive in

determining equivalence.
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It should therefore be understood that the above description is only representative of

illustrative embodiments. For the convenience of the reader, the above description has focused

on a representative sample ofall possible embodiments, a sample that teaches the principles of

the invention. The description has not attempted to exhaustively enumerateall possible

combinationsor variations, for example, those arising out ofthe use ofparticular hardware or

software, or the vast numberofdifferent types of applications in which the invention can be

used. That alternate embodiments may not have been presented for a specific portion of the

invention, or that further undescribed alternate embodiments maybe available for a portion of

the invention, is not to be considered a disclaimer of those alternate embodiments. One of

ordinary skill will appreciate that many of those undescribed embodiments incorporate the

minimumessential aspects of the invention and others incorporate one or more equivalent

aspects.

APPENDIX A

FILE IDENTIFICATION
Main SourceFiles

main.c, process.c, arraylib.c, stemlib.c, dialog.c, interactive.c, formlib.c
HeaderFiles

globalvar.h, process.h, arraylib.h, forms.h
MakeFiles

Makefile
ParameterFiles

t.ini, d.ini
Data Files

p, Ww, s, f) x, a
Configuration Files

t.cfg, Lefg
Shell Script Files

acct_info, add_acct, chgacct, get_pymt, updt_pymt, susp_deli, updt_acct, prefer
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MAIN SOURCE CODE(in C)
main.c: Main Program to process p and w to create the thesaurus
[EE ae ke ae fe oof oe fe asf oefa af 2 oe a a fe oof af a af ooffa a af oe a foe af ook ae ae fe ea ae ae ae a ao abe a af oe fe aca ae ae ae aks

 

SOURCE CODE DOCUMENTATION

2322REEo A AAECAACE oooo Ee a oe 2 2 ooeo oe eoa eo oo oo a ooooa/

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "process.h"
#include "arraylib.h"
#include "forms.h"

int numColumn = 0, numRow = 0 , numIndex = 0, numMenu;
int topValues = 5 ;
char **rowTerms, **columnTerms, **prompts, **stopWords;
double **matrix, **cosine;

float phoneThreshold = 0.02, webThreshold = 0.0006;
int **indexList, **menuList, **thesaurus, **promptKeys;
int numStopWord= 0;
int numForms, numPF;

struct form **formlist;

char ***Fprompts, “wdoc, *pdoc, *sdoc, *fdoc, *xdoc, *cfg;

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

int i, j5

[ERAC ACeoRf2IOoa2 aa of Ea ooa oeos oe osae 2aoo a oo2 ogao

PRINT THESAURUS PROGRAM INFO

BE oe seee 2 eae ae Se 2 oe eee ee 2 Ef Fe Eeef A EE A AC ASCSRECCOOO/

/* if (arge '!= 5) {
printf("Usage Instructions: t p w f x\n");
printf("Parses w for matrix row terms and p for matrix column terms.\n");
printf("*** Exiting, goodbye.\n");
exit(1);

,*/

if (arge != 2) {
printf("Usage Instructions: t <ini-file>\n");
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printf("*** Exiting, goodbye.\n");
exit(1);

8RR okeeoe of ok ok ok eooe oof eo a oe of oe ae ae a a oe 2 2 ooaoo 2 oe oa oo oe oaae ae ake ok ok oo

OPEN INPUT FILES

2 2 eeeeeAACAAC AC CACAoEACECEEooEkoR OK CK/

readini(argv[1]);
loadStop Words(sdoc);
numPF = JoadFormsList(xdoc);
numForms = loadForms(fdoc);

[BEACA RR EAEEe OR EE A A AE AE ER ORR 2 ok A fe Sooooo ookeoeo ok oeoaaa

PREPARATION FOR PHONEDOC PARSING

Bae ee fe fe ofc he he he ee oe oe ee ee 2 oe of of eeoe fe heoe kee oe oe oe oe ef i ee oe oe oe ae ae ae ae 2 2 2oooea/

printf("\nReadingfiles ....\n");
numColumn = processFile(pdoc, &columnTerms, phoneThreshold);
// printf{("The document contains %d relevant terms.\n\n", numColumn);

// This routine will add the keywords from the Forms into ColumnTerms.
numColumn = addFormKeys(&columnTerms, numColumn);

// printf("The document contains “%d relevant terms.\n\n", numColumn);

[eoee oi a oe oe oi eoeoee Aoeoe fe oe ke feofeo fe oe oe oe oe of ae of ae ae ok ke a of a ok ae oe of ao oa

PREPARATION FOR WEBDOC PARSING

2AFR okoooi a coo Co ok a cok ok a oR ICAI SCSI OR a ACA SI CCS a AC A CCAR ACC aC ACaaa a oa aa oo/

numRow = processFile(wdoc, &rowTerms, webThreshold);

[ER AE A aee he oe ie eeee ie he heieeee oe he ef 9 Aeieeheeeee ode ee ee oe ee ae he oe oe oe oe oc oe ao

MERGE COLUMNTERMS & FINALTERMS INTO ROWTERMS

2A ACA oeSEAABR oe oR oookkkkkAC2oeoaaE aoe ACfeoae a aa ae a ae ae /

numRow = mergeArray(&rowTerms, columnTerms, numRow, numColumn);
sortArray(rowTerms, numRow);
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// printf("The document contains %od relevant terms.\n\n", numRow);
[HEeeEeof ROR ok RRAEEof Eo of 2 A Oo a Eo EE a os ao 2 a

MATRIX CONSTRUCTIONS

2A 2OE A SEA22922 2A 2 OKAof OE 9 EE OR A oe oe Ae oe oe ae oeok oA OR a AR oo oe EC/

printf(“loading prompts ...\n", numIndex);
numIndex = loadPrompts(pdoc);
printf("processing words ...\n", numIndex);
createMatrix(wdoc);
numRow = eraseZeroes();
calcCosine();
fillIndex();
// This function will add leaf prompts to the index keywords from Forms.
// appendIndex(argv[3]);
createThesaurus();
// printf{(""created thesaurus .\n\n", numIndex);
printf("saving data ...\n");
saveData(cfg);
printf("done.\n");

readini(char * filenm)
{

FILE * fp;
char buf[80], key[80], value[80], comment[80];
int cnt;

if ((fp=fopen(filenm,"r"))==NULL)
{

perror(filenm);
exit(1);

}
while (fgets(buf,79,fp)!=NULL)
{

sscanf(buf,"%s “%s %s",key,value, comment);
if (!stremp(key, "pdoc"))

pdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "wdoc"))

wdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "sdoc"))

sdoc=strdup(value);
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if (!stremp(key, "fdoc"))
fdoc=strdup(value);

if (!stremp(key, "xdoc"))
xdoc=strdup(value);

if (!stremp(key, "cfg"))
cfg=strdup(value);

if (!stremp(key, "pt"))
sscanf(buf,"%s “of “%s" ,key,&phoneThreshold,value);
//phoneThreshold=(float)atof(value);

if (‘stremp(key, "wt"))
sscanf(buf,"%s “f %s",key,&webThreshold,value);

if ('stremp(key, "tv"))
topValues=atoi(value);

process.c: This programcontains variousfunctionscalled from Main
#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>

#include "globalvar.h"
#include "arraylib.h"
#include "forms.h"

#define min(x, y) (x<y)?x:y

 

int *rowcount, *colcount;

int processFile(char * filename, char ***cArray,float threshold) {
FILE * fp;
char tmpWord[50], paraFlag;
int i, numWords = 0, wordLen = 0, totWords = 0;

float *freqArray;

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
*cArray = NULL;
freqArray = NULL;

while((wordLen = fetchWord(fp, tmpWord)) != 0) {
totWordst+;

if (! inArray(stopWords, tmpWord, numStopWord)) { // ignore stopwords
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stem Word(tmpWord);
if (i = inArray(*cArray, tmpWord, numWords)) {

freqArray[i - 1]++;
}

else {
addWord(cArray, tmpWord, ++num Words);
freqArray = (float *) realloc(freqArray, numWords * sizeof(float));
freqArray[num Words- 1] = 1;
}

}
}

// print{("Totwords = %d, numWords = %d\n",totWords, numWords);
for (i = 0; 1 <numWords; i++)

{

if ((float)(freqArray[i] / totWords) >= threshold)
(*cArray)[i] = NULL;

}

numWords = removeNulls((*cArray), numWords);
sortArray((*cArray), num Words);

return num Words;

}

[aa oe ee oe ee ee ie fe oe Ae ee Aeee Ae eefe9ee fe eo oe 2 et feee ee af oe af a oe he a oe eof of eae oe eof a oe fe ae oe oe oe oe oe

Prompts Processing
He 2 ke eo oe ok eo A oR oe ke oe fe oe oe ke oe fe oe oe fe oe 2B oe oe eo oe 22 eeEe 2eeee OE ie eoaoa oe eo a at ao of a obs a aa ac /

int loadPrompts(char * filename)
4

char buffer[256];
int i = 0, j, len, ne;
int level[ 10], tabs, m = 0;
FILE * fp;

for (i = 0; 1 < 10; i++)
level[i] = 0;

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
prompts = NULL;
menuList = NULL;

j=i=0;
while (fgets(buffer, 256, fp) != NULL)
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{
tabs = allTrim(buffer);

if ((len = strlen(buffer)) == 0)
continue;

if ((j = inArray(prompts, buffer, i)) == 0)
jh

else

level[tabs + 1] =j + 1;
menu List = (int **)realloc(menuList, ++m * sizeof(int *));
menuList{m- 1] = (int *)malloc(3 * sizeof(int));
menuList[{m - 1][0] = level[tabs];
menuList{m - | ][1] = level[tabs + 1];
menuList[m- 1][2] = 0;
if (j =i)

add Word(&prompts, buffer, ++i);
}
numMenu = m;

for G = 0; } < numMenu; j++)
{
for(m = 0; m < numMenu; m++)

if (menuList{j|{1] == menuList[m][0])
break;

if(m !=numMenu) /* Leaf Node */
continue;

ne = 0;

for (m = 0; m < numMenu; m++)
if (menuList[m |[0] == menuList[j][0])

ne++;

 

if (ne != 1)
{

menuList[j|[2] = 99;
continue;
I

len = strlen(prompts[menuList[j][1] - 1]);
if (prompts[menuList[j][1] - 1}[len - 1] == '?')

menuList{j|[2] = 99;
else

{
for (m = 0; m < numMenu; m++)

if (menuList[m][1] == menuList[j][0])
menuList[m|[2] = menuList[j][1];

menuList[j][2] = 100;
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}
return 1;

}

void fillIndex()
t
int 1, j, k;

indexList = (int **)malloc(numColumn* sizeof(int *));
for (i= 0; i < numColumn; i++) {

index List[i] = (int *)malloc(numIndex * sizeof(int));
for (j = 0; j < numIndex; j++)

index List[i][j] = 0;
}

for (i = 0; i < numIndex; i++)
updateThesaurus(prompts[i], i + 1);

updatel'rmForms();

}

updateThesaurus( char*str, int pmpt)
{

char tmpstr[256];
char *sarray[50];
int i, j, k, wrds;
int iflag = 0, dflag = 0;

strepy(tmpstr, str);
wrds = readValues(tmpstr, sarray);
stemArray(sarray, wrds);
for (i = 0; 1 < wrds; i++)

{
for (j = 0; j < numColumn;j++)

if (!stremp(columnTerms|j], sarray[i]))

iflag = |;
dflag = 0;
for (k = 0; index List{j ][k] && k < numIndex; k++)

if (index List[j][k] == pmpt)
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dflag = 1;
if (k <numIndex && dflag == 0)

index List[j|[k] = pmpt;
break; ,
}

}

if (iflag == 0)

printf("** warning the following prompt does not contain index word\n");
printf("\t%s\n", str);
}

fA he hee ie he he ee he oe he ee ie feseeAeEee fe ee feee oeee5 fe oe oe oe ce oe oe oe ae oe oe of oe

Create Matrix here

2 2 ee ee fe fe oe ee fe ok 2ee 2k oka a2ok okaafoakfCfoaaoikooe ae ak a/

void createMatrix(char * filename) {
int i,j, nwp = 0, k = 0;
int minv;
FILE * fp;

/* allocate memory for matrix */
matrix = (double **)malloc(numRow * sizeof(double *));
for (i = 0; i< numRow; ++i) {

matrix[i] = (double *)malloc(numColumn* sizeof(double));
for G = 0; } < numColumn;j++)

matrix[i][j] = 0;
}

/* allocate memory for rowcount and columncount */
rowcount = (int *)malloc(numRow*sizeof(int));
colcount = (int *)malloc(numColumn*sizeof(int));

/* Go to start of document */

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");

while (!feof(fp))
{
/* initialize rowcount array */
for Gj = 0; } < numRow;j++)
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rowcount[j] = 0;
/* initialize columncountarray */
for (j = 0; j < numColumn;j+-+)

colcount{j | = 0;

nwp = readPara(fp);
if (feof(fp))

break;

if (nwp == 0)
continue;

/* add co-occurance of rowword & colword to the matrix */

for (Gj = 0; ] < numRow;j++)
for (k = 0; k < numColumn; k++) {

minv = min(rowcount{[j], colcount[k]);
matrix{j][k] += minv;
}

int readPara(FILE *fp )f
1

int i, }, k, wcount = 0, m = 0;
int nextpara, currpara, wordLen;
char tmpword[50];

currpara = ftell(fp);
weount = wordsInPara(fp);
if (feof(fp)) {

if (weount == 0)
return 0;

}

nextpara = ftell(fp);
fseek({p, currpara, 0);
for (i = 0; i < weount; ++i) {

wordLen = fetch Word(fp, tmpword);
if (inArray(stopWords,tmpword,numStop Word))

continue;
stem Word(tmpword);

/* count the occurance of each word from the row in para */
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for G = 0; ] < numRow; j++)
if (!stremp(rowTerms[j], tmpword)) {

rowcount[j]++;
break: ,
}

/* count the occurance of each word from the columnin para */
for (j = 0; j < numColumn;j++)

if (!stremp(columnTerms|[j], tmpword)) {
colcount[j]++;
break;

}

:
fseek(fp, nextpara, 0);
return wecount;

}

int wordsInPara (FILE * fp)
{
int c, count = 0;

int state;
const int out = 0, in= 1;

state = out;

while ((c = getc(fp)) != EOF) {
if (lisalpha(c)) {

if (c == '\n' || c == EOF)
break;

state = out;

}
else

if (state == out) {
state = in;
count++;

}
return count;

2 2aeeooee oRaeo ok oe oe ok eo of oe oo oe oe oe oe oo oe oo oe ee ok oe eo ok ede ae ok aedeo

Calculate Cosine Function
Be ee eee Se he ieee oe fe i oe ie ee he oe he Se ie oe fe eeeeee ee ie ee oe ee ee ee oe oe EE OE EE/

void calcCosine()
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{
int i, j, k, sum;

/* memory allocation for the cosine matrix */

cosine = (double **)malloc(numRow * sizeof(double *));
for (i = 0;i1< numRow; ++i) {

cosine[i] = (double *)malloc(((numRow) * sizeof(double)));
for (j = 0; | < numRow;j++)

cosine[i][j] = 0;
j

/*Normalization*/

for (i = 0; i< numRow; ++1)
{
sum = 0;

for (k = 0; k < numColumn; ++k)
sum += matrix[i][k] * matrix[i][k];

if (sum != 0)
{

for (j = 0; ] < numColumn; ++)
matrix{i][j] = matrix[i][j] / sqrt(sum);

}
}

/*Cosines*/

for (i= 0; i< numRow; ++i)
{
for (k =i + 1; k <numRow; ++k)

{

cosine[i][k] = 0;
for (j = 0; } <numColumn; ++})

cosine{i][k] += matrix{i][j] * matrix[k][j];
j

}

}

[RRAeeoR RReoeeoooe oe oooo oo oo oR 2eoaooo

eraseZeroes : removes the row with all zero columninthe matrix

2 ee he fe fe he he he fe eeaa a oe 2h eooooe ie feaa oe2 oe oe he2oe oo oe eeeese oe oe oe oe oe oo/

int eraseZeroes() {
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int j, k;
int cond;

/* Free and nullify the rowTerms andmatrix row forall zeroes */
for (j = 0; | < numRow; ++)) {
cond = 1;
for (k = 0; k <numColumn; ++k) {
if (matrix{j][k] !=0) {

cond = 0;

break;

}
}

if (cond == 1) {
rowTerms|j] = NULL;
matrix[j] = NULL;

}

}

/* Push NULLrowsat the end ofarrays */
for (j = 0; | < numRow;j++)

{
if (rowTerms[j] == NULL)

{
for (k =] + 1; k <numRow; k++)

if (rowTerms[k] != NULL)
break;

if (k <numRow)
{
rowTerms[j] = rowTerms[k];
matrix{j] = matrix[k];
rowTerms[k] = NULL;
matrix[k] = NULL;
}

}

/* count new numRow*/

for (j = 0; (rowTerms[j] != NULL) && j < numRow; j++);

return j;

}
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[Eo a oe eeeeeo2Eeoeeee 2EE2oA2A oo ae Oo oe af a ok be oe oe oe oe oe ae ko oe

createThesaurus: Function to Create Thesaurus of rowTermsby taking the
index words matchingthe top5 cosinevalues.
2 2 AEfeeAE A EfEf2B2EE FOE of af A fo ke foaaafoaaoo A oO oooo ao a A/

void createThesaurus()

int 1, j, k, 1;
int m, numword;
double *tmpcos, prevcosine = 0;
int *colnum;

tmpcos = (double *)malloc(numRow * sizeof(double));
colnum = (int *)malloc(numRow* sizeof(int));

thesaurus = (int **)malloc(numRow * sizeof(int *));
for (i = 0; i< numRow; i++) {

thesaurus[i] = (int *)malloc(numColumn* sizeof(int));
for (j = 0; | <numColumn; j++)

thesaurus[i][j| = 0;
}

/* initialization of thesaurus */

for (i = 0; i < numRow; i++) {
for (j = 0; j <numRow;j++) {

if (i >j)
tmpcos[j] = cosine[j][i];

else

if (i<j)
tmpcos[j] = cosine[i][j]:

else

tmpcos[j] = 0;
colnum{j] = J;

floatSort(colnum, tmpcos, numRow);

numword = prevcosine = 0;

/* count top 'topValues' of cosine */
for (m = 0; m < numColumn; m++) {

if (prevcosine != tmpcos[m])
numword++;
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prevcosine = tmpcos[m];
if (numword == topValues + 1)

break;

}
--m;

/* m= total num of syn */

for G =k = 0; k <=m; k++) {
if (1 = inArray(columnTerms,rowTerms[colnum[k]], numColumn)) != 0)

if (tmpcos[k] |= 0) {
thesaurus[i][j] = 1;
jt;
}

}

[EReeee eeaea 2 ee fe fe oe fe fe oe ok fe oe ee ode kok oe ok 2 ok a of 2 of faCo a a ko OR ooa oR Eo oR Eoaa fe oe oe oe

floatSort : Sorts the array of cosine values and corresponding index of
index words in reverse order.

HO ee eeSe6 2 eo eo eeeeoh ke oe oe 2 kee kee oe oe eo ee 2 eeeeeeCe eeoo ooooaoaoa/

floatSort(int *colnum, double *tmpcos, int numRow)
{

int i, J, k;
double f;

for (i = numRow- 1; i > 0; i--)
for § = 0; j <i; j++) {

if (tmpcos[j] < tmpcos[j + 1]) {
f = tmpcos[j], k = colnum{j];
tmpcos[j] = tmpcos[j + 1], colnum[j] = colnum{j + 1];
tmpcos[j + 1] = f, colnum[j + 1] =k;
}

}
}

void saveData(char *filenm)
{
int i, j, k, |;
FILE *fp;

fp = fileOpen(filenm, "w");
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printArray(fp, "PROMPTS", prompts, NULL, numIndex, 0); // Write Promptsto the file

/*e*HHEAEEE Write Menu-Tree to the file **¥********/

// printArray(fp, "MENUTREE", NULL, menuList, numMenu,2);
fprintf(fp, "[%s]\n", "MENUTREE");
for (i = 0; i < numMenu; i++)

fprintf(fp, "%d,%d,%d\n", menuList[i][0], menuList[i][1],menuList[i][2]);
fprintf(fp, "\n");

printArray(fp, "INDEX", columnTerms, index List, numColumn, numIndex); // Write Index to
the file

printArray(fp, "THESAURUS", rowTerms, thesaurus, numRow, numColumn); // Write
Thesaurusto the file

fclose(fp);
printf("Data saved in %s\n"",filenm);
}

printArray(FILE *fp, char *head, char **cArray, int **iArray, int cNum, int iNum)
{
int i,j;
fprintf(fp, "[%s]\n", head);
for (i = 0; i <cNum; i++)

{
fprintf(fp, "%s ", cArray[i]):
for j = 0; j <iNum && iArray[i][j] != 0; j++)

fprintf(fp, "%d,", iArray[i][j]);
fprintf(fp, "\n");
I

fprintf(fp, "\n");
i

int addFormKeys(char ***cArray, int count)
{
char **wordList, *tmparray[20];
int i, j, k, words;
int 1, tmpcount;

wordList = NULL;
words = 0;

for(i = 0; 1 < numForms; i++)
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for (j = 0; j < formlist[i]->numFields; j++)
t

if (!stremp("MChoice", formlist{i]->fields[j]->Type))
for(k = 0; k < formlist[i]->fields[j]->numChoice; k++)

{
tmpcount = createArray(formlist[i]->fields[j]|->Choice[k],

tmparray);
for(1 = 0; |< tmpcount; I++)

addWord(&wordList, tmparray[1], ++words);
i

}

i= mergeArray(cArray, wordList, count, words);
sortArray((*cArray), 1);
return1;

}

updateFrmForms()
{
int i, j, k, |;
int m, n, x, tmpcount;
int pmpt;
char *tmpstr, *tmparray[20];

for (i = 0; i<numPF; i++)
{
pmpt = inArray(prompts, Fprompts[i][1], numIndex);
if (pmpt == 0)

{

printf("Unknownprompt encountered for form %s\n",Fprompts[i][0]);
exit(1);

for(j = 0; } < numForms;j++)
if (!stremp(Fprompts[i][0], formlist[j]->name))

break;

if | == numForms)
continue;

for(k = 0; k < formlist[j]->numFields; k++)
{
if (stremp(formlist[}]->fields[k]->Type,"MChoice"))
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continue;

for(| = 0; | < formlist[j}->fields[k]->numChoice; ++)

tmpcount = createArray(formlist[j]->fields[k]->Choice[I], tmparray);
for(m = 0; m < tmpcount; m++)

{
n = inArray(columnTerms, tmparray[m], numColumn);
n--;

for (x = 0; indexList[n][x] && x < numIndex; x++)
if (index List[n][x] == pmpt)

break;
if (x <numIndex && indexList[n][x] == 0)

index List[n][x] = pmpt;
}

arraylib.c: This program contains general purpose functions
#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "globalvar.h"
#include "forms.h"

 

FILE * fileOpen(char *, char *);

int fetchWord(FILE *f, char * wrd) {
int i = 0, c;

wrd[0] = 0;
if (feof(f))

return 0;

while(lisalpha(c = fgetc(f)))
if (c == EOF)

return 0;

do {
wrd[it++] = tolower(c);
} while(isalpha(c = fgete(f)));

wrd[i] = 0;
return 1;

}
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int inArray(char **array, char *word, int length)
{
int i;

for (i = 0; 1 < length; i++)
if (array[i] != NULL && !stremp(array[i], word))

return i + 1;
return 0;

}

int removeNulls(char **strarray, int num Words)
{

int 1, J;

for G = 0; i < numWords;i++)
{

if (strarray[i] == NULL)
{
for (j =i + 1; j < numWords; j++)

if (strarray[j] != NULL)
{

strarray[i] = strarray[j];
strarray[j] = NULL;
break;

}

}

/* get countoffiltered words */
for (j = 0; (strarray[j] != NULL) && (j < numWords); j++);
returnj;
}

int mergeArray(char ***Arrayl, char ** Array2, int numArrayl, int numArray2) {
int 1;

for (i = 0; 1 < numArray2; i++)
if (! inArray((*Arrayl), Array2[i], numArray1))

addWord(Arrayl, Array2[i], ++numArray1);

return numArray1;
}
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int readValues(char *str, char **array)
{

inti, }=0,c;
int state;

const int out = 0, in= 1;

state = out:

for (i = 0; (c = str[i]) != 0; i++)

if(tisalnum(c)) /* alfa-numeric to read numbers also */
{
state = out;

str[i]=0; /* word is over endit with null */
}

else

{
str[i] = tolower(c);
if (state == out)

i
state = in;

array[j++] = str + i; /* wordstarted, store the ptr.*/
}
}

I

return J;
I

void sortArray(char *allwords[], int numwords) {
int i= 0;
int j = 0;
char *tmp;

for (i = 0; i < numwords; ++i)
for G =1 +1; } <numwords; ++))
if (stremp(allwords[i], allwords[j]) > 0) {

tmp = allwords[i];
allwords[1| = allwords[j];
allwords[j] = tmp;

}
}

loadStopWords( char * filename) {
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FILE * fp;
char tmpWord[50];

int wordLen = 0;

numStop Word = 0;
fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
stopWords = NULL;
while((wordLen = fetchWord(fp, tmpWord)) != 0)

addWord(&stop Words, tmpWord, ++numStop Word);
}

FILE * fileOpen(char * filename, char *mode)
{

FILE * fp;

if (fp = fopen(filename, mode)) == NULL){
perror(filename);
exit(1);
}

return fp;
}

add Word(char ***cArray, char * word, int c)
{
*cArray = (char **) realloc(*cArray, c * sizeof(char *));
(*cArray)[c - 1] = strdup(word);
}

int removeZeros(int *intArray, int numInt)
{
int i, j5

for G@ = 0; 1 < numInt; i++)
{
if (intArray[i] == 0)

{
for Gj =i + 1;j <numInt; j++)

if (intArray[j] != 0)
{

intArray[i] = intArray[j];
intArray[j] = 0;
break;

}
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}

/* get countof filtered integers */
for (j = 0; (intArray[j] != 0) && (j < numInt); j+4);
returnj;
}

JPRStoi io dciokioiiiok didi doi siciicoiaiciioiicickdcoicici dak ciickik 9 9

Newly added functions ( for further reducing the code )
2 oe eeffeeok oo3aofA A ACRooe eeke Roo a 9 A A AAoeae

int breakStr(char * str, char **strarray)
{
char c, *tmpstr;
int i, | = 0;
int state;

const int out = 0, in = 1;

/* Seperate the sentence into individual words */
tmpstr = strdup(str);
state = out;

for (i = 0; (c = tmpstr[i]) != 0; i++)
{
if (!isalpha(c))

{
state = out;

tmpstr[i] = 0;
}

else

{
tmpstr[i] = tolower(c);
if (state == out)

{
state = in;

strarray[j++-] = tmpstr + i;
}
}

}

return J;
}

/* remove stop Words*/
filterStopWords(char ** strarray, int num Words)
{
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int i;

for (i= 0; i < numWords; i++)
if (inArray(stopWords,strarray[i], numStop Word))

strarray[i] = NULL;
}

/* remove duplicates */
filterDuplicates(char ** strarray, int numWords)

4 *
int 1;

for (i = 0; i < numWords; i++)

if (strarray[i] != NULL && inArray(strarray, strarray[i], i))
strarray[i] = NULL;

}

int loadFormsList( char * filename)
{

char buf[256];
FILE * fp;
int len,i;

fp = fileOpen( filename, "r");

Fprompts = NULL;
numPF= 0;

while (fgets(buf,255,fp) != NULL)
t

len = strlen(buf);
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)

if (buffi] ‘)
{
buf[i] = 0;
break;

  

if (i == len)
{

fprintf(stderr, "Error in Prompt list\n");
exit(0);
}

allTrim(buf);
allTrim(buf + i + 1);
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Fprompts = (char ***)realloc(Fprompts, (++numPF)*sizeof(char **));
Fprompts[numPF-1] = (char **)malloc(2 * sizeof(char *));
Fprompts[numPF-1 ][0] =strdup(buf);
Fprompts[numPF-1 ][1] = strdup(buf + i + 1);
}

fclose({p);
retum numPF;

}

int loadForms(char * filename)
{
int i, j, formcount = 0;
FILE*fp;
char buf[80], **namelist = NULL;
formlist = NULL;
numForms = 0;

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r');
while(fgets(buf,79, fp) != NULL)

{
if (buf[0] ='[)

for(i = 0; buf[i]; i++)
if (bufli] ="T' || buffi] ="))

buf[i] ='';
allTrim(buf);
addWord(&namelist, buf, ++formcount);
I

}

for (i= 0; 1< formcount; i++)
{
formlist = (struct form **)realloc(formlist, (++numForms) * sizeof(struct form *));
formlist{numForms- 1] = (struct form*)malloc(sizeof(struct form));
loadForm(fp , formlist{numForms- 1], namelist[1]);
}

fclose({p);
retum numForms;

}

int allTrim (char* str)
{

int i, j, sf, tabs;
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for (i = tabs = 0; isspace(str[1]) && str[i]; i++)
tabs += (str[i] == '\’)? 1: 0;

for (j = sf = 0; str[i]; i++, j++)
str[j] = isentrl(str[1])? '': str[i];

for(str[j--] = 0; isspace(str[j]) && j > 0; str[j--] = 0);
return tabs;

}

int createArray (char * str, char ** array)
{
int count;

count = breakStr(str, array);
return processArray(array, count, 1);
}

int processArray(char ** array, int count, int sflag)
{

if (sflag)
filterStopWords(array, count);

stemArray(array, count);
filterDuplicates(array, count);
return removeNulls(array, count);
j

stemlib.c: This program contains functions related to stemming algorithim 

/* This is the Porter stemming algorithm, coded up in ANSI C bythe author.
It may be be regarded as cononical, in that it follows the algorithm presented
in Porter, 1980, An algorithm for suffix stripping, Program, Vol. 14, no.3,
pp 130-137, only differing fromit at the points maked --DEPARTURE-- below.

See also http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer

The algorithm as described in the paper could be exactly replicated
by adjusting the points of DEPARTURE,butthis is barely necessary,
because (a) the points of DEPARTUREaredefinitely improvements, and
(b) no encoding of the Porter stemmerI have seen is anything like
as exact as this version, even with the points of DEPARTURE!

You can compile it on Unix with ‘gcc -O3 -o stem stem.c' after which
‘stem’ takes a list of inputs and sends the stemmed equivalent to
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stdout.

Thealgorithm as encodedhereis particularly fast.

Release |
*/

#include <string.h> /* for memmove*/

#define TRUE1

#define FALSE 0

/* The main part of the stemming algorithm starts here. b is a buffer
holding a word to be stemmed. Theletters are in b[k0], b[k0+1] ...
ending at b[k]. In fact kO = 0 in this demo program.k is readjusted
downwardsas the stemming progresses. Zero termination is not in fact
used in the algorithm.

Note that only lower case sequences are stemmed. Forcing to lower case
should be done before stem(...) is called.

*/

static char * b; /* buffer for word to be stemmed */

static int k,kOj;|/* j is a generaloffset intothe string */

/* cons(1) is TRUE <=> bfi] is a consonant. */

int cons(int i)
{ switch (b[1])

{ case ‘a’: case 'e': case 'i': case 'o': case 'u': retum FALSE;
case 'y': return (i==k0) ? TRUE: !cons(i-1);
default: return TRUE;

}
}

/* m() measures the number of consonant sequences between kO andj. if c is
a consonant sequence and v a vowel sequence, and <..> indicates arbitrary
presence,

<c><v> gives 0
<c>vc<v> gives |
<c>veve<v> gives 2
<c>vcveve<v> gives 3
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int mQ)
{ intn=0;

int i= k0;

while(TRUE)

{ if (i> Jj) return n;
if (! cons(i)) break; i++;

i++;

while(TRUE)
{ while(TRUE)

{ if(i > j) return n;
if (cons(i)) break;
i++;

}
EFT;

n++;

while(TRUE)
{ if (i >j) return n;

if (! cons(i)) break;
i+;

}
i++;

}
}

/* yvowelinstem() is TRUE <=> kO,,...j contains a vowel */

int vowelinstem()
{ int i; for (i = kO; i <=j; i++) if (! cons(i)) return TRUE;

return FALSE;
}

/* doublec(j) is TRUE <=> j,(j-1) contain a double consonant. */

int doublec(int j)
{ if G <k0+1) return FALSE;

if (b[j] != b[j-1]) return FALSE;
return cons(j);

}
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/* cve(i) is TRUE <=> i-2,i-1,i has the form consonant - vowel - consonant

and also if the secondcis not w,x ory. this is used whentryingto
restore an e at the end ofa short word. e.g.

cav(e), lov(e), hop(e), crim(e), but
snow,box, tray.

“

int cve(int 1)
{ if (i <kO+2 || !cons(i) |] cons(i-1) || !cons(i-2)) return FALSE;

{ int ch = bfi];
if (ch == 'w'|| ch =='x' || ch == 'y’) return FALSE;

}
return TRUE;

}

/* ends(s) is TRUE <=> kO,...k ends with thestring s. */

int ends(char * s)
{ int length = s[0];

if (s[length] != b[k]) return FALSE; /* tiny speed-up */
if (length > k-kO+1) return FALSE;
if (mememp(b+k-length+1,s+1,length) != 0) return FALSE;
j =k-length;
return TRUE;

}

/* setto(s) sets (j+1),...k to the characters in thestrings, readjusting
k. */

void setto(char * s)
{ int length = s[O];

memmove(b+j+1,s+1,length);
k = j+length;

}

/* r(s) is used further down.*/

void r(char * s) { if (m() > 0) setto(s); }

/* steplab() gets rid ofplurals and-edor-ing. e.g.
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caresses -> caress

ponies -> poni
ties -> tl
caress -> caress

cats -> cat

feed -> feed

agreed -> agree
disabled -> disable

matting -> mat
mating -> mate
meeting -> meet
milling -> mill
messing -> mess

meetings -> meet

my

void step] ab()
( if (b[k] =='s)

{ if (ends("\04" "sses")) k -= 2; else
if (ends("\03" "ies")) setto("\O1" "i"); else
if (b[k-1] !='s') k--;

}

if (ends("\03" "eed")) { if (m(Q) > 0) k--; } else
if ((ends("\02" "ed") || ends("\03" "ing")) && vowelinstem())
{ k=J;

if (ends("\02" "at")) setto("\03" "ate"); else
if (ends("\02" "bl")) setto("\03" "ble"); else
if (ends("\02" "iz")) setto("\03" "ize"); else
if (doublec(k))
{ k-;

{ int ch = b[k];
if (ch =='l' || ch =='s' || ch == 'z') k++;

}

}

else if (mQ == 1 && cvc(k)) setto("\01" "e");
}

}

 

/* step|1c() turns terminal y to i when there is another vowelin the stem. */
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void steplc() { if (ends("\01" "y") && vowelinstem()) b[k] ='i'; }

/* step2() maps double suffices to single ones. so -ization ( = -ize plus
-ation) mapsto -ize etc. note that the string before the suffix must give
m() > 0. */

void step2() { switch (b[k-1])

case ‘a’: if (ends("\07" "ational")) { r("\03" "ate"); break; }
if (ends("\06" "tional")) { r("\04" "tion"); break; }
break;

case 'c': if (ends("\04" "enci")) { r("\04" "ence"); break; }
if (ends("\04" "anci")) { r("\04" “ance"); break; }
break;

case 'e’: if (ends("\04" "izer")) { r("\03" "ize"); break; }
break;

case 'l': if (ends("\03" "bli")) { r("\03" "ble"); break; } /*-DEPARTURE-*/

/* To match the published algorithm, replace this line with
case 'l': if (ends("\04" "abli")) { r("\04" "able"); break; } */

if (ends("\04" "alli")) { r("\02" "al"); break; }
if (ends("\05" "entli")) { r("\03" "ent"); break; }
if (ends("\03" "eli")) { r("\01" "e"); break; }
if (ends("\05" "ousli")) { r("\03" “ous"); break; }
break;

case 'o': if (ends("\07""ization")) { r("\03" "ize"); break; }
if (ends("\05" "ation")) { r("\03" "ate"); break; }
if (ends("\04" "ator")) { r("\03" "ate"); break; }
break;

case 's': if (ends("\05" "alism")) { r("\02" "al"); break; }
if (ends("\07" "iveness")) { r("\03" "ive"); break; }
if (ends("\07" "fulness")) { r("\03" "ful"); break; }
if (ends("\07" “ousness")) { r("\03" "ous"); break; }
break;

case 't': if (ends("\05" "aliti")) { r("\02" "al"); break; }
if (ends("\O5" “iviti")) { r("\03" "ive"); break; }
if (ends("\06" "biliti")) { r("\03" “ble"); break; }
break;

case 'g': 1f (ends("\04" "logi")) { r("\03" "log"); break; } /*-DEPARTURE-*/
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/* To match the published algorithm, delete this line */

bo

/* step3() deals with -ic-, -full, -ness etc. similar strategy to step2. */

void step3() { switch (b[k])

case 'e': if (ends("\05" "icate")) { r("\02" "ic"); break; }
if (ends("\05" "ative")) { r("\00" ""); break; }
if (ends("\05" "alize")) { r("\O2" "al"); break; }
break;

case '1': if (ends("\05" "iciti")) { r("\02" "ic"); break; }
break;

case 'l': if (ends("\04" "ical")) { r("\02" "ic"); break; }
if (ends("\03" "ful")) { r("\00" ""); break; }
break;

case 's': if (ends("\04" "ness")) { r("\00" '""); break; }
break;

}}

/* step4() takes off -ant, -ence etc., in context <c>vcve<v>. */

void step4()
{ switch (b[k-1])

{ case 'a': if (ends("\02" "al")) break; return;
case 'c': if (ends("\04" "ance")) break;

if (ends("\04" "ence")) break; return;
case 'e': if (ends("\02" "er")) break; return;
case 'i': if (ends("\02" "ic")) break; return;
case 'l': if (ends("\04" "able")) break;

if (ends("\04" “ible")) break; return;
case 'n': if (ends("\03" "ant")) break;

if (ends("\05" "ement")) break;
if (ends("\04" "ment")) break;
if (ends("\03" "ent")) break; return;

case 'o': if (ends("\03" "ion") && (b[j] =='s' || b[j] =='t')) break;
if (ends("\02" "ou")) break; return;
/* takes care of -ous */

case 's': if (ends("\03" "ism")) break; return;
case 't’: if (ends("\03" "ate")) break;

if (ends("\03""iti")) break; return;
case 'u': if (ends("\03" "ous")) break; return;
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case 'v': if (ends("\03" "ive")) break; return;
case 'z': if (ends("\03" "ize")) break; return;
default: return; _

}

if(mQ > 1) k=j;
}

/* step5(Q) removesa final -e if m() > 1, and changes-II to -I if
m() > 1. */

void step5()
{ j=k;

if (b[k] —='e')
{ inta=m();

if(a>1 ||a==1 && !eve(k-1)) k--;
i

if (b[k] == "I' && doublec(k) && m() > 1) k--;
}

/* In stem(p,i,j), p is a char pointer, and the string to be stemmed is from
p[i] to p[j] inclusive. Typically i is zero and j is the offset to the last
characterofa string, (p[j+1] == '\0'). The stemmeradjusts the
characters p[i] ... p[j] and returns the new end-pointof the string,k.
Stemming never increases word length, so i<=k <=j. To turn the stemmer
into a module, declare 'stem' as extern, and delete the remainderof this
file.

ei

int stem(char* p,int 1, int j)
{ b=p;k=j; kO =i; /* copy the parametersinto statics */

if (k <= kO+1) return k; /*-DEPARTURE-*/

/* With this line, strings of length 1 or 2 don't go throughthe
stemming process, although no mention is madeofthis in the
publishedalgorithm. Remove the line to match the published
algorithm. */

step lab(); step1c(); step2(); step3(Q); step4(); step5();
return k;

}

/*--------------------stemmerdefinition ends here------------------------ */
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stemArray(char **list, int arrayLen)

t .
inti; eae
for (i = 0; i < arrayLen; i++)

if (list{i] != NULL)
stemWord(list[i]);

stem Word( char * s)
{

s[stem(s,0, strlen(s) - 1) + 1] = 0;
}

dialog.c: This is main program of dialog module
teeeeeeeeeeee

 

dialog.c : The main function for the interactive dialog program.loadsall
the global arrays and variables before calling the interacitve function.

Argumentsare:
1. The Configuration file for Thesaurus. contains Prompts, index,

basic thesaurusetc.

2. The Learning Thesaurus.- used to store learnt words and to refer to them.
3 Ae eeee oe OR ee eeee hee he oe kee he he he Reee 2k Eeee He eeEEEeEeOooR ak OK
#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "arraylib.h"

int numColumn, numRow, numIndex, numMenu;
int startPoint, eofFlag, topValues;
char **rowTerms, **columnTerms, **prompts, **stopWords;
float **matrix, **cosine, phoneThreshold, webThreshold;
int **indexList, **menuList, **thesaurus;
int numStopWord, numOrgRow;
int numForms, numPF;
struct form ** formlist;

char ***Fprompts, *formfile;
int **scoring, numScore = 0;
char *cfg, *lcfg, *fdoc, *xdoc, *sdoc;
int minPromptCount = 1, timeout = 30;

void Interactive(char *);
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main(int arge, char *argv{])
t
int i=0;

/*if (arge != 5)
{

printf("Usage Instructions: dialog config_file learn_file\n");
printf("*** Exiting, goodbye.\n");
exit(1);
}*/

if (arge != 2)
{

printf("Usage Instructions: d <ini-file>\n");
printf("*** Exiting, goodbye.\n");
exit(1);
}

readini(argv{[1]);
formfile = fdoc;
loadStop Words(sdoc);
numPF = loadFormsList(xdoc);
numForms = loadForms(fdoc);
loadData(cfg, Icfg);
Interactive(Icfg);
}

[aoeeeeee ie fe fee fe he fe 3 oi oi af 2k 2 oe aa a oe oe oo oe oh ob oe ae oe oe oe ee ae fe a of oe oR oe fe oe oe ok ok a ope oe ode eaa oe oe

loaddata : This function will read the configuration files and load the
information into the relevant global arrays.

PEEREeRo2 2oAEEefHR AER RO of oR oR OCCA OR oR oR a AA OO A AC OR AAS OE EAS OK/

loadData(char* filenm, char * file2)
t
char buf]256], word[20];
int i, j, k, |;
int numext;

FILE *fp, *f2;

PRA ICRiedok ke dekodekeok open configuration file **** #4 # #444 #444k/
fp = fileOpen(filenm, "r");

[EeEEoe open learn(extended thesaurus) file Se oe oe oe oo oo oe ak a /
f2 = fileOpen(file2, "r");
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prompts = columnTerms = rowTerms = NULL;
scoring = thesaurus = index List = menuList = NULL;

/* read datain the arrays */
numMenu = loadMenuTree(fp, "[MENUTREE]");
numIndex = readArray(fp, "[PROMPTS]", &prompts, 1, NULL, 0, 0);
numColumn= readArray(fp, "[INDEX]", &columnTerms, 1, &indexList, numIndex, 0);
numOrgRow = readArray(fp, "[THESAURUS]", &rowTerms, 1, &thesaurus, numColumn,0);
numRow = readArray(f2, "[EXT-THESAURUS]", &rowTerms, 1, &thesaurus, numColumn,
numOrgRow);
numScore = readArray(f2, "[SCORING]", NULL, 0, &scoring, numColumn +1, 0);

fclose(fp);
fclose(f2);
}

[aAReoe fe oe he ok eRe oR eoBRoRok ke ok oi ao ko aRaok ake ok ake deo ode eke aka ok

readArray : Readsthe file andfills the rows and columnsofthe given arrays
FRCBICISG”OITAGAGGIA ICICICRIISAIGE ARIAT IHF a A/

int readArray(FILE *fp, char *head, char ***ch_array, int ccount, int ***int array, int icount, int
sp)
{

char buf[256];
int i, j, start = 0, we = 0;
int k, c;

char **tmparray; /*To store the pointers to the words/numbers fromthestring*/
c= sp;

if (icount != 0)

tmparray = (char **)malloc((icount + 1) * sizeof(char *));

fseck(fp, 0, 0); /* Go to Top */

while (fgets(buf, 255, fp) != NULL) /* read linestill end offile */
{
allTrim(buf);
j = strlen(buf);
if (buf[j - 1] == ‘\n’) buffj - 1] = 0;
if (start)

{

if (strlen(buf) == 0) /* if blank line, stop reading */
break;

if (icount == 0) /* i.e. no integer array */
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addWord(ch_array, buf, ++c);
else /* read first word string */

{ /* rest are columnsof int array */
we = readValues(buf, tmparray);
crt;

(*int_array) = (int **)realloc(*int_array, c * sizeof(int *));
(*int_array)[c - 1] = (int *)malloc(icount * sizeof(int));
if (ccount != 0)

add Word(ch_array, tmparray[0], c);
else

(*int_array)[c - 1][0] = atoi(tmparray[0]);
for (k = 1; k < icount; k++)

if (k < we)

(*int_array)[c - 1][k - ccount] = atoi(tmparray[k]);
else

(*int_array){c - 1][k - ccount] = 0;
}

}
else

if (!stremp(head, buf))
start = 1;

}
return Cc;

}

[Ee oh ke oe eo eo eo oS ooeeeooo eo eo oe oe eS ok ke of oe fe oko of Ro a oe ak of a of of a ok of ak ae a ae oka ac

loadMenuTree: loads the menutree from file to menuList array
PAE AA Ae he ie aeeAAeee Ae cA AS AEeSEE AON Aeeeoe oh A AEI EEHE

int loadMenuTree (FILE *fp, char *head)
{
char buf256];
int i, j, start = 0, count = 0;
fseck(fp, 0, 0);
while (fgets(buf, 255, fp) != NULL)

{
j = strlen(buf);
if (buffj - 1] ==‘\n')

buf]j - 1] = 0;
if (start)

{
if (strlen(buf) == 0)

break;

menuList = (int **)realloc(menuList, (count + 1) * sizeof(int *));
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menuList[count] = (int *)malloc(3 * sizeof(int));
sscanf(buf, "%d,%d,%d\n", &menuList[count][0],

&menuList[{count][1],&menuList[count]}[2]);_
count++;

}
else

if (!stremp(head, buf))
start = 1;

}
return count;

}

readini(char * filenm)
{

FILE * fp;
char buf[80], key[80], value[80], comment[80];
int cnt;

if ((fp=fopen(filenm,"r"))==NULL)
{

perror(filenm);
exit(1);

}

while (fgets(buf,79,fp)!=NULL)

sscanf{(buf,"%s %s %s".key,value, comment);
if (!stremp(key, "sdoc"))

sdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "fdoc"))

fdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "xdoc"))

xdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "cfg"))

cfg=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "Icfg"))

Icfg=strdup(value);
if ('stremp(key, "minprompt"))

minPromptCount=atoi(value);
if (!stremp(key, "timeout"))

timeout=atoi(value);
I
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interactive.c: This program contains funtions related to user interaction
[EE aeeeos fe eefeoe oe ef fee of of fe of ae of fe of feoooeoe oe fe oe oe 2 fc oe oe io OR oe OGa 

Interactive : function to accept a sentence from the user and then. .
generate the response.

thesaurusFlag = is 1 if there is atleast 1 thesaurus/learned word in query
updateFlag = is set to | if the program needsto learn (i.e.main menu was

selected during the prompt navigation)
interPrompts = Intersection of prompts
unionPrompts = Union of prompts
interUnionPrompts = Intersection of Union
numinter = numberof prompts in InterPrompts
numInterUnion = numof prompts in Intersection of Union
numUnion = num of prompts in Union
numUnknown = numof unknown words

PEAR AEEFe A eAeAefAooAAA RE CE oe ae ea/
#include <stdio.h>

#include <signal.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#include "globalvar.h"
#include "arraylib.h"
#include "forms.h"

#define max(a,b) (a > b)? a: b
#define min(a,b) (a < b)? a: b
#define swap(a,b) (a *= b, b “=a, a *=b)

extern int numScore, **scoring;
int updateFlag = 0, learnFlag, numQueryList = 0;
FILE *1f, *pf;
char ** uWList=NULL, *queryTerms[50];
int uWNum;

extern int minPromptCount, timeout;
char query[256], **queryList = NULL;
char *affrmWords[]= { "yes", "right", "correct"};
char *negWords[] = { "no", "neither"};
extern char * fdoc;
int otheFlag = 0;
int unknown Words[20], numQuery = 0, numUnknown;
char **uWords; // Added this array to facilitate learning wvenif lateral shift
intnumUW; // Addedthis to facilitate learning wvenif lateral shift
void sayOther();
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void Interactive(char *flnm)
{
int InterPrompts[20], unionPrompts[20], tl Prompts[20];
int interUnionPrompts[20], numInterUnion, t2Prompts[20], numT2;
int i, j, k, 1;
int start, numUnion, numInter, numT1;

int n, selectedPrompt, thesaurusFlag = 0;
char *interlog, *processlog,c;

numUnknown= numUW = 0;

for(i=0; 1 < 20; i++)
unknownWords[i] = 0;

uWords=NULL;

if ((interlog = (char *)getenv("TIMEOUT")) != NULL)
timeout = atoi(interlog);

if ((interlog = (char *)getenv("MINPROMPT")) != NULL)
minPromptCount= atoi(interlog);

if ((interlog = (char *)getenv("INTERLOG")) == NULL)
interlog = "test.html";

if ((processlog = (char *)getenv("PROCESSLOG")) == NULL)
processlog = "process.html";

signal(SIGALRM, &sayOther);
If = fileOpen(interlog,"w");

pf = fileOpen(processlog,"w");
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fprintf(if, "<HTML>\n<TITLE>%s</TITLE>\n<BODY><FONTSIZE=5>\n", interlog);
fprintf(pf, "<HTML>\n<TITLE>%s</TITLE>\n<BODY><FONTSIZE=5>\n", processlog);

system("clear");
printf("Thank youfor calling the New Herald.\n");
printf("How may we help you?\n\n");
fprintf(If,"\nThank youfor calling the New Herald.<BR>"),
fprintf(lf,"How may we help you. <P>");
fgets(query, 255, stdin); /* accept the user input */

while (1)
{
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addWord(&queryList, query, ++numQueryList);
numQuery = thesaurus lag = 0;
if (strlen(query) == 0)

break;
fprintfdf, "<I> %s</I> <P>", query);

numQuery = createArray(query, queryTerms);

[> A AAAookooo CCoeooafe oko oeef oe oe ef oe oe fe fo oe oe aaoe

fprintf(pf, "Terms in Query: ");
for § = 0; j < numQuery; j++)

fprintf(pf, " %s", queryTerms|]]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
[AEEE aERRO EEERREASf

/* initialize InterPrompts and unionPrompts array */
for (i = 0; 1 < 20; i++)

{
t2Prompts[i] = t!Prompts[1i] = 0;
InterPrompts[i] = unionPrompts[i] = interUnionPrompts[i] = 0;

start = 1;
numInterUnion = numT2 = numT1 = numInter = numUnion= 0;

/* Scan thru all the words to generate union/intersection of prompts*/
for (i = 0; 1 < numQuery;i++)

/* if not in index words check thesaurus */

if (!inArray(columnTerms, queryTerms[i], numColumn))
{
learnFlag = numT1 = numT2 = 0;

ay CHL SA SATE ae 

PATENT
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scanThesaurus(queryTerms[i], tl Prompts, t2Prompts, &numT1,
&numT2);

/* if unknown/learned word saveit to array */
if (learnFlag)

{
unknown Words[num Unknown] = 1, numUnknown++;
add Word(&u Words, queryTerms[i], ++numUW);
if (numT1l == 0 && numT2 =0)

continue;
else

thesaurusFlag = 1;
}
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else

thesaurusFlag = 1;
}

t
numT1 = fetchPrompts(queryTerms|i], tl Prompts);
numT2 = fetchPrompts(queryTerms|i], t2Prompts);
[7 A a he he fe he te ae aeee he ae oe ae ale oe eo 2 ee 2 2 ie fe oe oe oe ee ee eae ee oe oeoe

fprintf(pf, "%s (index) :", queryTerms|i]);
for G = 0; j <numT1; j++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", tl Prompts|j]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fflush(pf);
[FE ie ae i ie eeee he ee ee eeei ie ee oe oe oe ee oeae oe eo ie oe oe oe a eo oe oe oe /

}

if (start) /* if first word */

numT1);

{
numInter = PromptUnion(InterPrompts, t2Prompts, numInter, numT2);
numUnion = PromptUnion(unionPrompts, tl Prompts, numUnion,

numInterUnion = PromptUnion(interUnionPrompts, tl Prompts,
numInterUnion, numT 1);

else

numT2);

numT 1);

start = 0;

}

{

numInter = PromptIntersection(InterPrompts, t2Prompts, numInter,

num Union = PromptUnion(unionPrompts, tl Prompts, numUnion,

numInterUnion = Promptlntersection(interUnionPrompts, tl Prompts,
numInterUnion, numT 1);

i

}

[EE A Ee RR Ree Re AReee ok A eeoe A Ae ok Rk oeoe oe oe oe ooEE AE/

fprintf(pf, "Final Intersection Result: ");
for G = 0; } < numInter; j++)

fprintf(pf," %d", InterPrompts[j]});
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fprintf(pf, "Final Intersection of Union Result: ");
for (j = 0; j < numInterUnion; j++)

728851 vl
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fprintf(pf, " %d", interUnionPrompts|[j]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fprintf(pf, "Final Union Result: ");
for (j = 0;j <numUnion; j++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", unionPrompts|j]});
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fflush(pf);
[28 92Rkfo92oe oe ke oo kk oo ke ok oe oe ke ake oe oak ao oe ko oe ae ak ake ok ae ke otek/

if (numInter < minPromptCount && thesaurusFlag)

if (NumInterUnion < minPromptCount)
numInter = PromptUnion(InterPrompts, unionPrompts, numInter,

numUnion);
else

numInter = PromptUnion(InterPrompts, interUnionPrompts,
numInter, numInterUnion);

i

fprintf(pf, "Final Selection : ");
fflush(ph);
for (Gj = 0; j < numInter; j++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", InterPrompts[j});
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fflush(pf);
numInter = orderPrompts(InterPrompts, numInter);
numInter = removeChild(InterPrompts, numInter);
// eliminate prompts > 3
for (j = 3; } <numInter; j++)

InterPrompts[j| = 0;
numInter = min(numInter, 3);
fprintf(pf, "Selection After Elimination of descendants: ");
fflush(pf);
for G = 0; } < numInter; j++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", InterPrompts[j]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fflush(pf);
selectedPrompt = GetPrompt(InterPrompts, numInter);
if (selectedPrompt == 100)

continue;

// if (updateFlag)
learnThesaurus(selectedPrompt, unknownWords, numUnknown,flnm);
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updateFlag = 0;
for(j = 0; G < numMenu) && (menuList[j][1] != selectedPrompt); j++);
if (menuList[j][2] >= 99)

{

for (1 = 0; 1 < numPF;i++)
{

if (!stremp(Fprompts[i][1],prompts[selectedPrompt - 1]))

for(k = 0; k < numForms; k++)
if (!stremp(Fprompts[i][0], formlist[k]->name))

fillForm(formlist{k], queryList, numQueryList);
processForm(formlist[k]);
break;

}
break;

}

}

if (i == numPF)
{
system("clear");
printf("\nYour query has been understood.\n");
printf("Please wait to be transferred to the relevant department.\n\n");
fprintf(lf"<P>Your query has been understood.<LI>");
fprintf(If,"Please wait to be transferred to the relevant department.<HR>");
break;

}
}

else

{

printf("\n%s\n\n",prompts[menuList[j ][2] - 1]);
fprintf(If, "\n<P>%s<HR>",prompts[menuList{j][2] - 1]);

// modified for the loop
printf("Do you have another query?\n\n");
fgets(query,80,stdin);
if (lchkNegtn(query))

{

for(i = 0; i < numQueryList; i++)
free(queryList[i]);
for(i = 0; 1 < numForms;i++)

free(formlist[i]);
free(formlist);
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free(queryList);
queryList = NULL;
numForms = loadForms(fdoc);
numQueryList = 0;
//print{("Please tell us your query.\n\n");
//fgets(query,255,stdin);
continue;
}

system("clear");
printf{("\nThank youfor calling.\nGoodbye.\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n");
break;

I

fprintf(f, "</HTML>\n</BODY>=\n");
fprintf(pf, "</HTML>\n</BODY>\n");
felose(If);
fclose(pf);

int scanThesaurus(char *word, int *t]1 Prompts, int *t2Prompts, int* nl, int * n2)
{
int i,j, k= 0, |;
int m, tp[20], sflg = 1;

for (i = 0; 1 < 20; i++)

tlPrompts[i] = t2Prompts[i] = tp[i] = 0;

for (l= 0; 1 < numRow; I++)
if (!stremp(word, rowTerms[l]))

break;
/* if the word is not present in thesaurus */
ifd—=

else

numRow)
{
fprint{(pf, "%s (unknown) <BR>", word);
learnFlag = 1;
return 0;

}

{
if (1 >= numOrgRow)

{

fprintf(pf, "%s (learned):<BR>", word);
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JearnFlag = 1;
}

else
fprintf(pf, "%s (thesaurus):<BR>", word);

for = 0; thesaurus[l][j] && j < numRow; j++)
{

m = fetchPrompts(columnTerms[thesaurus[1][j| - 1], tp);
eeee oe ee oe he ee ee he 2ho2 fe oe he ee ee fee eeEe ke Oe2EeaoO /

fprintf(pf, "<LI>%s(index) :", columnTerms|thesaurus[1][j] - 1]);
for (k = 0; k <m; k++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", tp[k]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
[RRReARRRAA 2EoCR OECoaIC oR aHoooCC oe

*nl = PromptUnion(t! Prompts, tp, *nl, m);
if (sflg)

oe = PromptUnion(t2Prompts, tp, *n2, m);
sflg = 0;
t

else

{
*n2 — Promptintersection(t2Prompts, tp, *n2, m);
}

}

fprintf(pf, "Union Result: ");
for (k = 0; k < *n1; k++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", t1 Prompts[k]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
fprintf(pf, "Intersection Result: ");
for (k = 0; k < *n2; k++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", t2Prompts[k]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
}

return k;

}
[PR Re aa ee oe fe 2 ke ae oe ooee oe oe a a oo oe fe oe of eo fe ae ae ok fe ae oe ke ae ae oe ok ak a ak oc a ak ok ok of a a a ak

PromptUnion : does a unionofarrays pointed by pl and p2 and
stores in p1|. returns the total elementsinresult

FER oeARo 2 AE AC Ae ake OS AG eleeeoe eo ae eo oe 2 be oe eo oe fe 2 3 fe oe fe eefe fe fe oe de oe fe fe of fe ae ae de ke
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int PromptUnion(int *p1, int *p2, int n1, int n2)Pp p

{
int 1, J;
for (i= 0;1<n2;it++) ©

t

for (j = 0; j <nl; j++)
if (p1{j] == p2[i])

break;

if (j ==nl)
{

pl[j] = p2[i};
nl++;

}
H

return nl;

t

[FEaAREReeEEAAR2C2of of of oe 2 oo fo ae of Eo oe eo ae oe ak eae fe ok ae ako a ok fe fe oe ke

Promptintersection : does a intersection of arrays pointed by p1 and p2 and
stores in p1. returns the total elements in result

2ee2AfARRof oe 2oRCR AC AACRACoSEEE a oa/

int Promptintersection(int *p1, int *p2, int nl, int n2)
{
int i, J;
for (i = 0; 1<n1; i++)

{

for (j = 0; j < n2; j++)
if (p1Li] == p2li)

break;
if (Gj == n2) /* not there */

{
for (j =i; j < nl; j++)

plUJ=plh + 1);
nl--;

i--;

}
}

return nl;

}
| FE AE A oe A oooe oe oe feeeee eo ee feo ok oeokoe ak ook oo oo oe oe oe ok ok 2k ak ae ok fe akc ak oe ok ae

fetchPrompts : Will fetch all the prompts for 'word' into
Arraylist pointed by tl Prompts;

HIA RR HOR AREeHEEEe Ae REE SR AER AR is Ae ANe oe a he 2eoaaokAk
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int fetchPrompts(char *word, int *tl Prompts)
{

int i, j, k, 1;
for (i = 0; 1 < 20; i++)

t1Prompts[i] = 0;
if (i = inArray(columnTerms, word, numColumn)) == 0)

return 0;
i-;

for (j = 0; (t1Prompts[j] = indexList[i][j]) && (j < numIndex); j++);
return j;
}

AeR RReeeoooeeA AE AR Eee RR RA oe OR SRaooEooe oe ook oeoak a oo

GeiPrompt: Retumsthe final prompt selected by user
2fe fkkook Rokofo Roeooaoo AC ACAACEAC ACSRfC A OE CE a/

int GetPrompt(int *Parray, int pent)
{

int 1, j, k, 1;
int mmflag = 0, af = 0;
char ans[80];

while (1)
{

system("clear");
printf("\n");
fprintf(lf, "“<P>");
// Removed the commentsto reintroduce last prompt
if (pent == | && isLeaf(Parray[0]) && numUnknown > 0)

af =1;
[f wonwnn nn nnn nena nnnannannnnnnnn

if ((pent > 1) || (pent == 1 && af == 1))
{

// sortPrompts(Parray, pent);
orderPrompts(Parray, pent);

for (i = 0; i < pent; i++)
{
printf("%s\n\n", prompts[Parray[i] - 1]);
fprintf(If, "<LI>%s", prompts[Parray[i] - 1]);
}

if (!mmflag)
{
otheFlag = 0;
alarm(timeout);
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fgets(ans, 80, stdin); /* accept the userinput */
alarm(0);
fprintf(If, "<P><I>%s</I><P>", ans);
fflush(f);
if (otheFlag == 1 && chkAfrm(ans))

j=0,
else

{

if (chkNegtn(ans) && otheFlag != 1)
j= 0;

else

addWord(&queryList, ans, ++numQueryList);
j =chkAns(ans, Parray, pent);

j
otheFlag = 0;

}

if (j == -99)
{

updateFlag = 1;
return 100;

$
if (<0)
t

pent = removeZeros(Parray,pent);
continue;

i
mmflag = 0;
}

j=pent;

t

pent = getNodes(j, Parray);
mmflag = updateFlag = 1;
}

{

if (isLeaf(Parray[j - 1]))
{

return Parray[j - 1];
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else

pent = getNodes(Parray|j - 1], Parray);

af = 1;

}

[RE Ee ee oe Ae eeee2 EAE eee2 EAS ee fe Ee fe oe oe AE fe of oeaos of oo 2 oe of oe ae of oe ae oft fe a oe oe ae ae os

isLeaf: Returns | if ‘node’ is a leaf in the menutrce, else 0
7 FE A. A He Ae Ae ee He Ae oeAe ee he ee Ae heCe A A AC Eeee 2ee A ee oe 2s fe ke ee eae oe ake eo oo oka ak ket o/

int isLeaf(int node)
{
int i;

for (i = 0; i < numMenu; i++)
if (menuList[i][1] == node)

break;

if (i == numMenu)
return 0;

retum menuList[i][2];
}

int getNodes(int pnode,int *parray)
{
inti, j;
for (i = 0, } = 0; i< numMenu; i++)

if (menuList[i][0] == pnode)
{

parray[j] = menuList[i][ 1];
J+;

}

parray[j] = 0;
return j;
j

[aaae oe ee oe ke heeeeEeAERERE REoeof oa of oeoS af oe fo a ke oe oe ae oe oe oe ae eo ae ok oe of oe EE of ae of oea a fe

learnThesaurus: re-writes the thesaurus with relearned pattern and newly
learned word.

PRESEeACCCAAC2eefeaRfooa cok a AIC oI a CSCO ACCOR A CACO ORCC CAC aE eo aE/

learnThesaurus(int pmpt, int unknownWords[], int numUnknown,char *flnm)
{
int i, j,k, 1;
FILE *fp;
int *tmpList, tmpCount;
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/* create andinitialize a tmp Array */
tmpList = (int *)calloc(numColumn,sizeof(int));
for (i = tmpCount = 0; i <numColumn; i++)

tmpList[i] = 0;

/* scan thru the query words and gathera list of unique keywords in tmp array*/
tmpCount = getKeyWords(queryTerms, numQuery, tmpList);
/* Locate the row for select prompt. if not create new row */
for (k = 0; k < numScore && scoring[k][0] != pmpt; k++);
if (k >= numScore)
{

scoring = (int **)realloc(scoring, (k + 1) * sizeof(int *));
scoring[k] = (int *) malloc((numColumn + 1) * sizeof(int));
for G = 0; | <= numColumn; j++)

scoring[k][j] = 0;
numScore++;

}

scoring[k][0] = pmpt;
for G = 0; j < tmpCount; j++)

scoring[k][tmpList[j]]++;

[9PRARfBRfkAAAAoAAooaoo aoooaoC/

for (i = tmpCount = 0; i < numColumn; i++)
tmpList[i] = 0;

for G =i = 0; j <numColumn;j++)
{
for (k = 0; k < numIndex && index List[j][k] != 0; k++)

if (index List[j][k] == pmpt)
break;

if(k < numIndex && index List[j][k] != 0)

tmpList[i] =} + 1;
i++;
I

}
tmpCount = i;
fp = fileOpen(flnm, "w");
fprintf(pf, "<BR><B>Leamed words</B><BR>");
fprintf(fp, "[%s]\n", "EXT-THESAURUS"),
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for (i = numOrgRow;i < numRow;i++)
{

fprintf(fp, "Ys: ", rowTerms[i]); _

if (updateFlag && inArray(uWords, rowTerms[i], numUW))
{

fprintf(pf, "%s (relearned)<BR>original: ", queryferms[unknownWords[j]]);
for (k = 0; k < numColumn; k++)

{
if (thesaurus[i][k] != 0)

fprintf(pf, " %d", thesaurus[i][k]);
if (thesaurus[i][k] == 0)

break;

}

fprintf(pf, "<BR>");
k = PromptUnion(thesaurus[1i], tmpList, k, tmpCount);
fprintf(pf, "new :");
for (= 0; | < k; j++)

fprintf(pf, " %d", thesaurus[i][j]);
fprintf(pf, "<BR><BR>");

}

for G = 0; j < numColumn; j++)
{

if (thesaurus[i][j] == 0)
break;

fprintf(fp, "%d,", thesaurus[i][j]);
}

fprintf(fp, "\n");
$

for (i= 0; updateFlag && i <numUW;i++)
{
if GnArray(rowTerms, uWords[i], numRow))

continue;

fprintf(fp, "%os: ", uWords[i]);
fprintf(pf, "%s(new-learned) :", uWords[i]);
addWord(&rowTerms, uWords[i], ++numRow);
thesaurus = (int **)realloc(thesaurus, numRow * sizeof(int *));
thesaurus[pumRow - 1] = (int *)malloc(numColumn * sizeof(int));
for G = 0; } <numColumn; j++) thesaurus[numRow-1 ][j] = 0;
for ( = 0; j < tmpCount;j++)

{
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thesaurus[numRow- 1][j] = tmpList[j];
fprintf(fp, "%od,", tmpList[j]);
fprintf(pf, " %d", tmpList{j]);
}

fprintf(fp, "\n");
fprintf(pf, "<BR><BR>");
}

fprintf(fp, "\n");

/* write the scoring in the file */
fprintf(fp, "[%s]\n", "SCORING");
for (i = 0; i < numScore; i++)

{

fprintf(fp, "%ed,", scoring[i][0]);
for(y = 1; } <= numColumn;j++)

fprintf(fp, "%od,", scoring|i][j]);
fprintf(fp, "\n");
}

fprintf(fp, "\n");
fclose(fp);
}

[a2eo ae he oe fe oe ee ke oe eoee eo 2s oe ae oe ae a of a eof oe a fe oe of oe ae of oe fe ae oe feo oe eo i oo ooeooe oo oe ok ok ok

removeChild: removes descendentsofall the elements from thelist

2Aoeee Ae oe A oeee2 2 eeefkoee ke ok of 2k ee ak ff 22afoaaoaaooa akaoo aE oe ee fea ae

int removeChild(int *array, int tot)
{

int i, j, k, ent = 0;
int *tmparray, m = 99;

tmparray = (int *)calloc(numIndex, sizeof(int));

/* Removeany prompts that are responses rather than choices */
for (i = 0; i < tot; i++)

{

for(j = 0; |} < numMenu;j++)
if (menuList[j]{1] == array[i] && menuList[j][2] == 100)

array[i] = 0;
}

/* Remove any prompts that are root node and have a child whichis not a leaf rather than
choices */
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for (i = 0; i < tot; i++)
{

if (array[i] == 0) /* already removedso goto next */
continue;

/* if (isLeaf(array|i]))
continue; */

rm= array|i];
while(1)

{

for = 0; j < numMenu; j++)
if (menuList[j][ 1] == rn)

break;

if (menuList[j][0] == 0)
break;

m = menuList[j][0];

if (rn != array[i])
{

for G = 0; j < tot; j++)
{

if (array|}| == rn)
array[j] = 0;

}

}

}

for (i = 0; 1 < tot; i++)
{
if (array[i] == 0) /* already removedso go to next */

continue;

for (j = 0; j < numIndex; j++) /* initialize tmparray */
tmparray|j] = 0;

ent = getChildren(array[1], tmparray); /* get children & grand-childrenofi */
for (j = 0; j < tot; j++) /* scan thru the array to check for child */

if (j '=i) /* ignore self from checking */
for (k = 0; k < cnt; k++)

if (array[j] == tmparray[k])
{
array|j] = 0; /* ifj is child of i, makeit 0 */
break;
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}

/* Shift All non-zeroes upwards */
for (i = 0; i < tot; i++)

t
if (array[i] == 0)

{
for (j =1+ 1; j < tot; j++)

if (array[j] != 0)
break;

if (j < tot)
{
array[i] = array|j];
array|j | = 0;
}

}

}
/* count no of elements */

for (j = 0; j < tot; j++)
t

if (array[j] == 0)
break;

}

return j;
}

[ERoe eeee ke ke ke hee ee feee fe fe fe ae fe oe 2 2 fe of of fe a at tof ee fe fe a af af a oo ot oe oe eee oe 2 oe ake ke obec fe fe oi oie oe oe a oe

getChildren: fetches all the descendents of pmpt into array
2eee Ae eee 22ASC oh ofeooeSoAEoa A HE oe oe oo oo oooooo oka ak oe/

int getChildren(int pmpt, int *array)

{
int 1, j, k, |;
int t, tl, t2;
int *tmparrayl, *tmparray2;

if (isLeaf(pmpt)) /* if node is leaf no children so return 0 */
return 0;

tmparrayl = (int *)calloc(numIndex, sizeof(int)); /* child of child in every loop */
tmparray2 = (int *)calloc(numIndex, sizeof(int)); /* union of all scanned children */
t=tl =t2=0;
for (i = 0; i< numMennu; i++)

{
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if (menuList[i][0] == pmpt && menuList[i][2] != 100)
{

array[t] = menuList[iJ[ 1];
tl = getChildren(array[t], tmparray1);
t2 = PromptUnion(tmparray2, tmparray1, t2, tl);
tt+;

}

t = PromptUnion(array, tmparray2,t, t2);
return t;

}

int chkAns(char * ans, int * Parray, int pent)
{
char locquery[256];
int i, j, tmplent = 0, tmp2ent = 0;
char *resWords[50], start ="Y';
int num Words, tmpArray1[20], tmpArray2[20];
int uwFlag = 0, rowOrCol Word = 0;

strepy(locquery,ans);
num Words = breakStr(ans, resWords);

if ( stremp(resWords[0],"other") == 0 && stremp(resWords[1],"options") == 0)
{

return 0;

}
num Words = processArray(resWords, num Words,|);
for (i = 0; i < 20; i++)

tmpArray1[i] = tmpArray2[i] = 0;
fprintf(pf,"<li>Initialized Temp Array\n"); fflush(pf);

for (i = 0; i< numWords; i++)

‘ciaReraysoolumaBors resWords[i], numColumn))
aaee

ie Dichacotutitiee res Words[i], uWNum))
\ecresWords[i], ++uWNum);
fflush(If);
}
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else

{

fprintf(pf,"<li>Unknown Word: %s\n",resWords[i]);
fflush(pf);
uwFlag = 1; /* unKnown word encountered twice */
}

}
else

rowOrColWord++;
continue;

}
else

rowOrColWord++;

tmp lent = fetchPrompts(resWords[i], tmpArray1);
if (start == 'Y"')

{

tmp2cnt = PromptUnion(tmpArray2, tmpArrayl, tmp2cnt, tmpl cnt);
start='N';

j
else

tmp2cnt = PromptIntersection(tmpArray2, tmpArrayl, tmp2cnt, tmp|cnt);

tmp2cnt = Promptintersection(tmpArray2, Parray, tmp2cnt, pent);
}

if (tmp2cnt != 1)
{

if (tmp2cnt == 0 && pent == 1 && numWords == 1) // i.e. only one prompt &
not selected

{

strepy(ans, locquery);
if (chkAfrm(ans))

return1;

if(tmp2ent > 1) // i.e. multiple prompt selection then do score
t

strcpy(ans, locquery);
return checkscore(ans, Parray, pent);

}

if (uwFlag)
if (AskforOpQ)

return -99;
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else

return -1;
else

if (rowOrColWord)
{
strepy(query,locquery);
return -99;

}
}

for (i = 0; Parray[i]; i++)
if (Parray[i] == tmpArray2[0])

return i+ 1;
}

int AskforOp()

Sas
int l,j];
char *resWords[50};
int numWords;

system("clear");
printf(" Your request was not understood.\n");
printf("Would you prefer to speak to an operatoror try again with a new request?\n");
fprintf(lf, "<P>Your request was not understood.<LI>");
fprintf(If, "Would you prefer to speak to an operatoror try again with a new request?\n");
fflush(If);
fgets(query, 255, stdin); /* accept the user input */
addWord(&queryList, query, ++numQueryList);
fprintf(If, "<P><I> %s</I>", query);
num Words = breakStr(query, resWords);
if ( inArray(resWords,"operator",numWords))

{

printf("\n\nPlease wait for the operator...\n");
fprintf(1f,"<P>Please wait for the operator...");
fflush(If);
exit(0);
}

if( inArray(resWords,"try",num Words) && inArray(resWords,"again",numWords))
{
system("clear");
printf(""Please tell us your new request\n");
fprintf(If, "<P>Please tell us your new request\n");
fflush(1f);
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fgets(query, 255, stdin); /* accept the user input */
addWord(&queryList, query, ++numQueryList);
}

return 1;

}

void sayOther()

print{("\nWould you like to hear other options?\n\n");
fprintf( If, "<LI>Would you like to hear other options?<P>");
otheFlag = 1;
}

int checkscore(char *ans, int *Parray, int pent)
t

728851 v1

char * resWords[50], *pmptWords[50];
int i, j, *score, *scorel;
int num Words, numpWords, maxscore;

score = (int *)malloc(pent * sizeof(int));
scorel = (int *)malloc(pent * sizeof(int));
for (i = 0; 1 < pent; i++)

score[i] = scorel [i] = 0;

num Words = breakStr(ans, resWords);
for (i = 0;1< pent; i++)
{

numpWords = breakStr(prompts[Parray[i]-1], pmptWords);
for (j = 0; j < num Words; j++)

if (inArray(pmptWords,resWords[j], numpWords))
score[i]++;

}
for (i = maxscore = 0; i < pent; i++)

maxscore = (maxscore < score[i])?score[i]:maxscore;
for (i = j = 0; i < pent; i++)

j += (score[i] == maxscore)?1:0;

if(j == 1) /* single prompt selection */
{

for (i = 0; i < pent; i++)
if (score[{i] == maxscore)

return i+ 1;
}
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else

4

for (i = 0; i< pent; i++)
4

numpWords = breakStr(prompts[Parray[i] - 1], pmptWords);
score1[i] = getscorel(resWords, numWords, pmptWords, numpWords);

$
maxscore = 0;

for (i = 0; i < pent; i++)
maxscore = (scorel[i] > maxscore)?scorel [i]:maxscore;

for (i =j = 0; 1 < pent; i++)
j += (scorel [i] == maxscore)?1:0;

if (} == 1) /* single promptselection */
{

for (i = 0; i < pent; i++)
if (score1[i] == maxscore)

return i + 1;

}
else

{

for (i = 0; 1 < pent; i++)
if (score[i] != maxscore)

Parray[i] = 0;
return -1;

}

j

}

int chkAfrm( char* str)
{

int ij, numWords;
char * resWords[50];

num Words = breakStr(str, resWords);
for (1 = 0; i <numWords; i ++)

if (inArray(affrmWords, resWords[i], 3))
return 1;

return 0;

}

int chkNegtn( char * str)
{
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int i,j, numWords;
char * resWords[50];

numWords = breakStr(str, res Words); _
for (i = 0; i < numWords;i ++)

if (inArray(negWords, resWords[i], 2))
return 1;

return 0;
}

int getscorel (char **Word1, int num1, char ** Word2, int num2)

t * . .
int 1, J, scr = 0;
int Ismatch = 0;

for(i = 0; i< num]; i++)
{

for(j = lsmatch; j < num2; j++)
if (!stremp( Word | [i], Word2[j]))
{

sert++;

break;

}

if G <num2)
Ismatch =] + 1;

}

return scr;

}

int orderPrompts(int *InterPrompts,int numInter)
{

int i, J, k, |;
int *tmpArray[2]; /* 0 - score ; 1 - level; 3 - menu order */
int *tmpList, tmpCount;

tmpArray[0] = (int *)malloc(numInter * sizeof(int));
tmpArray1] = (int *)malloc(numInter * sizeof(int));

tmpList = (int *)malloc(numColumn* sizeof(int));
for (i = 0; i<numColumn; i++)

tmpList[i] = 0;
// get the list of keywords from queryTerms
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tmpCount = getKeyWords(queryTerms, numQuery, tmpList);

for (i = 0; i < numInter; i++)
{

/* get the maxscore for the prompt */
tmpArray[O][i] = 0;
for (| = 0; G < numScore) && (scoring[j][0] != InterPrompts[i]); j++);
/* if any previous scoring present */
if ((j < numScore) && (scoring[j][0] == InterPrompts[i]))
{

// get the max score
for (k = 0; k < tmpCount; k++)

tmpArray[0][i] = max(tmpArray[0][i] , scoring[j][tmpList[k]]);
}

tmpArray[1]|i] = getLevel(InterPrompts[i]);
j

// sort the array in order of score, level and menu-order
for (i= 0; i< (numInter - 1); i++)
{

for Gj =i + 1; j < numInter; j++)
if (!gThan(tmpArray[0][i], tmpArray[1][i], InterPrompts[i],

tmpArray[0][j], tmpArray[1][j], InterPrompts[j]))
{

swap(tmpArray[0][i], tmpArray[0][j]);
swap(tmpArray[1][i], tmpArray[1][j]);
swap(InterPrompts[i], InterPrompts[j]);

j

return numInter;

}

int getKeyWords(char **queryTerms, int numQuery, int *tmpList)

{ * . .
int i, J, k, 1;
int count = 0;

for (Gj = 0; j < numQuery;j++)

/* Check if the word is keyword */
if ((k = inArray(columnTerms, queryTerms[j], numColumn)) != 0)
{
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/* add in templist only if not present */
for (i = 0; i< count && tmpList[i] !=k ; i++);
if (i >= count)

tmpList[count++]= k;
continue;

}

/* check if the word is Thesaurus/Learned Word */

if ((k = inArray(rowTerms, queryTerms[j], numRow)) != 0)
{

/* pick-up all keywords for that word */
for (i = 0; thesaurus[k - 1 ][i] != 0; i++)

for (1= 0; |< count && tmpList[1] != thesaurus[k - 1 ][i] ; 4+);
if (1 >= count)

tmpList{count++] = thesaurus[k - 1][i];
}

}

}

return count;

}

int getLevel(int pmpt)
{

int 1, k, 1;

for G = 0; 1< numMenu && menuList[i][1] != pmpt; i++);
k = menu List[i][0];
for (1= 0; k > 0;14++)
{

for (i = 0; 1 < numMenu && menuListfi][1] != k; i++);
k = menuList[i][0];

t

return |;

Hl

int gThan(inta, int b, int c, int p, int q, int r)

if (a> p) return 1; // Desc order here
if (a <p) return 0; // Desc order here
if (b > q) return 0; // Asc order here
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if (b <q) return 1; // Asc order here
if(c >r) return 0; // Asc order here
return 1; // Asc order here

formlib.c: This program contains functions for forms processing
#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "arraylib.h"

 

struct input {
char *Type;
char *APrompt;
char *RPrompt;
char *Name;

char * Value;
char **Choice;

int numChoice;
HH

struct form {
char * name;
struct input ** fields;
int numFields;
I

char * split(char * , char);

int loadForm(FILE *f, struct form * frm, char *name)
{
int j, start=0;
char buf[512];
char fname[20];

sprintf(fname,"[%s]",name);
fseek(f,SEEK_SET,0),
while(fgets(buf,512,f) != NULL) {

j = strlen(buf);
if (buffj - 1] == ‘\n') buffj - 1] = 0;
if (start)

t
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if (strlen(buf) == 0) /* if blank line, stop reading */
break;

frm->numFields++; _
frm->fields = (struct input **)realloc(frm->fields, (frm->num Fields) *

sizeof(struct input *));
frm->fields[frm->numFfields-1] = (struct input *)malloc(sizeof(struct input));
loadInput(frm->fields[frm->numFields-1], buf);
}

else

if (!stremp(fname, buf)) {
start = 1;

frm->name= strdup(name);
frm->numFields=0;

frm->fields=NULL;

}
t

return start;

}

loadInput(struct input *inp, char * str)
{
char ***list, *tmpstrl, *tmpstr2;
int i, j, len;

inp->T ype = inp->APrompt = inp->RPrompt = inp->Name= inp->Value = NULL;
list = (char ***)malloc(2 * sizeof(char **));
list|O}] = (char **)malloc(2 * sizeof(char *));
list{ 1] = (char **)malloc(2 * sizeof(char *));
list[O][O] = str;
forGi=0;(list{i+1 ][0] = split(list[i][0],":))!=NULL;i++)

{
list[i][1] = split(list[i][0],'=");
list = (char ***)realloc(list,(i+3)*sizeof(char**));
list{i+2] = (char **)malloc(2 * sizeof(char *));
}

list[i][1] = split(list[i][0],'=');
len=1+ 1;
for(i=0; i <len;i++)

{

if (lstremp("Type",list[i][0]))
mystrep(&inp->Type, list[i][1]);

if (!stremp("APrompt", list[i][0]))
mystrep(&inp->APrompt,list[i][1]);
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if (!stremp("RPrompt",list[i][0]))
mystrep(&inp->RPrompt,list[i][1]);

if (!stremp("Name", list[i][0]))
mystrep(&inp->Name,list[i][1]);

if (!stremp("Value",list[i][0]))
mystrep(&inp->Value,list[i][1]);

if (!stremp("Choice", list[i][0]))
{
mystrep(&tmpstr1, list{i][1]);
tmpstr2 = tmpstr1;
inp->Choice = NULL;
inp->numChoice=0;
for(j=0;tmpstr1 [j]j+-+)

{
if (tmpstr1 [jJ==",')

{

itmpstr1[j]=0;
inp->Choice = (char **)realloc(inp->Choice,(inp-

>numChoice+1)*sizeof(char *));
inp->Choice[inp->numChoice+] = strdup(tmpstr2);
allTrim(inp->Choice[inp->numChoice-1]);
tmpstr2=tmpstr1+j+1;
}

}

inp->Choice = (char **)realloc(inp->Choice,(inp-
>numChoice+1)*sizeof(char *));

inp->Choice[inp->numChoice++] = strdup(tmpstr2);
allTrim(inp->Choice[inp->numChoice-1 ]);

}

mystrep(char **strl, char *str2)

int len, i, j;

len = strlen(str2);
if(str2[0J=="" && str2[len-1}=='") // i.e. quoted string;

for (i = str2[--len] = 0; (str2[i] = str2[i + 1]); i++);
*strl = (strlen(str2)==0)?NULL:strdup(str2);

char * split(char * str, char dlm)
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t
int 1;

for (i = Q; str[i]; i++)
if (str[i] == dlm)

t
str[i] = 0;
return str +i+ 1;
j

return NULL;

}

acceptForm(struct form * frm)

4 .
int 1;

char ans[256];
struct input cnfm;

enfm.Type = "MChoice";
cnfm.APrompt = strdup("Is this information correct?");
cenfm.numChoice = 4;

enfm.Choice = (char **)malloc(2 * sizeof(char *));
enfm.Choice[0] = strdup("no");
cnfm.Choice[1] = strdup("yes");
enfm.Choice[2] = strdup("right");
enfm.Choice[3] = strdup("correct");
enfm.Value = NULL;

system("clear");
printf("\n");
for(i = 0; i<frm->num Fields; i++)

{

if (!stremp(frm->fields[i]->Type,"Say"))
sayText(frm->fields[i]);

if (frm->fields[i]->Value != NULL)
continue;

if (!stremp(frm->fields[1]->Type,"AcceptResponse"))
getText(frm->fields[i]);

if (!stremp(frm->fields[1]->Type,"MChoice"))
getChoice(frm->fields[1i]);

}

while (1)
{
system("clear");
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printf("\n");
for(i = 0; i<frm->numFields; i++)

‘
if(!stremp(frm->fields[i]->Type,"AcceptResponse"))

saylext(frm->fields[i]);
if (!stremp(frm-> fields[i]->Type,"MChoice"))

sayText(frm->fields[1]);
t

printf("\n");
getChoice(&cnfim);
if (stremp(cnfm.Value,"no"))

return 1;

system("clear");
printf("\n");
for(i = 0; i<frm->num Fields; i+4-)

{
if (!stremp(frm->fields[i]->Type,"AcceptResponse"))

getText(frm->fields[i]);
if (!stremp(frm->fields[{i]->Type,"MChoice"))

getChoice(frm->fields[i]);
}

}

getText(struct input * inp)
{

char buf[256];
printf("\n%s\n\n",inp->A Prompt);
fgets(buf,255,stdin);
allTrim(buf);
inp->Value = strdup(buf);
}

sayText(struct input * inp)
{

if (inp->RPrompt != NULL)
print{("%s"inp->RPrompt);

if (inp->Value != NULL)
printf("%s" ,inp->Value);

if (inp->RPrompt != NULL|| inp->Value != NULL)
printf(".\n");
}
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fillForm(struct form * frm, char ** Array, int arrCount)
{

int i, j, wrdCount =0, tmpCount=0;
char **wordList = NULL;

char *tmparray[50];
for(i = 0; i < arrCount; i++)

{

tmpCount = breakStr(Array[i], tmparray);
wrdCount = mergeArray(&wordList,tmparray, wrdCount, tmpCount);
}

wrdCount = processArray(word List, wrdCount, |);
for(i = 0; i< frm->numFields; i++)

if(!stremp({frm->fields[i]->Type,"MChoice"))
selectValue(frm->fields[i], wordList, wrdCount);

}

int select Value(struct input * inp, char **array, int arrCount)
{
int i, j, *score;
char *tmparray[20];
int max, maxcount, tmpCount;

score = (int *) malloc(inp->numChoice* sizeof(int));
for (i = 0; i < inp->numChoice; i++)

{

score[i] = 0;
tmpCount = breakStr(inp->Choice[i], tmparray);
if (tmpCount > 1) // Basically to avoid filtering of 'yes', 'no' etc

filterStopWords(tmparray, tmpCount);
tmpCount = processArray(tmparray, tmpCount, 0);
for(j = 0; } < tmpCount; j++)

if (inArray(array, tmparray[j], arrCount))
score[i]++;

}
for(i = max = 0; i < inp->numChoice;i++)

if (score[i] > max) max = scoref[i];
for(i = maxcount= 0; i < inp->numChoice;i++)

if (score[i] == max) maxcount++;
if (maxcount!= 1)

return 0;

for(i = 0; i < inp->numChoice; i++)
if (score[i] == max)

{
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inp->Value = strdup(inp->Choice[i]);
break;
I

return I;

}

processForm(struct form * frm)
{
inti, j;
char *formType = NULL, *formAction = NULL;

for(i = 0; i<frm->numFields; i++)
{

if (frm->fields[i]->Value == NULL)
continue;

if (!stremp(frm->fields[i]->Type,"FormType"))
formType = strdup(frm->fields[i]->Value);

if (!stremp(frm-> fields[i]->Type,"FormAction”))
formAction = strdup(frm->fields[i]->Value);

}

// \fnot defined the form type use 'AcceptFrom'as default.
if (formType == NULL)

formType = strdup("AcceptForm");

if (!stremp(formType,"AcceptForm"))
j = acceptForm(frm);

if (!stremp(formType,"ResponseForm"))
j = responseForm(frm);

if Gj !=0 && formAction != NULL)
performAction(frm, formAction);

}

responseForm(struct form *frm)
{
int i;

system("clear");
printf("\n");
for (@ = 0; 1 < frm->numFields; i++)

{
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if (stremp("Say",frm->fields[i]->Type))
continue;

sayText(frm->fields[i]);
-—

printf("\n");
}

getChoice(struct input * inp)
{
char buf[256], *tmparray[50];
int tmpCount;

while (1)
{

printf("\n%s\n\n", inp->APrompt);
fgets(buf,255,stdin);
tmpCount = breakStr(buf, tmparray);
if (tmpCount > 1) // Basically to avoid filtering of ‘yes’, 'no' etc

filterStop Words(tmparray, tmpCount);
tmpCount = processArray(tmparray, tmpCount, 0);
if (selectValue(inp, tmparray, tmpCount))

return;

}

j

performAction(struct form *frm, char *action)
{

struct form f;
char * cmd = NULL;
char buf [256];
int i, j,lenl, len2;
FILE *pd;

sprintf(buf, "%s <<EOD\n", action);
cmd = strdup(buf);
for (i = 0; i < frm->numFields; i++)

{
if (frm->fields[i]->Name == NULL)

continue;

od Th Ae ee
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sprintf(buf,"“os=%c%s%c\n", frm->fields[i]->Name,"", frm->fields[i]->Value,"");
len1 = strlen(buf);
len2 = strlen(cmd);
cmd = (char *) realloc(cmd, (len1 + len2 + 1) * sizeof(char));
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strcat(cmd, buf);
}

sprintf(buf,"EOD\n");
lenl = strlen(buf);
len2 = strlen(cmd);
emd = (char *) realloc(cmd, (len1 + len2 + 1) * sizeof(char));
streat(cmd, buf);
if ((pd = popen(cmd, "r")) == NULL)

{

fprintf(stderr, "Error in command execution\n");
exit(1);
}

fname = NULL;

fnumFields = 0;

f.fields = NULL;
while ((fgets(buf, 255, pd)!= NULL))

{
j =strlen(buf);
if (buf[j - 1] == '\n‘) buffj - 1] = 0;
if (strlen(buf) == 0) /* if blank line, stop reading */

continue;
f.numFields++;

f.fields = (struct input **)realloc(f-fields, (fnumFields) * sizeof(struct input *));
f.fields[f.numFields-1] = (struct input *)malloc(sizeof(struct input));
loadInput(f-fields[ fnumFields-1], buf);
}

pclose(pd);
processForm(&f);
}

HEADERFILES(C)

globalvar.h: Headerfile for global variables
extern FILE *webDoc, *phoneDoc;
extern int numColumn, numRow, numIndex, numMenu;
extern int startPoint, eofFlag, topValues;
extern char **rowTerms, **columnTerms, **prompts, **stopWords;
extern double **matrix, **cosine;
float phoneThreshold, webThreshold;
extern int **indexList, **menuList, **thesaurus;
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extern int numStopWord, numOrgRow;
void stemArray(char **list, int arrayLen);
extern int numForms, numPF;

“int stemWord(char *); -
extern char ***Fprompts;
extern int numForms, numPF;
extern struct form **formlist;

process.h: Headerfile declaring functions in process.c
[ERAA2OeAEE OR ECEeEeeefe HEECokooEE oC OR EE

  

* Process.h: *

|3Efeekeo kea kokoe aEfkEoRoRFoAoRSEC oACECSEC A ACO A A AC ACC oO aoe oe /

int processFile(char * filename, char ***cArray, float threshold);
void loadStopWords( char * filename);
// int allTrim( char *str);
void filllndex();
void updateThesaurus( char *str, int pmpt);
void createMatrix(char * filename);
// int readPara(FILE*fp );
// int wordsInPara (FILE * fp);
void calcCosine();
int eraseZeroes();
void createThesaurus();
// void floatSort(int *colnum, float *tmpcos, intnumRow);
void saveData(char *filenm);

arraylib.h: Headerfile declaring functionsin arraylib.c
[ARAe eR oe AeRe A A AE oe ke eeeae 6 oA oe le ek ekeoe ie ke oe fe ee oe fe of oe 2 fe ee fe be oft ee fe of oe oe ae eo 2 Ae oe ae

* ArrayLib.h *
|PE 2SEEEAEEooEA2EE Ff eo oe a af ok oRaofoaeooo oc aaof oo a ao oo aeAo/

int fetchWord(FILE *f, char * wrd);
int inArray(char **array, char *word, int length);
int removeNulls(char **strarray, int numWords);
int mergeArray(char ***Arrayl, char **Array2, int numArrayl, int numArray2);
int readValues(char *str, char **array);
void sortArray(char *allwords[], int numwords);
int loadPrompts(char * filename);
void loadStopWords(char*);
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FILE * fileOpen( char * filename, char *mode);
void addWord(char *** cArray, char * word, int c);
int breakStr(char * str, char **strarray); _
void filterStop Words(char ** strarray, int numWords);
void filterDuplicates(char ** strarray, int numWords);
int loadFormsList( char * filename);
int loadForms(char * filename);
int allTrim( char *str);
int createArray(char *, char **);
int processArray( char **, int, int);

forms.h: Headerfile declaring functions informlib.c

 

 

#include <stdio.h>

extern struct input {
char *Type;
char *APrompt;
char *RPrompt;
char *Name;

char *Value;

char **Choice;
int numChoice;
} a;

extern struct form{
char * name;
struct input ** fields;
int numFields;
} b;

char * split(char * , char );
int loadForm(FILE*, struct form *, char *);

void loadInput(struct input *, char * );
void mystrep(char **, char *);
void dumpInput(FILE *, struct input *);
void dumpForm(FILE *, struct form *);
void acceptForm(struct form *);
void getText(struct input * );
void fillForm(struct form * frm, char ** Array, int arrCount);
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makefile: Makefile for compiling the source code.
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all: td demorun

t: main.o process.o arraylib.o stemlib.o formlib.o
cc -g main.o process.o arraylib.o stemlib.o formlib.o -o t -Im

d: dialog.o interactive.o arraylib.o stemlib.o formlib.o
cc -g dialog.o interactive.o arraylib.o stemlib.o formlib.o -o d

demorun: demorun.c

cc demorun.c -o demorun

main.o: main.c process.h arraylib.h forms.h
ce -c -g main.c

process.o: process.c globalvar.h forms.h
ce -C -g process.c

arraylib.o: arraylib.c globalvar.h
ce -c -g arraylib.c

dialog.o: dialog.c arraylib.h
ce -c -g dialog.c

interactive.o: interactive.c globalvar.h
cc -c -g interactive.c

stemlib.o: stemlib.c

cc -c -g stemlib.c
formlib.o: formlib.c

ce -c -g formlib.c
clean:

mm -f *.o t d core demorun

bkup: clean
tar cvzf ../stem ‘date "+%d%m"".tgz .

PARAMETERFILES

t.ini: This file contains parameters required for program 't' 

pdoc p # phonedoc
wdoc w # webdoc

sdoc s # stopwords
fdoc f# forms

xdoc x # link of forms & prompts
cfg z.cfg # config file
pt 0.02 # phoneThreshold
wt 0.0006 # webThreshold

tv 5 # topValues for cosine
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d.ini: This file contains parameters required for program 'd'

cfg t.cfg # config file
_ lefg l.cfg # learnfile

sdoc s # stopwords
fdoc f # forms

xdoc x ## x

minprompt2 # minimum no of prompts
timeout 30 # timeout secs for other options

 

DATA FILES

p: Document'p'   

Are youcalling about subscriptions?
Would you like to order a subscription?
Would you like to pay your subscription fees?
Would you like to give a gift subscription?
Would you like to change your address or change any other information?
Do you have anybilling enquiries or concerns?

Would you like information about your account balance or your payments?
Would you like to speak to a customer care representative?

Would you like to temporarily suspend your delivery?
Is there a problem with your paperor delivery?

Did youmiss today's paper?
Did you miss yesterday's newspaper and would you like credit for yesterday?
Did you receive a wet paper?

Would you like information about the New Herald website?
Would you like to obtain your New Herald website password?
The website address is www.newherald.com. Would you like any other information about

the website?

Are you calling about advertisements?
Would youlike to advertise in the New Herald?

Is it a classified ad?

Is it a full-page, half-page, or quarter-page ad?
Would youlike to place an ad?

Is it a classified ad?

Is it a full-page, half-page, or quarter-page ad?
Are you calling about something else?

Would youlike to write to the New Herald?
Would you like to submit an article to the op-ed page?

Please email yourarticle to oped@newherald.com.
Would you like to sendaletter to the editor?
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Please email yourletter to letters@newherald.com.
Would you like to work for the New Herald?

Would youlike to write for the New Herald?
Would you like to work for the editorial division or for the administrative

division?

w: Document 'w'

Now,it's easier than ever to manage your Herald. Welcome to The New Herald Subscription &
Customer Care Website. You expectall the newsthat's fit to print in each issue of The New
Herald. And you can expect responsive, round-the-clock on-line customercare that allows you to
review and update your delivery and billing information, stop delivery of your newspaper when
you're away, discover special promotions and notify us of any questions or comments you have.
And if you're not a subscriber, browse our Web site and consider subscribing to homedelivery.
Please enjoy yourvisit.

 

With convenient home delivery, you will be sure to receiveall the wit, the wisdom, the news, the
views offered in every issue of The New Herald. And, through this special offer, you will get
50% off the regular rate for the first eight weeks. To subscribe enter your ZIP code below and
submit.

ZIP Code:

Expect the World Around the Clock

Weare pleased to offer our subscribers instant, 24-hour on-line customer care to meet your
service needs. Now,it's easier than ever to order home delivery, review yourbill, or change your
service -- and to find out about special customer benefits and promotions.

Take Our Survey

Help us provide you with the highest quality customerservice. This short survey asksforvital
information about you and your service needs. The New Herald mayperform statistical analysis
of reader interests to identify ways to improve our services and products to better meet the needs
of our subscribers. Personal information about you as an individual subscriber will not be
provided to any third party. Our privacy policy is posted online to disclose our guidelines for the
use of customer information.

You can handle most of your subscription service requests online, including:

a Suspending your delivery while you're away
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= Reporting missed deliveries

= Checking the status of your account

* Checking yourbilling history

* Changing yourdelivery or billing address

* Changing your method of payment

To subscribe

Customercare:

Account Summary

Update Account

Activity History

Billing History

Paper not received

Suspend delivery

Complaints

Order Home Delivery at 50% Off (US Customers Only)

With convenient homedelivery, you canstart each day withall the news, the views, the wit and
the wisdom you expect from The New Herald. And,throughthis special offer, you can save 50%
on the first eight weeks when youordertoday.It's a smart, easy way to keep up with The Herald.

This offer expires December 31, 2001 andis valid in areas served by The New Herald' delivery
service. Subscribers who have had Herald homedelivery within the past 90 daysarenoteligible
for this introductory offer. To subscribe enter your ZIP code below and submit.

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

There's no present like The Herald. And, when you ordera gift subscription of 12-week home
delivery of The New Herald, you'll save 50%on the regularrate. Hurry. This offer expires
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December 31, 2001. To order, enter the ZIP code of the gift recipient below and submit.

_ Order Home Delivery at 50% Off (US Customers Only)

With convenient homedelivery, you can start each day with all the news, the views, the wit and
the wisdom you expect from The New Herald. And, throughthis special offer, you can save 50%
on the first eight weeks when you ordertoday.It's a smart, easy way to keep up with The Herald.

This offer expires December 31, 2001 and is valid in areas served by The New Herald' delivery
service. Subscribers who have had Herald homedelivery within the past 90 days are noteligible
for this introductory offer. To subscribe enter your ZIP code below and submit.

ZIP Code:

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

There's no present like The Herald. And, when you order a gift subscription of 12-week home
delivery of The New Herald, you'll save 50%on the regular rate. Hurry. This offer expires
December 31, 2001. To order, enter the ZIP codeof the gift recipient below and submit.

ZIP Code:

LARGE TYPE WEEKLY

Developed especially for people with low vision, The New Herald Large Type Weekly offers a
select package of the week's newsprinted in 16-point type--about twice the size of the regular
type size. With its updated, color-enhanced design, The Large Type Weekly is a striking--and
clearly readable way to enjoy The New Herald. A mail subscription of The New Herald Large
Type Weekly makes a great gift for yourself or someoneyoucarefor.

To order, select a country/region below and submit.

Order HomeDelivery at 50% Off (US Customers Only)

With convenient home delivery, you can start each day with all the news, the views, the wit and
the wisdom you expect from The New Herald. And, through this special offer, you can save 50%
on the first eight weeks when you order today. It's a smart, easy way to keep up with The Herald.

This offer expires December 31, 2001 and is valid in areas served by The New Herald' delivery
service. Subscribers who have had Herald homedelivery within the past 90 daysare noteligible
for this introductory offer. To subscribe enter your ZIP code below and submit.
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ZIP Code:

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

There's no present like The Herald. And, when you order a gift subscription of 12-week home
delivery of The New Herald, you'll save 50% on the regularrate. Hurry. This offer expires
December31, 2001. To order, enter the ZIP code of the gift recipient below and submit.

ZIP Code:

LARGE TYPE WEEKLY

Developed especially for people with low vision, The New Herald Large Type Weekly offers a
select package of the week's newsprinted in 16-point type--about twice the size of the regular
type size. With its updated, color-enhanced design, The Large Type Weeklyis a striking--and
clearly readable way to enjoy The New Herald. A mail subscription of The New Herald Large
Type Weekly makesa great gift for yourself or someoneyoucarefor.

To order, select a country/region below and submit.

Country:

The New Herald Book Review

Get a head start on the latest book reviews, the acclaimed New Herald Best Sellers lists and

everything new and noteworthyin the literary world. When you order a mail subscription to The
New Herald Sunday Book Review,you'll receive it days in advance of the Sunday New Herald.

To order, select a country/region below and submit.

Country:

To Subscribe - Foreign Mail Subscriptions

Stay informed with all the news in the United States and throughout the world, including sharp
analyses, reports and reviews from the world of business, sports and the arts. Discerning readers
across the country and around the globe depend on The Herald for inside revelations, outside
opinions,all sides of the story. Now youcan too -- with the convenience of home delivery by
mail. Order now.

To change your address, method ofbilling or any of the account information featured below,
please enter the updated information in the appropriate box. Once you have completed all
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informationrequested, please click Submit at the bottom ofthe page. (Please note: It is necessary
for all bold fields to be filled out to process your updated information.)

~ Yourbilling and paymenthistory provides anat-a-glance summary of your accountand makesit
simple to check on yourbalance, last payment and new charges. Recent invoices are listed below
for your review. Questions may be submitted to our customercarebilling representatives by
going to the Complaints page. Please be sureto indicate Billing Inquiry as the nature of your
complaint.

Did you miss a paper? The New Herald is committed to making sure you get every issue you've
ordered. If you did not receive your paperor any ofits sections, simply select one of the
following redelivery options so that we maydeliver one to you.

Please note: Only sameday redelivery is available on-line; you must submitthis information on
the same day on which your paperor section was to be delivered. For credits on past issues,
please phone our customercare representatives at 1(800) 555-9876.

I would like to have today's paper delivered tomorrow. Please credit my accountfor today's
missed paper.

Did you miss a paper? The New Herald is committed to making sure youget every issue you've
ordered. If you did not receive your paperorany of its sections, simply select one of the
following redelivery options so that we maydeliver one to you.

Please note: Only same day redelivery is available on-line; you must submit this information on
the same day on which yourpaperor section was to be delivered. For credits on past issues,
please phoneour customercare representatives at 1(800) 555-9876.

PAPER NOT RECEIVED

I did not receive today's paper.

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 060095544

Reason:

Select One: I would like to have today's paper delivered tomorrow.

Please credit my accountfor today's missed paper.

SECTIONS NOT RECEIVED
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I received today's paper with the section(s) checked below missing

Sections not received: ARTS & LEISURE BUSINESS

DININGIN/OUT MAIN NEWSSEC

METROPOLITAN SPORTS

Select One: I would like to have today's paper delivered tomorrow.

Please credit my account for today's missed paper.

As a newspaper home delivery subscriber, you may suspend your service for any amount of
time. When you suspend your homedelivery service, you may elect to take part in our vacation
donation program (see description below). Please indicate your suspension

and restart dates below:

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 060095544

SUSPEND/RESUME

Suspend:

Resume:

Vacation Donation Program

During your next vacation, sit back, relax -- and at the same time enrich your community.
Through The New Herald Newspaperin Education program, you can donate your subscription to
students for the time period in which you will be out of town. For each copy you donate,at least
two students will receive their own copy of The New Herald. To donate your vacation copies,
please indicate below.

Choose One: Donate the vacation period papers to local schools through the Newspapers in
Education program. Credit my account for the period of my vacation. SUSPEND/RESUME2

Suspend:

Resume:
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Choose One: Donate the vacation period papersto local schools through the Newspapersin
Education program. Credit my accountfor the period of my vacation. SUSPEND/RESUME3

Suspend:

Resume:

Choose One: Donate the vacation period papers to local schools through the Newspapersin
Education program. Credit my account for the period of my vacation.

To best provide you with responsive, accessible customer service, we encourage your comments
and suggestions. Please let us know about any dissatisfaction you may have with your delivery or
billing service. Customers who havenot received a paper can order another paperor receive
credit for today by clicking here.

For all other subscription concerns, please use the form below to send us an email indicating the
nature of your complaint and explaining how we may help you. A customercare representative
will respond to your request within 24 hours to the email address provided on this form.

s: Document's'
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f: Document 'f  

[FORM 1] :
Type="FormType":Value="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="AcctNo":APrompt="Pleasetell us your account
number.":Value="":RPrompt="Your account numberis "
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="date":APrompt="When would you like to start suspending the
paper?":Value="":RPrompt="The delivery will stop on"
Type="MChoice":Name="Duration":APrompt="Would youlike to suspend the paper for one
month, two months, or three months?":Choice="one month,two months,three
months": Value="":RPrompt="The delivery will be suspended for "
Type="FormAction": Value="./susp_deli"

[FORM2]
Type="FormType":Value="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse": Name="Name":APrompt="Please tell us your
name.": Value="":RPrompt="Your nameis "
Type="AcceptResponse": Name="Address":APrompt="What city do you live
in?":Value="":RPrompt="Youlive in "
Type="MChoice":Name="SubType":APrompt="Would you like the newspaperdaily or just the
Sunday paper?":Value="":Choice="a daily newspaper,the Sunday newspaper":RPrompt="You
have opted for"
Type="MChoice":Name="SubPrd":APrompt="Would you like a half-yearly or annual
subscription?": Value="":Choice="a half-yearly subscription,an annual
subscription":RPrompt="Youhave chosen "
Type="FormAction": Value="./add_acct"

[FORM3]
Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse": Name="AcctNo":APrompt="Whatis your account
number?":Value="":RPrompt="Your account numberis "
Type="FormAction":Value="./acct_info"

[FORM4]

Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="AcctNo":APrompt="Whatis your account
number?":Value="":R Prompt="Your account numberis "
Type="FormAction":Value="./get_pymt"

[FORMS]
Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="Name":APrompt="Whom would youlike to gift the
subscription to?":Value="":RPrompt="Youare gifting this subscription to "
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Type="AcceptResponse":Name="Address":APrompt="In which city does the person
live?":Value="":RPrompt="The personlives in "
Type="MChoice":Name="SubType":APrompt="Would you like to give a daily newspaperor
just the Sunday paper?":Value="":Choice="a daily newspaper,the Sunday
newspaper":RPrompt="You have opted for "
Type="MChoice":Name="SubPrd":APrompt="Would youlike a half-yearly or annual
subscription?": Value="":Choice="a half-yearly subscription,an annual
subscription":RPrompt="You have chosen "
Type="FormAction": Value="./add_acct"

[FORM6]
Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="AcctNo":APrompt="What is your account
number?":Value="":RPrompt="Your account numberis "
Type="MChoice":Name="preference":APrompt="Would you like the newspaper or would you
prefer credit for it?": Value="":Choice="the newspaper,credit":RPrompt="Youprefer "
Type="FormAction":Value="./prefer"

[FORM7]
Type="FormType":Value="AcceptForm”
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="AcctNo":APrompt="What is your account
number?":Value="":RPrompt="Your account numberis "
Type="Hidden":Name="preference": Value="credit"
Type="FormAction": Value="./prefer"

{[FORM8]
Type="FormType": Valuec="AcceptForm"
Type="AcceptResponse":Name="AcctNo":APrompt="What is your account
number?":Value="":RPrompt="Your account numberis "
Type="FormAction":Value="./chgacct"

x: Document‘x’

FORM1:Would you like to temporarily suspend your delivery?
FORM2:Would you like to order a subscription?
FORM3:Would youlike information about your account balance or your payments?
FORM4: Would youlike to pay your subscription fees?
FORMS: Would youlike to give a gift subscription?
FORM6:Did you miss today's paper?
FORM6:Did you receive a wet paper?
FORM7:Did you miss yesterday's newspaper and would youlike credit for yesterday?
FORM8:Would you like to change your address or change any other information?
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a: Datafile ‘a’ contains data about subscription
1{1|2|01-01-2002|365|315|01-01-2002|50]||Frege|Jena
2|2|2|01-02-2002|52|32|01 -02-2002|20}||Russell|Cambridge _
3|2|2|01-02-2002|52|32|01-02-2002|20||| Wittgenstein|Vienna
A|1|2|01-04-2002|364]3 140 1-04-2002!50|||Austin|Ox ford
5{1]2|01-05-2002|365|264|0 1 -05-2002|100]|||Grice|Berkeley
6|1]1{01-06-2002|180|49|01-06-2002|130]||[Parikh|New York

CONFIGURATIONFILES

t.cfg: Thesaurus configuration file. This is generated by program 't'
[PROMPTS]
Are youcalling about subscriptions?
Would youlike to order a subscription?
Would youlike to pay your subscription fees?
Would youlike to give a gift subscription?
Would you like to change your address or change any other information?
Do you have anybilling enquiries or concerns?
Would you like information about your account balance or your payments?
Would you like to speak to a customercare representative?
Would youlike to temporarily suspend your delivery?
Is there a problem with your paperor delivery?
Did you miss today's paper?
Did you miss yesterday's newspaper and would youlike credit for yesterday?
Did you receive a wet paper?
Would youlike information about the New Herald website?
Would youlike to obtain your New Herald website password?

 

The website address is www.newherald.com. Would you like any other information about the
website?

Are you calling about advertisements?
Would youlike to advertise in the New Herald?
Is it a classified ad?

Is it a full-page, half-page, or quarter-page ad?
Would youlike to place an ad?
Are you calling about something else?
Would youlike to write to the New Herald?
Would youlike to submit an article to the op-ed page?
Please email yourarticle to oped@newherald.com.
Would youlike to send a letter to the editor?
Please email yourletter to letters@newherald.com.
Would you like to work for the New Herald?
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Would youlike to write for the New Herald?
Would you like to work for the editorial division or for the administrative division?

[MENUTREE]
0,1,0

1,2,99

1,3,99

1,4,99
1,5,99

1,6,0

6,7,99
6,8,99

1,9,99
0,10,0

10,11,99

10,12,99

10,13,99

0,14,0
14,15,99

14,16,99
0,17,0

17,18,0

18,19,99

18,20,99
17,21,0

21,19,99

21,20,99

0,22,0

22,23,0
23,24,25

24,25,100

23,26,27

26,27,100

22,28,0
28,29,99
28,30,99

[INDEX]
account7,

ad 19,20,21,
address 5,16,
administr 30,

advertis 17,18,
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annual2,4,
artic] 24,25,
balanc 7,
bill 6,

call 1,17,22,

care 8,

chang 5,
classifi 19,
com 16,25,27,
concern6,

credit 12,11,13,

custom&,

daili 2,4,
deliveri 9,10,

divis 30,
ed 24,
editor 26,

editori 30,
els 22,

email 25,27,
enquiri 6,
fee 3,

full 20,
gift 4,
give 4,
half 20,2,4,
inform 5,7,14,16,
letter 26,27,
miss 11,12,
month 9,

newspap 12,2,4,11,13,
nytim 16,25,27,
obtain 15,

on 9,

op 24,25,
order2,
pai 3,
password 15,
payment 7,
place 21,
problem 10,
quarter 20,
receiv 13,
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repres 8,
send 26,

someth 22,
submit 24,
subscript 1,2,3,4,
sundai 2,4,

suspend 9,
temporarili 9,
three 9,

todai 11,
two 9,

websit 14,15,16,

wet 13,

work 28,30,
write 23,29,

www16,

yearli 2,4,
yesterdai 12,

[THESAURUS]
access 58,41,48,19,

acclaim 54,48,53,41,
account 16,36,39,34,

address 12,9,15,50,25,

advanc 54,48,53,41,

allow 11,17,9,32,
amount 55,36,19,

analys 19,41,32,52,
analysi 32,17,49,
anoth 58,41,48,19,

appropri 12,3,9,32,
ask 32,17,49,
back 59,48,36,53,

balanc 44,49,11,9,

benefit 9,12,17,19,
better 32,17,49,

bill 12,3,44,
bold 12,3,9,32,
bottom 12,3,9,32,
box 12,3,9,32,
brows 11,17,9,32,
care 49,17,8,32,
chang 9,3,44,19,
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charg 8,44,49,11,9,
commun 59,48,36,53,

complet 12,3,9,32,
concern 50,25,49,11,3,
consid 11,17,9,32,

credit 1,36,34,39,58,

custom 1|1,49,32,

deliveri 41,52,
depend 19,41,32,52,
descript 55,36,19,
discern 19,41,32,52,

disclos 32,17,49,
discov 11,17,9,32,
dissatisfact 58,41,48,19,
elect 55,36,19,
email 15,50,49,3,11,17,
encourag 58,41,48,19,
enrich 59,48,36,53,
explain 15,50,25,49,11,3,
featur 12,3,9,32,
field 12,3,9,32,
fill 12,3,9,32,
find 9,12,17,19,
fit 11,17,9,32,
foreign 53,29,59,54,
gift 53,41,52,19,
glance 8,44,49,11,9,
globe 19,41,32,52,
guidelin 32,17,49,
hand]! 53,29,59,54,
head 54,48,53,41,
highest 32,17,49,
identifi 32,17,49,
improv 32,17,49,
individu 32,17,49,
inform 17,49,11,
inquiri 8,44,49,11,9,
insid 19,41,32,52,
instant 9,12,17,19,
interest 32,17,49,
invoic 8,44,49,11,9,
last 8,44,49,11,9,

latest 54,48,53,41,
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least 59,48,36,53,

leisur 48,59,54,34,58,
let 58,41,48,19,
literari 54,48,53,41,
manag 11,17,9,32,
miss 58,16,39,1,48,
most 53,29,59,54,

necessari 12,3,9,32,

newspap 16,55,39,1,
next 59,48,36,53,
noteworthi 54,48,53,41,

notifi 11,17,9,32,
on 36,16,34,1,58,

onc 12,3,9,32,

opinion 19,41,32,52,
order 19,52,29,

outsid 19,41,32,52,
own 59,48,36,53,

part 55,36,19,
parti 32,17,49,
payment 8,9,12,49,11,
perform 32,17,49,
person 32,17,49,
pleas 9,12,17,19,
polici 32,17,49,
post 32,17,49,
privaci 32,17,49,
process 12,3,9,32,
product 32,17,49,
qualiti 32,17,49,
receiv 34,59,
recent 8,44,49,11,9,
relax 59,48,36,53,

repres 11,17,8,15,50,32,
respond 15,50,25,49,11,3,
revel 19,41,32,52,
round 11,17,9,32,
see 55,36,19,

seller 54,48,53,41,
send 15,25,49,11,3,
sharp 19,41,32,52,
short 32,17,49,
side 19,41,32,52,
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simp! 8,44,49,11,9,
sit 59,48,36,53,
stai 19,41,32,52,
state 19,41,32,52,
statist 32,17,49,

statu 1,16,8,36,

stop 11,17,9,32,
stori 19,41,32,52,
submit 19,41,49,11,17,
subscript 29,11,
suggest 58,41,48,19,
sundai 48,53,41,59,
suspend 36,39,16,19,
suspens 55,36,19,
third 32,17,49,

throughout 19,41,32,52,
todai 34,16,48,41,
town 59,48,36,53,

two 48,36,53,
unit 19,41,32,52,
visit 11,17,9,32,
vital 32,17,49,

welcom 11,17,9,32,
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l.cfg: Thesaurus learn file. newly learned meaningsare stored inthis file
[EXT-THESAURUS]

[SCORING]

 

2,0,0,0,0,0,5,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

13,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,6,0,0,0,0,0,

SHELL SCRIPTS FOR DATA MANIPULATION

acct_info: Script to extract account information from‘a’ into a Response form
#1!/bin/sh

acctno= ‘cut -d'="' -f 2 | sed sA\"//g"
Hecho $acctno
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cnt='grep -c "“$acctno|" a”
if [ $ent -eq 0 J
then

/ echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Sorry, the account number you provided does not

exist": Value=""'

exit 0

fi

line=" grep "“$acctno|"a°
echo 'Type="FormType":Value="ResponseForm"

name="echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 11°
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourlast name is ":Value="'$name""
city="echo$line | cut -d'|' -f 12°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Youlive in ":Walue="'$city""
sub_type="echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 2°
if [ $sub_type -eq | ]
then

sub_type="'a daily newspaper"
else

sub_type="the Sunday newspaper"
fi

echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="You have subscribed for ":Value=""$sub_ type"
sub_prd="echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 3°
sdate="echo $line | cut -d'|'-f4
if [ $sub_prd -eq 1 ]
then

sub_prd="six months"
else

sub_prd="one year"
fi

echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="The subscription starts on '$sdate' for a period of
":Value=""$sub_prd""

fee="echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 5°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Thesubscription fee is $":Value=""$ fee"
bal=‘echo $line | cut -d'}' -f 6°
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Your balance is $":Valuc=""$bal""
pdate="echo $line | cut -d'|'-f 7°
pymt="echo $line | cut -d'|'-f 8°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourlast payment was $'$pymt’ on ":Value=""$pdate"™
sudate='echo $line | cut -d'|' -f9°
if [ "X$sudate" != "X"]
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then

suprd="echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 10°
case $suprd in
1) suprd="one month";;
2) suprd="two months";;
3) suprd="three months";;
esac

echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Your account is suspended from '$sudate'for
":Value=""$suprd™
fi

add_acct: Script to add new accountinto 'a’
#!/bin/sh

# arrangeall the values of input into a single line
cp /dev/null /tmp/param
cut -d'="-f 2 | sed "sA"//g
s//\\\\\\\/g" | while read aa
do

 

echo -n $aa'' >> /tmp/param
done

echo "" >>/tmp/param

# now transfer them into env variables.

read NAME CITY SUB TYPE SUB_PRD</tmp/param
if [ "$SUB_TYPE" = "a daily newspaper" ]
then

SUB_TYPE=1
FEE=182

else

SUB_TYPE=2
FEE=26

fi

if ["$SUB_PRD" = "a half-yearly subscription"]
then

SUB_PRD=1
else

SUB_PRD=2
FEE="expr $FEE \* 2°

fi

ent=1

while true
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do

if [ "*grep -c \"*$cnt|\" a°" -ne 0 J
then

cnt="expr $cent + 1°
continue

fi

echo $ent'|'$SUB_TYPE'|'$SUB_PRD'|" date +%d-%m-
%Y"|SFEE|$FEE|O||ISNAME|$CITY" >> a

echo ‘Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Yoursubscription request has been entered":Value=""
echo "Type="Say":Name="acct_no":RPrompt="Your account numberis ":Value=""$cnt"™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourfee for the subscription is $":Value=""§FEE""
echo 'Type="AcceptResponse":Name="payment":APrompt="Your minimum initial

payment is $25. How much would you like to pay now?": Value="":RPrompt="You have chosen
to pay $"

echo "Type="FormAction": Value="./updt_pymt
break

me

done

#rm/tmp/param

chg_acct: Script to generate a form to change account information
#1/bin/sh

acctno=cut -d'="' -f 2 | sed s/\"//g"
#echo $acctno

cnt='grep -c "“$acctno]"a’
if [ $ent -eq 0 }
then

echo ‘Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Sorry, the account number you provided does not

exist": Value=""

exit 0

fi

line="grep "“$acctno]"a’
echo 'Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm™
echo ‘Type="Hidden":Name="acctno": Value='$acctno™
}{---------------------------------- Responseinfo
name="echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 11°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourlast nameis ":Value=""$name"™'
city=echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 12°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Youlive in ":Value="$city""
sub_type="echo $line| cut -d'' -f 2°
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if[ $sub_ type -eq | ]
then

sub_type="a daily newspaper"
else

sub_type="the Sunday newspaper"
fi

echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="You have subscribed for ":Value="'$sub_type""
sub_prd='echo$line | cut -d'|' -f 3°
sdate=‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 4
if [ Ssub_prd -eq 1 |
then

sub_prd="six months"
else

sub_prd="one year"
fi

echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="The subscription starts on '$sdate' for a period of
":Value=""$sub_prd""

fee=echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 5°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="The subscription fee is $":Value=""$ fee"
bal="echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 6
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourbalance is $": Value=""$bal'"™
pdate="echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 7°
pymt="echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 8°
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Your last payment was $'$pymt' on ":Value=""$pdate"™'
sudate="echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 9°
if [ "X$sudate" != "XK" ]
then

suprd="echo$line | cut -d'|' -f 10°
case $suprd in
1) suprd="one month";;
2) suprd="two months";;
3) suprd="three months";
esac

echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Youraccount is suspended from '$sudate' for
":Value=""$suprd™
fi

ffoeeseenoers re eeas

echo "Type="AcceptResponse":Name="Name":APrompt="What name would youlike to
use?":Value="":RPrompt="The name you wouldlike to use is
echo "Type="AcceptResponse":Name="Address":APrompt="Whatcity would you like the
newspapersent to?":Value="":RPrompt="The city you wouldlike the newspapersentto is
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echo 'Type="MChoice":Name="SubType":APrompt="Would you like the newspaperdaily or
just the Sunday paper?":Value="":Choice="a daily newspaper,the Sunday
newspaper":RPrompt="You have opted for" _ / ;
echo "Type="MChoice":Name="SubPrd":APrompt="Would you like a half-yearly or annual
subscription?": Value="":Choice="a half-yearly subscription,an annual
subscription":RPrompt="You have chosen "
echo 'Type="FormAction": Value="./updt_acct™

get_pymt: Script to generate a formto accept paymentfor a particular account
#!/bin/sh

acctno='cut -d'="-f 2 | sed sA\'"//g"
#echo $acctno

cnt="grep -c "*$acctno|" a°
if [ $ent -eq 0 |
then

 

echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Sorry, the account number you provided does not

exist":Values"

exit 0

fi

line= grep "“$acctno|" a’

fee='echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 5°
bal="echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 6
pdate="echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 7°
pymt=‘echo$line | cut -d'|' -f 8°
if [ $bal -le O |
then

echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
else

echo 'Type="FormType": Value="AcceptForm™
fi

echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="The subscription fee is $":Value=""$fee™
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourlast payment was $'$pymt' on": Valuc=""$pdate"
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourbalanceis $":Value=""$bal"™
if [ $bal -ne 0 |
then

echo 'Type="Hidden": Name="acctno": Value=""$acctno™
echo 'Type="AcceptResponse":Name="payment":APrompt="How much would youlike

to pay now?": Value="":RPrompt="You have paid $"
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echo ‘Type="FormAction": Value="./updt_pymt"'
fi

updt_pymt: Script to update the data file 'a' using form information
#!/bin/sh

cp /dev/null /tmp/param |
cut -d'=" -f 2 | sed "s/\"//g
s/ \\\\\\\ /g" | while read aa
do

 

echo -n $aa'' >> /tmp/param1
done

echo "" >>/tmp/param|
read acctno payment < /tmp/param1
touch /tmp/tmpa
echo "no" > /tmp/found
cat a| while readline
do

cacno="echo$line | cut -d'|' -f I
if [ $cacno -eq $acctno ]
then

echo "yes" > /tmp/found
echo -n $cacno'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f2"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -£3"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 4°'|' >> /imp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f5"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
bal=‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 6
bal=expr $bal - $payment*
echo -n $bal'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘date +%d-Yom-%Y “'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n $payment'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 9"'|' >> Amp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 10°'!' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 11"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 12° >> /tmp/tmpa

else

echo $line >> /tmp/tmpa
fi

done

mv /tmp/tmpa a
read ans < /tmp/found
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_ echo 'Type="FormType":Value="ResponseForm"™ —
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Thank you for the subscription": Value=""

else

echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Sorry, the account number you provided does not

exist": Value=
fi

rm /tmp/param| /tmp/found

susp_deli: Script to suspend delivery for a particular account  
#!/bin/sh

cp /dev/null /tmp/param1
cut -d'="-f 2 | sed "s/'"//g
s/ /\\\\\\\/g" | while read aa
do

echo -n $aa'' >> /tmp/param1
done

echo "" >>/tmp/param1
read acctno sdate period < /tmp/param1
if [ "Speriod" = "one month"]
then

period=1
fi

if [ "Speriod" = "two month"]
then

period=2
fi

if [ "Speriod" = "three months" ]
then

period=3
fi

echo "no" > /tmp/found
touch/tmp/tmpa
cat a | while read line
do

cacno="echo$line | cut -d'}' -f 1°
if [ S$cacno -eq $acctno|
then

echo "yes" > /tmp/found
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echo -n $cacno'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 2°'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 3"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 4"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f£ 5"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 6"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 7"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo$line | cut -d'|' -f 8°'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n $sdate'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n $period'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 11°'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 12° >> /tmp/tmpa

else

echo $line >> /tmp/tmpa
fi

done

mv /tmp/tmpa a
read ans < /tmp/found
if[ "$ans"= "yes"|
then

echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™"
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Thank you. The information has been updated": Value=""

else

echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Sorry, the account number you provided does not

exist": Value=""

fi

rm /tmp/param1 /tmp/found

updt_acct: Script to update data file ‘a’ with changed information
#!/bin/sh

# arrange all the values of input into a single line
cp /dev/null /tmp/param

 

cut -d'="'-f 2 | sed "s/\"//g
s/ (\\\\\\/g" | while read aa
do

echo -n $aa'' >> /tmp/param
done

echo "" >>/tmp/param
cp /dev/null /tmp/tmpa
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read acctno namecity sub_type sub_prd < /tmp/param
cat a | while read line
do

cacno='echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 1°
if [ $cacno -eq $acctno |
then

728851 vl

echo -n $cacno"|' >> /tmp/tmpa
if [ "$sub_type" = "a daily newspaper"]
then

sub_type=1
newfee=182

else

sub_type=2
newfee=26

fi

echo -n $sub_type'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
if [ "Ssub_prd" = "a half-yearly subscription"]
then

sub_prd=1
else

sub_prd=2
newfee='expr $newfee \* 2°

fi

echo -n $sub_prd'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut-d'|' -f 4"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n $newfee'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
oldfee='echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 5°
oldbal="echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 6°
newbal="expr $newfee - S$oldfee + Soldbal’
echo $newfee' '$newbal > /tmp/newbal
if [ $newbal -gt 0 ]
then

echo -n $newbal'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
else

echo-n 'O|' >> /tmp/tmpa
fi

#echo -n ‘date +%d-%m-%Y"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'}' -f 7*'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo$line| cut-d'|' -f 8°'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 9"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 10“|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n $name'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo $city >> /tmp/tmpa
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else

echo $line >> /tmp/tmpa
fi

done

mv /tmp/tmpa a
echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm"
read newfee newbal < /tmp/newbal
echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourfee for the subscription is $":Value=""$newfee""
if [ $newbal-It 0 ]
then

newbal="expr $newbal\* -1°
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="A cheque of $'$newbal' will be sent to you to compensate

for excess balance”
else

echo ‘Type="Say":RPrompt="Yourbalance is $": Value=""$newbal™
fi

echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="Thank you": Value=""
rm /tmp/param/tmp/newbal

prefer: Script to generate form for damaged / missing newspaper complaint
#!/bin/sh 7

cp /dev/null /tmp/param |
cut -d'=" -f 2 | sed "s/\"//g
s/ A\\\\\\ /g" | while read aa
do

echo -n $aa'' >> /tmp/param1
done

echo "" >>/tmp/param1
read acctno preference < /tmp/param1
cent="grep -c "“$acctno|" a”
if [ $cnt -eq 0 ]
then

echo 'Type="FormType":Value="ResponseForm™
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Sorry, the account number you provided does not

exist":Values"

exit O

fi

if [ "Spreference" = "the newspaper"]
then

echo "Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm™
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echo "Type="Say":RPrompt="You will be sent today'\'s newspaper": Value=""
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Thank you":Value=""
exit 0

F

touch /tmp/tmpa
cat a | while read line
do

cacno='echo$line| cut -d'|' -f 1°
if [ $cacno -eq $acctno ]
then

echo "yes" > /tmp/found
echo -n $cacno'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f2"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo$line| cut -d'|' -F 3"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 4"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo$line | cut -d'|' -f 5“'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
bal=‘echo $line| cut -d'|' -f 6"
bal=expr $bal - 1"
echo -n "$bal|" >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo$line| cut -d'|' -F 7"'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo -n ‘echo $line | cut -d'|' -f 8"'|' >> /imp/tmpa
echo -n $sdate'|' >> /tmp/tmpa
echo $period >> /tmp/tmpa

else

echo $line >> /tmp/tmpa
fi

done

mv /tmp/tmpa a
echo 'Type="FormType": Value="ResponseForm"
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Your account has been credited": Value=""
echo 'Type="Say":RPrompt="Thank you":Value="""
rm /tmp/param1 /tmp/found
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WE CLAIM:

L. A method performed in a system having multiple navigable nodes interconnected

in a hierarchical arrangement comprising:

at a first node, receiving an input from a userof the system, the input containingat least

one word identifiable with at least one keyword from among multiple keywords,

identifying at least one node, other thanthe first node, that is not directly connected to the

first node but is associated with the at least one keyword, and

jumpingto the at least one node.

2 The method of claim 1 further comprising:

providing a verbal description associated with the at least one nodeto the user.

3. The method of claim | further comprising:

searching a thesaurus correlating keywords with synonyms.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the searching further comprises:

identifying the at least one word as synonymouswith the at least one keyword.

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

determiningthat the at least one wordis neither a keyword nor a synonymof any

keyword; and
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learning a meaning for the word so that the word will be treated as a learned synonym for

at least one particular keyword of the multiple keywords.

6. The method of claim 5 further comprising:

adding the word to a thesaurus so that, when the word is input by a subsequentuser, the

word will be treated as synonymouswith the at least one particular keyword.

ah A method performed in connection with an arrangementof nodes representable as

a hierarchical graph containing vertices and edges connecting at least two of the vertices, the

method comprising:

receiving an input from a user as a responseto a verbal description associated withafirst

vertex;

analyzing the input to identify a meaningful term that can be associated with at least one

keyword;

selecting a vertex in the graph structure that is not connected by an edgetothefirst

vertex, based upon an association between the meaningful term andthe at least one keyword and

a correlation betweenthe at least one keyword and the vertex; and

jumpingto the vertex.
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8. A method performed in connection with an arrangement of nodes representable as

a hierarchical graph comprising:

correlating keywords with nodes in which the keywords appear to create an inverted

index so that the keywords each appear only once and all nodes containing each of the keywords

are indexed to those keywords;

maintaining a thesaurus of synonymsfor at least some of the keywords;

receiving an input fromauser containing a meaningful word;

searching the inverted index to determine whether the meaningful word is a keyword and,

if the meaningful word is a keyword, Jumping to a node identified in the inverted index as

correlated to that keyword, otherwise,

searching the thesaurus to determine if the meaningful word is a synonymforat least one

particular keyword and, if the meaningful word is the synonym, using the synonym to identify

the at least one particular keyword, and

jumpingto at least one node correlated to the at least one particular keyword.

9, The method of claim 8 further comprising:

creating the thesaurus by analyzing at least two files and determining synonymy among

application meaningful words contained therein based upon a frequency of co-occurrence among

the application meaningful words.
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10. A system comprising:

a hierarchically arranged series of nodes;

an inverted index correlating keywords with the nodes;

a thesaurus correlating at least some keywords with synonymsfor those keywords;

a processor executable learning procedure configured to, uponreceipt of a term that is

identified as neither a synonym nor a keyword based upona searchof both the inverted index

and the thesaurus,

(a) identify the term asat last one particular synonym forat least one particular

keyword and

(b) correlate the term with the at least one particular keyword,

so that when a subsequentuser provides the term the system will operate as if the term was

synonymouswith the at least one particular keyword.

11. The system of claim 10 further comprising:

a set of verbal descriptions for at least some of the nodes.

12. The system of claim 10 wherein at least one of the nodesis a service node.

13. The system of claim 10 further comprising an interactive voice response system

and wherein the hierarchically arranged series ofnodesis part of the interactive voice response

system.
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14. The system of claim 10 wherein the hierarchically arranged series of nodesis part

ofa file system browser application.

[s. The system of claim 10 wherein the hierarchically arranged series of nodesis part

of a navigation system for televisionlistings.

16. The system of claim 10 wherein the hierarchically arranged series of nodes is part

of one of a documentnavigation or a documentretrieval system.

17. The systemofclaim 10 wherein the hierarchically arranged series of nodes is part

of a geographic information system.

18. A transaction processing system, havinga hierarchical arrangement of nodes and

configured to interact with a user so that the user can navigate among the nodesin the hierarchy,

the system comprising:

an inverted index correlating keywords with at least some ofthe nodesin the hierarchical

arrangementso that when theuserinteracts with the system and provides an input in response to

a verbal description from one nodein the hierarchy and the response includes a meaningful word

correlatable with a keyword,the system will identify at least one nodethatis correlated to the

meaningful word bythe inverted index and jumpto that at least one node withoutfirst traversing

any other node.
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19, The system of claim 18 further comprising:

a thesauruscorrelating at least some of the keywords with synonymsforthe at least some

keywords.

20. The system of claim 18 further comprising:

at least one stored learned word correlated to a keyword.

2A. A method performed by a program executed by a processor to navigate among a

hierarchically arranged groupof nodes, each of the nodes having an associated verbal

description, the method comprising:

eliminating stop words and duplicates from the verbal descriptionsto create a list of

keywords;

creating a list of thesaurus words;

creating a first matrix comprising a correlation ofat least some thesaurus words with at

least some keywords;

creating a second matrix by calculating cosine values from a co-occurrence analysis of

the entries in the first matrix;

determining a synonymy amongtheat least some thesaurus words and the at least some

keywords; and

creating a thesaurus configured as an inverted index based upon the synonomy.
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22, The method of claim 21 further comprising:

tracking frequency of use of the nodes.

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising:

ranking the nodes based upona result ofthe tracking.

24, The method of claim 21 further comprising:

pruning a node fromthe group of nodes based upon a frequencyofusagecriterion.

25. The method of claim 21 further comprising:

adding a synonymentry into the thesaurus based upon a result of an unknown word

analysis.

26. The methodof claim 21 wherein the thesaurus further comprises at least some

learned entries, the method further comprising:

deleting a learned entry based uponsatisfaction of a frequencyofusecriterion.
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ABSTRACT

A method performed in a system having multiple navigable nodes interconnected in a

hierarchical arrangement involves receiving an input containing at least one word identifiable

with at least one keyword,identifying at least one node, other than the first node, not directly

connectedto the first node, but associated with the at least one keyword, and jumpingto the

identified node. A transaction processing system having a hierarchical arrangement of nodes and

is configured for user navigation among the nodes, The systemhas an inverted index correlating

keywordswith at least some nodesin the arrangement so that whenthe user provides an input in

response to a verbal description and the response includes a meaningful word correlatable with a

keyword, the system will identify at least one node correlated to the meaningful word by the

inverted index and jump to that node withoutfirst traversing any other node.
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COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWEROF ATTORNEY FOR

ORIGINAL, DESIGN, NATIONAL STAGEOFPCT, SUPPLEMENTAL,
DIVISIONAL, CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-PART APPLICATION

As a below namedinventor, I hereby declare that:

Myresidence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name,

I believe I amthe original, first and sole inventor (if only one nameis listed below) or an original, first
” and \joint inventor (if plural namesare listed below) of the subject matter which is claamed and for which

a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

NAVIGATION IN A HIERARCHICAL
STRUCTURED TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM

the specification of which

a. [X]_is attached hereto.

b. [] wasfiled on as application Serial No. and was amended
on (if applicable).

 

PCT FILED APPLICATION ENTERING NATIONAL STAGE

c. []_was described and claimedin International Application No. ____ filed on and as
amended on . (if any).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification,
including the claims, as amended by any amendmentreferred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which 1s material to patentability as defined in 37 C.P.R.
§ 1.56.

I hereby specify the following as the correspondence address to which all communications about this
application are to be directed:

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO:

———ov I ,
[] Address Shown(see below) 27123

PATENT TRADEMARK OFFICE

MORGAN & FINNEGAN,L.L.P.
345 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10154 4AFFIX CUSTOMER NO. LABEL ABOVE 7%

DIRECT TELEPHONE CALLSTO: 212-758-4800
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C] I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code § 119 (a)-(d) or under
§ 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or under § 365(a) of any
PCT international application(s) designating at least one country other than the U.S. listed below
and also have identified below such foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or
such PCT international application(s) filed by me on the same subject matter having a filing date
within twelve (12) months before that of the application on which priority is claimed:

CJ The attached 35 U.S.C. § 119 claim for priority for the application(s) listed below formsa part of
this declaration.

 
Application Date offiling Date of issue Priority

Country/PCT Number (day,month, yr)_ (day, month, yr) Claimed

Lly CIN

[ly C1N

| . Lly LIN

 

 
LC] [hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of any U.S. provisional application(s) listed

below.
 

Provisional Application No. | Date offiling (day, month, yr) |

oo
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS FOR DIVISIONAL, CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-

PART OR PCT INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION(S DESIGNATING THE U.S.)

  
I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code § 120 of any United States application(s) or
under § 365(c) of any PCTinternational application(s) designating the U.S. listed below.

 

 
US/PCT Application SerialNo. _ FilingDate |Status (patented,pending, abandoned)/ U.S.

_| application no.assigned(ForPCT)

 

 

|
|

| 

O In this continuation-in-part application, insofar as the subject matter of any of the claims ofthis
application is not disclosed in the above listed prior United States or PCT international
application(s) in the manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, §
112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, § 1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application(s)
and the national or PCT internationalfiling date of this application.
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I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements
made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with

the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or Imprisonment,
or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements

may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

I hereby appoint the following attorncys and/or agents with full power of substitution and revocation, to
prosecute this application, to receive the patent, and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark
Office connected therewith: David H. Pfeffer (Reg. No. 19,825), Harry C. Marcus (Reg. No. 22,390),
Robert E. Paulson (Reg. No. 21,046), Stephen R. Smith (Reg. No. 22,615), Kurt E. Richter (Reg. No.
24,052), J. Robert Dailey (Reg. No. 27,434), Eugene Moroz (Reg. No. 25,237), John F. Sweeney (Reg.
No. 27,471), Arnold I. Rady (Reg. No. 26,601), Christopher A. Hughes (Reg. No. 26,914), William S.
Feiler (Reg. No. 26,728), Joseph A. Calvaruso (Reg. No. 28,287), James W. Gould (Reg. No. 28,859),
Richard C. Komson (Reg. No. 27,913), Israel Blum (Reg. No. 26,710), Bartholomew Verdirame (Reg.
No. 28,483), Maria C.H. Lin (Reg. No. 29,323), Joseph A. DeGirolamo (Reg. No. 28,595), Michael P.
Dougherty (Reg. No. 32,730), Seth J. Atlas (Reg. No. 32,454), Andrew M. Riddles (Reg. No. 31,657),
Bruce D. DeRenzi (Reg. No. 33,676), Mark J. Abate (Reg. No. 32,527), John T. Gallagher (Reg. No.
35,516), Steven F. Meyer (Reg. No. 35,613), Kenneth H. Sonnenfeld (Reg. No. 33,285), Tony V.
Pezzano(Reg. No. 38,271), Andrea L. Wayda (Reg. 43,979), Walter G. Hanchuk (Reg. No. 35,179), John
W. Osborne (Reg. No. 36,231), Robert K. Goethals (Reg. No. 36,813), Peter N. Fill (Reg. No. 38,876),
Mary J. Morry (Reg. No. 34,398) and Kenneth S. Weitzman (Reg. No. 36,306) of Morgan & Finnegan,
L.L.P. whose address is: 345 Park Avenue, New York, New York, 10154; and Michael S. Marcus (Reg.
No. 31,727), and John E. Hoel (Reg. No. 26,279), of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P., whose address is 1775
Eye Street, Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20006.

x I hereby authorize the U.S. attorneys and/or agents named hereinabove to accept and follow
instructions from us as to any action to be taken in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
regarding this application without direct communication between the U.S. attorneys and/or agents
and me. In the event of a change in the person(s) from whominstructions may be taken I will so
notify the U.S. attorneys and/or agents named hereinabove.

 

 

  

Full name of second inventor: PRASHANT PARIKH

Inventor's signature* “fa.| ig Nov. 2002.
Residence: 254 East 68th Street, Apart. 21D, New York, tee York 10021 |
Citizenship: Indian

| Post Office Address: Sameas residence
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Full name of second inventor:

 — J News 2002Inventor's signature*
Date

Residence: 128 Hillside Avenue, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Citizenship: U.S.A.

Post Office Address: Sameas residence   

CJ ATTACHEDIS ADDED PAGE TO COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF
ATTORNEY FOR SIGNATURE BY THIRD AND SUBSEQUENTINVENTORS FORM.

*Before signing this declaration, each person signing must:

1. Review the declaration and verify the correctnessofall information therein; and

2. Review the specification and the claims, including any amendments madeto the claims.

After the declaration is signed, the specification and claimsare not to be altered.

To the inventor(s):

The following are cited in or pertinent to the declaration attached to the accompanying
application:

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulation, §1.56

Duty to disclose information material to patentability

(a) A patent by its very nature is affected with a public interest. ‘The public interest is best served, and the most
effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application 1s being examined, the Office is aware
of and evaluates the teachings ofall information material to patentability. Each individual associated with
the filing and prosecution ofa patent application has a duty of candor and good faith in dealing with the
Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information knownto that individual to be
material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information exists with respect to
each pending claim until the claim 1s cancelled or withdrawn from consideration, or the application
becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is cancelled or withdrawn
from consideration need not be submitted 1f the information ts not material to the patentability of any claim
remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information which is not
material to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose all information knownto be
material to patentability is deemedto be satisfied if all information known to be material to patentability of
any claimissuedin a patent was cited by the Office or submittedto the Office in the manner prescribed by
§§ 1.97(b)-(d) and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application in connection with which
fraud on the Office was practiced or attempted or the duty ofdisclosure was violated through bad faith or
intentional misconduct. The Office encourages applicants to carefully examine:

(1) Prior art cited in search reports ofa foreign patent office in a counterpart application, and
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2 The closest information over which individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of ag Pp

patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sure that any material
information containedtherein is disclosed to the Office.

Under this section, information is material to patentability whenit 1s not cumulative to mformation already
of record or being made of recordin the application, and

(1) It establishes, by itself or in combination with other information, a prima facie case of
unpatentability of a claim; or

(2) It refutes, or is inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes in:

(i) Opposing an argument ofunpatentability relied on by the Office, or

(uy) Asserting an argumentofpatentability.

(iii) A prima facie case of unpatentability is established when the information
compels a conclusion that a claim is unpatentable under the preponderance of
evidence, burden-of-proof standard, giving each term in the claim its broadest
reasonable construction consistent with the specification, and before any
consideration is given to evidence which may be submitted in an attempt to
establish a contrary conclusion of patentability.

Individuals associated with the filing or prosecution ofa patent application within the meaningof this
section are:

(1) Each inventor named in the application;

(2) Eachattorney or agent who prepares or prosecutes the application; and

(3) Every other person who is substantively involved in the preparation or prosecution of the
application and whois associated with the inventor, with the assignee or with anyone to whom
there is an obligation to assign the application.

Individuals other than the attorney, agent or inventor may comply with this section by disclosing
information to the attorney, agent, or inventor.

In any continuation-in-part application, the duty under this section includes the duty to disclose to the
Office all information known to the person to be material to patentability, as defined in paragraph (b) of
this section, which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the National or
PCTinternational filing date of the continuation-in-part application.

Title 35, U.S, Code § 101

Inventions patentable

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the
conditions and requirementsof this title.

Title 35 U.S. Code § 102

Conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless --

-V-
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the invention was knownorused by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed publication
in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or

the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use
or on sale in this country, more than one yearprior to the date of application for patent in the United States,or

The has abandoned the invention, or

the invention wasfirst patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an inventor's certificate, by
the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the date of the application
for patent in this country on anapplicationfor patent or inventor's certificate filed more than twelve months
before the filing of the application in the United States, or

The invention was describedin--

(1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed in the United States
before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under
the treaty defined in section 35I(a) shall have the effect under this subsection of a national
application published under section 122(b) only if the international application designating the
United States was published underArticle 21(2)(a) of suchtreaty in the English language; or

(2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the
invention by the applicant for patent, except that a patent shall not be deemed filed in the United
States for the purposes of this subsection based on the filing of an international application filed
under the treaty defined in section 351(a); or

he did not himselfinvent the subject matter sought to be patented, or

(1) during the course of an mterference conducted under section 135 or section 291, another inventor
involved therein establishes, to the extent permitted in section 104, that before such person's invention
thereofthe invention was made by such other inventor and not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed, or (2)
before such person's invention thereof, the invention was made in this country by another inventor who had
not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority of invention under this subsection, there
shall be considered not only the respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention,
but also the reasonable diligence of one who wasfirst to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time
prior to conception by the other.

Title 35, U.S. Code § 103

103. Conditions for patentability; non obvious subject matter

(a)

(b)

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art
are suchthat the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the invention was made to
a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be
negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

(1) Notwithstanding subsection (a), and upon timely election by the applicant for patent to proceed under
this subsection, a biotechnological process using or resulting in a composition of matter that 1s novel under
section 102 and nonobvious under subsection(a) of this section shall be considered nonobvious if—
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(A) claims to the process and the composition of matter are contained in either the same
application for patent or in separate applications having the same effective filing date;
and

(B) the composition of matter, and the process at the time it was invented, were owned by the
same personor subject to an obligation of assignmentto the sameperson.

(2) A patent issued on a process under paragraph(1)}—

(A) shall also contain the claims to the composition of matter used in or made by that process,or

(B) shall, if such composition of matter is claimed in another patent, be set to expire on the
samedate as such other patent, notwithstanding section 154.

(3) For purposes of paragraph (1), the term "biotechnological process" means--

(A) a process ofgenetically altering or otherwise inducing a single- or multi-celled organism
to--

(1) express an exogenous nucleotide sequence,

(ii) inhibit, eliminate, augment, or alter expression of an endogenous nucleotide
sequence, or

(ill) express a specific physiological characteristic not naturally associated with said
organism;

{B) cell fusion procedures yielding a cell line that expresses a specific protein, suchas a
monoclonal antibody; and

{C) a method of using a product produced by a process defined by subparagraph(A)or (B),
or a combination of subparagraphs (A) and (B).

(c) Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as prior art only under one or more of
subsections (ce), (f), and (g) of section 102 ofthis title, shall not preclude patentability under this section
where the subject matter and the claimed invention were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the
same person or subject to an obligation of assignmentto the same person.

Title 35, U.S. Code § 112 (in part)

Specification

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and usingit, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art
to which it pertains, or with whichit 1s most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set
forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor ofcarrying out his invention.

The specification shall conclude with one or more claimsparticularly printing out and distinctly clarming
the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Title 35, U.S. Code, § 119

Benefit of earlier filing date; right ofpriority

(a) An application for patent for an invention filed in this country by any person who has, or whose legal
representatives or assigns have, previously regularly filed an application for a patent for the same invention
in a foreign country which affords similar privileges in the case of applications filed in the United States or
to citizens of the United States, or in a WTO membercountry, shall have the same effect as the same

-Vii-
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application wouldhaveiffiled in this country on the date on which the application for patent for the same
invention wasfirst filed in such foreign country, if the application in this country is filed within twelve
months from the earliest date on which such foreign application was filed; but no patent shall be granted on
any application for patent for an invention which had been patented or described in a printed publication in
any country more than one year before the date of the actual filing of the application m this country, or
which had been in public use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to suchfiling,

(1) No application for patent shall be entitled to this right of priority unless a claim1s filed in the
Patent and Trademark Office, identifying the foreign application by specifying the application
number on that foreign application, the intellectual property authority or country in or for which
the application wasfiled, andthe date of filing the application, at such time during the pendency
of the application as required by the Director.

(2) The Director may consider the failure of the applicant to file a timely claim for priority as a
waiver of any such claim. The Director may establish procedures, including the payment of a
surcharge, to accept an unintentionally delayed claim underthis section.

(3) The Director may require a certified copy of the original foreign application, specification, and
drawings upon whichit 1s based, a translation if not in the English language, and such other
information as the Director considers necessary. Any such certification shall be made by the
foreign intellectual property authority in which the foreign application was filed and show the
date ofthe application and of the filing ofthe specification and other papers.

In like manner and subject to the same conditions and requirements, the right providedin this section may
be based upon a subsequent regularly filed application in the same foreign country instead ofthe first filed
foreign application, provided that any foreign application filed prior to such subsequent application has
been withdrawn, abandoned, or otherwise disposed of, without having been laid open to public inspection
and without leaving any rights outstanding, and has not served, nor thereafter shall serve, as a basis for
claiming a right ofpriority.

Applications for inventors' certificates filed in a foreign country in which applicants have a right to apply,
at their discretion, either for a patent or for an inventor's certificate shall be treated in this country in the
same manner and have the same effect for purpose of the right of priority under this section as applications
for patents, subject to the same conditions and requirements of this section as apply to applications for
patents, provided such applicants are entitled to the benefits of the Stockholm Revision of the Paris
Conventionat the time of suchfiling.

(1) An application for patent filed under section 111(a) or section 363 ofthis title for an invention
disclosed in the manner providedby the first paragraph of section 112 ofthis title in a provisional
application filed under section 111(b) of this title, by an inventor or inventors named in the
provisional application, shall have the same effect, as to such invention, as though filed on the
date of the provisional application filed under section 111(b) of this title, if the application for
patent filed under section 111(a) or section 363 of this title is filed not later than 12 months after
the date on whichthe provisional application wasfiled and if it contains or is amended to contain
a specific reference to the provisional application. No application shall be entitled to the benefit
of an earlier filed provisional application under this subsection unless an amendment containing
the specific reference to the earlier filed provisional application is submitted at such time during
the pendencyofthe application as required by the Director. The Director may considerthe failure
to submit such an amendment within that time period as a waiver of any benefit under this
subsection. The Director may establish procedures, including the payment ofa surcharge, to
accept an unintentionally delayed submission of an amendment under this subsection during the
pendencyofthe application.

(2) A provisional application filed under section 111(b) of this title may not be relied upon in any
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proceeding in the Patent and Trademark Office unless the fee set forth in subparagraph (A)or (C)
of section 41(a)(1) ofthis title has been paid.

(3) If the day that is 12 months after the filing date of a provisional applicationfalls on a Saturday,
Sunday, or Federal holiday within the District of Columbia, the period of pendency ofthe
provisional application shall be extendedto the next succeeding secular or business day.

(fh) Applications for plant breeder's rights filed ina WTO member country (or in a foreign UPOV Contracting
Party) shall have the same effect for the purpose ofthe right ofpriority under subsections (a) through (c) of
this section as applications for patents, subject to the same conditions and requirements ofthis section as
apply to applications forpatents.

(g) As used in this section--

(1) the term "WTO membercountry" has the same meaning as the termis defined in section 104(b)(2)
of this title; and

(2) the term "UPOV Contracting Party" means a memberofthe International Conventionfor the
Protection of New Varieties ofPlants.

Title 35, U.S. Code, § 120

Benefit ofearlier filing date in the United States

An application for patent for an invention disclosed in the manner provided by the first paragraph of
section 112 ofthis title in an application previously filed in the United States, or as provided by section
363 ofthis title, whichis filed by an inventor or inventors named in the previously filed application shall
have the same effect, as to such invention, as though filed on the date of the prior application, if filed
before the patenting or abandonment ofor termination of proceedings on the first application or on an
application similarly entitled to the benefit of the filing date of the first application and if it containsor is
amendedto contain a specific reference to the earlier filed application. No application shall be entitled to
the benefit of an earlier filed application under this section unless an amendmentcontaining the specific
reference to the earlier filed application is submitted at such time during the pendency ofthe application
as required by the Director. The Director may consider the failure to submit such an amendment within
that time period as a waiver of any benefit under this section. The Director may establish procedures,
including the payment of a surcharge, to accept an unintentionally delayed submission of an amendment
underthis section.

Please read carefully before signing the Declaration attached to the accompanying Application. If you
have any questions, please contact Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P.
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Washington, D.C. 20231
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oO Docket No. 4428-4001

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE E =
2E,

Applicant(s): Prashant Parikh and Stanley Peters 2=o2=.
‘ SSS-*Serial No.: To Be Assigned ==« +

5

Filed: Herewith

For: NAVIGATIONIN A HIERARCHICAL
STRUCTURED TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM

EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE

Express Mail Label No.: EV062749235US
Date of Deposit: November 19, 2002

Therebycertify that the following attached paper(s) and/orfee

1. Utility Application and Application Fee Transmittal (in duplicate);
enclosing Specification (147 pages), claims 1-26 (7 pages), abstract (1 page),
11 sheets of drawings (FIGS. 1-6, 7A, 7B and 8-14);
Executed Declaration And Power Of Attorney For Patent Application (9 pages);
Executed Associate Power of Attorney (1 page);
Recordation Form Cover Sheet(2 pages);
Executed Assignment (3 pages)
Checks in the amounts of $550.00 and $40.00; and
Return postcard.

NAWPWN
is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee"
service under 37 C.F.R. §1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to the Commissioner
for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231.

JAFET COTTO

(Typedor printed nameof person mailing papers(s) and/or fee)
 

 
 

 
  Like :

Va e of person mailing paper(s) and/or fee)
Correspondence Address:
MORGAN & FINNEGAN,L.L.P.
345 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10154-0053
(212) 758-4800 Telephone
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile
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Docket No"F428300k OF

Express Mail No. EV062749235US °

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ay =o
cu

UTILITY APPLICATION AND FEE TRANSMITTAL §(1.53(b)) 23 =a
5

Commissionerfor Patents

Box Patent Application
Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Transmitted herewith forfiling is the patent application of

Inventor(s) names and addresses:

(1) PrashantParikh, 254 East 68th Street, Apartment 21D, New York, New York 10021
Stanley Peters, 128 Hillside Avenue, Menlo Park, California 94025

[_] Additional inventors are listed on a separate sheet

For: NAVIGATION IN A HIERARCHICAL

STRUCTURED TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM .

Enclosed Are:

147_—page(s) of specification
1 page(s) of Abstract
Fe. page(s) of claims (numbered 1-26)
11 sheets of Formal Drawings, (FIGS. 16, 7A, 7B and 8-14)
9 page(s) of Declaration and Powerof Attorney

(_] Unsigned
Xx] Newly Executed
{_] Copyfrom prior application
{_] Deletion of inventors including Signed Statement under 37 C.F.R. §1.63(d)(2)

[] REQUEST AND CERTIFICATION UNDER35 U.S.C. §122(b)(2)(B)(i) (form
PTO/SB/35)

' As indicated on the attached Request and Certification, Applicant(s) certify that the invention
disclosed in the attached application HAS NOT and WILL NOTbethe subject of an
application filed in another country, or under a multilateral agreement,that requires
publication at eighteen months after filing. Applicant(s) therefore request(s) that the attached
application NOT be published under 35 U.S.C. §122(b).
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Incorporation by Reference:

[_] The entire disclosure ofthe prior application, from which a copy of the combined
Declaration and Power of Attorney is supplied herein, is considered as being part
of the disclosure of the accompanying application andis incorporated herein by
reference.

Deletion of Inventors (37 C.F.R. §1.63(d) and §1.33(b)

Signed statementattached deleting inventor(s) named inthe priorapplication serial
no, , filed .

Microfiche Computer Program (Appendix)

[_] page(s) of SequenceListing
{_] computer readable disk containing SequenceListing
[_] Statement under 37 C.F.R. §1.821(f) that computer and papercopiesof the

Sequence Listing are the same

Assignment Papers (assignment cover sheet and assignment documents)

(X] A check in the amountof $40.00 for recording the Assignment
{_] Charge the Assignment Recordation Fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500,

Order No. .

[_] AssignmentPapersfiled in the parent provisional application
Serial No.

Executed Associate Power of Attorney

Certification of chain oftitle pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §3.73(b)

Priority is claimed under 35 U.S.C. §119 for:
Application No(s). ,filed_in (country).

(_] Certified Copy of Priority Document(s) [___]
(_] filed herewith
C] filed in application Serial No.___—, filed__.

[_] English translation document(s) [____]
{_] filed herewith
[_] filed in application Serial No. , filed :

  

Priority isclaimed under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) for , filed i

Information Disclosure Statement

[_] Copyof[ | cited references
{_] PTO Form-1449
[_] Referencescited in parent application Serial No. , filed .

9.
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Related Case Statement under 37 C.F.R. §1.98(a)(2)(ili)

{_] Acopy ofrelated pending U.S. Application(s) Serial No(s): , filed ;
respectively, is attached hereto.

[_] Acopyof related pending U.S. Application(s) entitled, __, filed to
inventor(s) , respectively, is attached hereto.

{_] Acopyofeach related application(s) was submitted in parent application serial
no. , filed ‘

Preliminary Amendment

Return receipt postcard (MPEP 503)

 

This is a [_] continuation [_] divisional {_] continuation-in-part ofprior application
serial no. , filed , to which priority under 35 U.S.C. §120 is claimed.
  

{_] Cancelin this application original claims of the parentapplication before
calculating the filing fee. (At least one original independentclaim must be
retained for filing purposes.)

{_] A Preliminary Amendmentis enclosed. (Claims added by this Amendment have
been properly numbered consecutively beginning with the numberfollowing the
highest numberedoriginalclaim in the prior application).

 

Thestatus of the parent applicationis as follows:

[_] A Petition for Extension of Time and a Fee therefor has beenoris beingfiled in
the parent application to extend the term for action in the parentapplication until

{_] Acopyofthe Petition for Extension of Timein the co-pendingparentapplication
is attached.

{_] No Petition for Extension of Time and Feetherefor are necessary in the co-
pending parent application.

Please abandontheparentapplication at a time while the parent application is pending
or at a time whenthepetition for extension of time in that application is granted and
while this application is pending has been granteda filing date, so as to makethis
application co-pending.

Transfer the drawing(s) from the parent application to this application

Amendthe specification by inserting beforethefirst line the sentence:
This is [_] continuation [_] divisional [[] continuation-in-part of co-pending
application Serial No. , filed :

729449 v1
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I. CALCULATION OF APPLICATION FEE

Basic Fee

NumberFiled NumberExtra $740.00/370.00

Independent
Claims 6-3 = 3x $84.00/ $42.00 $ 126.00

(] Multiple Dependent Claims If marked, add fee of $270.00 ($135.00) fs
TOTAL: $550.00

 

 
  
  

  
  

 

 

  
  

x Small entity status is or has been claimed. Reduced fees under 37 C.F.R.§1.9 (f)
paid herewith $550.00.

xX] A check in the amount of $550.00 in paymentof the application filing fees is
attached. —

[_] Charge fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. . A DUPLICATE
COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED.

Xx The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be
requiredforfiling this application pursuant to 37 CFR §1.16, includingall
extension of time fees pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.17 for maintaining copendency
with the parent application, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No.
13-4500, Order No. 4428-4001. A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEETIS
ATTACHED.

Respectfully submitted,
MORGAN & F AN, L.L-P.

Dated: November 19, 2002 By:
Richard Straussman

Registration No. 39,847

Correspondence Address:

MORGAN & FINNEGAN,L.L.P.
345 Park Avenue

New York, NY 10154-0053
(212) 758-4800 Telephone
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile
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NAVIGATIONIN A HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURED

TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to information processing and, more particularly, computer

based transaction processing.

NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT RIGHTS

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document, particularly the Appendix, contains

material that is protected by copyright. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile

reproduction of the patent document or the patent disclosure as it appears in the Patent and

Trademark Office file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

In everydaylife, networks of choices set forth in a particular order or hierarchy are

encountered with increasing frequency. Usually,it is desired to traverse the network in the most

efficient manner possible to accomplish a particular goal.

In modern mathematics, graph theory is used to study networksofhierarchical choices.

The hierarchical networks can be represented as a graph structure. Graph theory finds practical

applications in chemistry, computer science, economics, electronics and linguistics.

A graph structure is a collection of points, called “vertices”, and a collection of lines,

called “edges”. Each edgejoinsa pair ofvertices or a single pointtoitself.

A simple example of a network represented by a graphstructure is a road map. The

vertices represent townsorcities. The edges represent the roads that connect the towns and

cities.
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Another type of network familiar to anyone who has a telephone is an automated

telephone voice response system, such as commonly utilized by many large companies,to direct

incoming calls to particular individuals or departments or to assist the caller in performing a

transaction, such as making a purchase.

That type of telephone network can also be represented as a graph structure. When the

system answers an incomingcall, it transmits a verbal description or promptto the caller: “If

you would like to speak to Harry, press 1; if you wouldlike to speak to Fred, press 2”. (In

general, we will use “verbal description” to mean a set of wordsrelating to the subject matter

whetherpresented audibly or in written form. The verbal descriptions may range from a few

words to an entire document worth of text), A first vertex on the graph represents the initial

prompt, which a caller hears upon reaching the telephone response system. If the user’s response

is pressing 1, calls are directed along a first edge to Harry, represented by a second vertex. If the

response is pressing 2, the call is directed along a second edge to Fred, represented by a third

vertex. Then,if the chosen personis not available, the caller is asked whetherthe caller wishes

to leave a message. If the responseis positive, the caller is directed along another edgeto the

selected person’s voice mail, which would be represented by another vertex of the graph.

In general, whether for a telephone response network or for any other application

representable by a graph structure, the caller or user of the system will have some goal. By

“goal” we mean a combination of transactions and information accesses which the user seeks to

accomplish. By “transaction” we mean an operation performedelectronically with a user. In

general, there will also be a combination of vertices or nodes in the graph that best represent or

are closest to the goal the user is trying to accomplish. Wecall these vertices the “goal vertices”.
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For the user, the object in navigating the graphis to get from the first vertex to the goal

vertices. If this is not done as quickly and efficiently as possible the user may becomefrustrated

and give up. Moreover, as the numberofpossible choices or nodes in the network becomes

larger, the numberofpossible pathways betweenthe first vertex and the goal vertices multiplies

rapidly. Therefore, the ability to reach the goal vertex can become moredifficult, require

navigation of an excessive numberof choices or nodes, or discourage a user before the goal

vertex is even reached.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

The present invention creates a method for navigating efficiently and naturally through a

series of choices to obtain information, perform transactions, or accomplish some similar goal.

The invention is implemented in a programmed computerthat has a hierarchically configured

decisional network that must be navigated as part of the processing and is constructed to accept

inputs or data and process them in a mannerthat facilitates navigation of the network vertices

moreefficiently.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an example graph representing a simple, generic hierarchically arranged

transaction processing or decisional system suitable for use with the invention;

FIG. 2 is an example portion of a graph usedto illustrate jumping among nodes in

accordance with one variant of the invention;

FIG. 3 is an example portion of a graph in a simple interactive voice response (“IVR”)

system usedto illustrate grouping in accordance with one variantof the invention;
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FIG.4 is an exampleportion of a graph in a simple interactive television program listing

usedto illustrate another variant of the invention,

FIG. 5 is an example portion of a graph in a simple geographic information system used

to illustrate a further variant of the invention;

FIG.6 is an example portion of a graph for a simple automated voice response system

used to illustrate a more complex variant of the invention;

FIGS. 7A, 7B, and 8-10 are collectively a flowchart illustrating an example setup process

for use in accordance with an example implementation of one variant of the present invention;

and

FIGS. 11-14 are collectively an overall flowchart illustrating an example processin

accordance with a further variant of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In graph theory, mathematiciansrefer to a “path” from one vertex in a graph to another

specified vertex in the graph as consisting of a sequence of edges that connect the vertices

betweenthefirst vertex and the final vertex. If the path contains an edge sequencethatis

“closed”, meaningthat it loops back onitself, the path is called a “circuit” or a “cycle”. A graph

structure is considered to be “connected”if there is at least one path connecting every pair of

vertices.

Ourinventionis particularly applicable to transactional processing as applied to

instances where graph theory can be used to represent the transactions as a set of options and

whenthe optionsare structured according to a connected graph that contains no circuits. We call

such a graph a “‘tree”. We use the term “‘menutree”for a network that provides a “menu”of
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options,typically presented as verbal descriptions, to assist a user in making a series of choices

through whichheorsheis able to accomplish one or moreofhis or her information access or

transaction goals. Informally, a ‘‘menu tree” can be regarded asaseries of vertices in a hierarchy

or ordered pattern, arranged in rowsof increasing numbersof vertices. Moreprecisely, a “menu

tree” can be represented asa “tree” in which(i) the vertices are all the options provided

anywherein the “menutree”, plusa first vertex, (ii) every vertex except the first vertex, 1.e.,

every “option vertex”’, is associated with the verbal description (or such other means) by which a

“menu”presents that option,(iii) an edge connects thefirst vertex to each vertex that thefirst

“menu”presents to the user as an option, and (iv) each other vertex is similarly connected by

edges to every other vertex that the corresponding “menu”presents to the user as an option. As

the numberofoptions increases, so does the length of paths from thefirst vertex to goal vertices.

In overview, in accordance with the teachings of our invention, the user can navigate the

graph ortree in a waythat allows them to skip from one vertex to another vertex that may be

many rows downthe graph or tree and/or where the vertices may not be connected together by

an edge. This eliminates the necessity for making many choices.

Particular implementations makeit possible to jump laterally from one vertex to another

_ if the navigation enters a wrong branchofthetreeor if the user changes his goal. The approach

is accomplished through associating each vertex with a verbal description (or prompt), and

matching words in users’ requests and responses with these verbal descriptions to enable the

selection of vertices that may not be directly connected to the user’s current location in the graph

or tree by an edge.
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In somevariants, we create a system with the uniqueability to learn by incorporating

previously unknown words, keyword or synonymsofkeywordsso that the system modifiesitself

to thereby increase the likelihood that a user will efficiently and quickly reach the goal.

For purposesofillustration, the invention will be described by way of example,first

using a series of simple examples followed by a more complex example of a more detailed and

commercially suitable example variant, in the context of a menu-type automated telephone voice

response system for a publication, a hierarchical network ofthe type that is frequently

encountered and easily understood that implements a combination of some ofthe features of the

simple examplesin orderto illustrate how those features can be combined or overlayed.

It should be understood that the present invention is applicable to a wide range of

different networks, which can be mathematically represented by graph structures consisting of

vertices and edges and should not be considered to be limited to the particular application

described. Representative examples of suitable applications for the invention include

implementing an enhanced and moreefficient “Find” function orfile system browser for

personal computer operating systems, a navigation system for television program listing,

document managementorretrieval systems, a “geographic information system” in an automobile

that allows location of addresses or business(es) meeting certain criteria, or other devices that

incorporate somehierarchical navigation aspect as part of its operation.

In order to more fully understand the invention, various independent aspects are now

presented below by wayofsimple illustrative examples. In this manner the teachings of the

invention can be understood in a way that makesit possible to use, overlay and/or combine those

aspects in a beneficial mannerin an implementation of the invention. Depending upon the
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particular implementation of the invention, one or more of the aspects may be used togetherin

various permutations and/or combinations, with the understandingthat different permutations

and/or combinations may be better suited for particular applications or have moreorless benefits

or advantages than others.

The underlying scenario commonto all these basic examplesis that there is a hierarchical

arrangementto the possible choices that can beillustrated in a form of “tree” structure.

FIG. 1 is an example graph 100 representing a possible hierarchically arranged

transaction processing or decisional syste suitable for use with the invention. The individual

boxes 102 - 120 are referred to as “nodes” and each represents a specific choice or option in the

hierarchy. For purposes described in more detail below, each nodeisarbitrarily uniquely

identified in some manner. In the example of FIG.1, the individual nodes 102 - 120 are

numbered 1 through 10 starting from the top node 102 in the hierarchy.

Each “node”is associated with exactly one verbal description, for example in the case of

an airline system, a verbal description relating to some aspect of the reservation process. Each

such description contains “key” words that are deemed to be of importance and other words that

can be disregarded. For example, one node mayhavethe associated verbal description “Would

youlike to make a reservation?” In this description, there is only one “key” word —

“reservation” deemed important, soall of the other wordsin the description can be ignored.

A level in the hierarchy below that one maybe used to obtain further narrowing

information, for example, using the verbal description “Is the reservation for a domestic or

international flight?” In this description, the terms “domestic” and “international” are “key”

words. Similarly, the word “flight” could be a “key” word, for example, for a system that
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involvesnotonlyairline travel but also rail and/or cruise travel or it could be an “ignored”or

stop word for a purely airline related system becauseit has minimal meaningin that context.

Again, the other words can be ignored as well.

The uniqueidentification of each node allowsthe creation ofa list ofall the key words

and their associated nodessothat, if a key word is duplicated in two or more nodes, it need only

be listed once. For example, a hierarchical tree related to “pens” might have nodesforball-point

pens,fine point pens, medium point pens, fountain pens, felt-tip pens, quill pens, erasable pens,

etc. By using this approach, one couldlist the keyword “point”once, but associate it with each

of the nodes where that keyword appears by using the unique identifier for each node wherethe

term appears.

In this manner the keywordsare obtained from the collection of available descriptions

foundin the particular application in whichthe invention will be used. In addition, each

particular node where the keyword appears is associated with the keyword. Thus, with respect to

the pen application above, the keyword “point” might appear in nodes 2,3, 6, 7, 13 and 15.

Similarly, the keyword “erasable” might appear in nodes 3, 4, 5, 6 and 22. An index, as

described more fully below, associating these keywords with the nodes containing them is then

created, for example:

point: 2, 3, 6, 7, 13,15
erasable: 3, 4, 5, 22

By makinguseofthese associations the “tree” can be negotiated by allowing presentation

of relevant verbal descriptions for the nodes associated with a term, irrespective of where in the
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hierarchy they are, thereby causing a “jump”to a particular node without necessarily traversing

the tree in the ngid hierarchical manner.

Various examples will now be presentedto illustrate certain conceptsrelated to the

invention. It should be understood that while these examples are presented in the context of

things andlikely experiencesofordinary people, the same approach can beapplied to other

formsof transaction processing including navigating through hierarchically nested data files in a

computer system, pattern analysis or imageprocessing,etc. the term “transaction” as used herein

relating to traversal through a hierarchy to a goal, not mathematicalcalculation perse.

Moreover, the specific formats used and presented in these examples are purely for

illustration purposes. It should be understoodthat that other techniques for interrelating data,

such as hashtables, direct or indirect indexing, etc. can be substituted in a straightforward

manner. Thus, for example, the relationship between the word and a node could be configured

such thatthe location of the wordinalist as the “n-th” item could be used as an index into

anotherlist containing the nodes correlatedto the list. A similar approach could be used for the

thesaurus, the importantaspectrelative to the invention being the relationship amongcertain

words and the node(s) in which they occur and, where applicable, the relationship between

certain words and “synonyms”for those words, not the data structure orits form or format

whereby that information is kept or maintained.

Example 1

Example 1 illustrates, in simplified form, how an index is used to jump among nodes

with reference to FIG. 2. In this example, the hierarchical tree 200 representsa portion of a more
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complex tree specifically involving possible decision relating to fruit and a decision between two

specific types offruits, an apple and an orange.

In prior art hierarchical trees, navigation of this graph 200 would necessarily involve

going through the “fruit” node 202 in order to reach the “apple” 204or “orange” 206 nodes. As

a result, assuming this simple tree waspart of a larger tree for an on-line supermarket that

prompted the user for what they wanted to purchase, the exchange would be both rigid and time

consuming. For example, in response’to a prompt ““What do you want to purchase?”if the

response wasanything other than “fruit” traversal to the “fruit” node 202 could not occur. At the

pointin the tree that would lead to the “fruit” node 202, neither apple nor orange would be an

acceptable response.

In accordance with the invention, assuming the only relevant keywordsfor that portion of

the tree were “‘fruit’’, “apple” and “orange”, an inverted index would be created that includes an

association of “Fruit” with the top node 202, “Apple” with the bottom left node 204, and

“Orange” with the bottom right node 206. As shown above,that association can be created using

nodeidentifiers, in this example, the node identifiers 1A01, 1A02 and 1A03 are arbitrarily

assigned and used. Thus, the information can bestored inafile, for example, as follows:

Fruit, 1A01

Apple, 1A02
Orange, 1A03

Accordingly, to navigate the system 200, when a responseto a verbal description is

provided bya user, possible keywordsare identified in the response and usedto search the index

and identify any node to which the response maybedirected,irrespective of the hierarchy.

Thus, a user responseof ‘“‘an orange” to a verbal description located above the “fruit” node 202 in
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the hierarchy, for example, “What would you like to buy today?” would cause the system to

identify “orange” as a key word from the response, search the index, and directly identify node

1 A03 (206) as the node whose verbal description should be presented next, thereby avoiding the

need to traverse intervening nodes, for example, through the “fruit” node (202) 1 A01, atall.

Thisillustrates an example of a simple jump according to the invention.

Example 2

Havingillustrated a simple ‘‘node jump” a more complex (andlikely) scenario can be

shown. In this example, the Example | graph of FIG. 2 applies, but relevant portion of the index

is as follows:

Fruit, 1A01

Apple, 1A02, 2F09
Orange, 1A03

Asa result, there are two nodesrelevant to the keyword “apple” one being the node 204

in the portion of the graph shownin FIG.2 and onein the node uniquely identified as 2F09

located somewhereelse in the hierarchy (not shown).

In this example, a user response containing the keyword “apple” would identify nodes

with identifiers 1A02 and 2F09. In this case, and unlike the prior art, the verbal descriptions

from both nodes would be presented to the user, likely in alternative fashion. Thus,if the user

did not wantan apple, they wanted apple cider, node 2F09 might be more appropriate becauseit

is part of the “drinks”portion of the overall hierarchy.

Thus, presenting the user with the verbal description from both nodes would likely result

in a jumpto the portion of the graph nearer to node 2F09sinceit is closer to the user’s goal

thereby speeding up the process and avoiding potentially confusingor frustrating the user.
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Example 3

While the verbal descriptions associated with various nodes will generally be chosen to

accurately represent the node, in accordancewith certain variants of the invention,it is possible

to create a situation where a user response takes them awayfrom their ultimate desired goal.

Nevertheless, by using the teachings of the present invention,the user can oftenstill be brought

to their goal quicker than possible with the prior art because the user need notrigidly trace

through the hierarchy. This is accomplished by virtue of the “grouping” aspect inherent in some

implementations of the invention.

This example illustrates the “grouping” aspect using a simplified graph 300 representing

a portion ofan airline reservation system as shownin FIG.3.

In particular, the graph of FIG.3 can be thoughtofas part of a very simpleinteractive

voice response (“IVR”) system.

Asdescribed above, each nodeis uniquely identified, for example, by the numbers 1

through 7 andthe identified terms “Reservation”, “Domestic”, “International”, “Business Class’,

“Economy Class” are deemed the relevant keywords. Note, there is no requirementfor a the

“keyword”to be a single word, in some implementations, keywords could be single words,

phrases of two or more words, or even someother form of information like a specific data

pattern.

Again, an inverted index is created as described above associating those keywordswith

the nodes,in this case:

Reservation, 1
Domestic, 2
International, 3
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BusinessClass, 4, 6
EconomyClass, 5, 7

Assumingthat the top nodeis assigned the number1, its two child nodes (Domestic and

International) are assigned the numbers2 and 3, and the grandchild nodes(i.e. at the lowest level

in the hierarchy) have been assigned numbers4, 5, 6, and 7 taken from left to right each node can

be uniquely located. Note that the last two entries in the inverted index are each associated with

two nodes, 4 and6 in the first case, and 5 and 7 in the second.

Using the above, the concept of grouping of nodes from different parts of the graph (i.e.

nodesthat are not siblings or nodes that do not have a commonparent) can be explained.

Presume that the response to a verbal description presented as an initial query of “What

do you want to do?” was “Make a business class reservation.” In this case there are two

keywordspresent, “reservation” and “business class”.

Depending uponthe particular implementation, as noted previously, the verbal

descriptions associated with each identified node could be presented together or in sequence.

Alternatively, and as is the case here, a set of rules can be established, for example, such that if

an identified node is a sub-nodeofanother identified node, only the verbal description of the

sub-node(s) is provided because of inherent redundancy. Thus,since both “business class”

nodes 310, 314 are sub-nodesofthe “reservation” node 302, the verbal description associated

with the “reservations” node can be suppressedif it can be determinedthat business class

necessarily implies reservations.

In this example, a search of the inverted index would identify nodes 4 and 6 (310, 314)

from different parts of the tree are associated with the keywordsin the query, and thus the

13
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system, in presenting the verbal descriptions from each,in effect, alters the tree structure and

groups these nodesin the result. Thus, the combination of result nodes presented depends upon

the user query or response, not that predetermined bythe graphstructureitself.

Of course, the goal would still not be reached because of the ambiguity caused by

“Business Class” being under both “Domestic” and “International”. However, that ambiguity

can be handled by suitable wording of the following verbal descriptions and whetherthey are

combined or provided sequentially or by other nodes.

Example 4

A persistent and further drawback present in the priorart is the inability to operate if any

term other than the specific allowed terms are provided. Thus, in an IVR ofthe priorart,

providing anything other than the recognized term(s) will likely result in meaningless repeat of

the same inquiry by the IVR oran error. .

Advantageously, the teachings of the present invention allow for construction of a more

flexible system than available in the prior art. Specifically, we can incorporate a thesaurusto

accommodate synonymsfor the keywords.

Example 4 illustrates the addition of a simple thesaurus as an aspect of a system so that a

synonym of a keyword mayalso be used by the system to jump to the desired nodesin the graph.

Example 4 is discussed with reference to a portion 400 ofan interactive television program

listing system as shown in FIG.4.

Such a system implementing the invention will allow a user to speak to or interact with a

device to look for programsofhis choice by timeslot, genre, favorite actor or actress,etc.
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This example, as with the other examples above,use an inverted index, in this case one

where each node 402, 404, 406 is uniquely identified by a string of six characters, the portion of

which corresponding to FIG.4 is shown as follows.

Programs; acgyct
Sitcoms; ifgnxh
Films; vnymos

Since a common synonym for“Films”is “Movies” a thesaurus can be created associating

the two. Depending uponthe particular implementation, thesaurus terms to be equated to the

keywords can be taken from a standard thesaurus or can be custom created for the particular

application. In addition, the equating of terms can be donein any of a myriad ofdifferent ways,

the exact implementation details of which howeverre irrelevant to the invention, but a few

representative examples of which howeverare contained herein for purposesofillustration.

In one example case, the equating can be done on a purely word basis. For example, a

file can be constructed such that one or more single word synonymsare directly associated with

an index word, for exampleas follows:

Movies, Flicks — Films

Alternatively, the synonyms can be equated with the node identifier(s) corresponding to

the index term, for example as follows:

Movies, Flicks — vnymos

In the formercase, the system wouldstill have to search the index after the thesaurus has

provided the proper index term(s). In the latter case, the thesaurus providesa direct link to the

respective node(s) so that re-searching is not required.

15
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In the system of Example 4, a user who provides the input “Movies” would cause the

processing to occuras follows.

The system would search the inverted index of keywords andfail to locate “Movies” as a

keyword. Asa result, it would search the thesaurus andfind that the word “Movies”is a

synonym that can be correlated with a keyword. At this point, depending upontheparticular

thesaurus, it would either return to the inverted index and search using the synonym keyword

“Films” and return the result as the node 406 identified by “vnymos”,or go directly to the node

406 identified by ““vnymos” based upon the thesaurusentry. |

Ofcourse, it is possible (and likely) that in actual usage a synonym will be associated

with more than one keyword. For example, “Comedies” may be associated with both the

keywords “Sitcoms” and “Films”, resulting in, for example, the following entry in a thesaurus:

Comedies — Sitcoms, Films

In this case, a search for “Comedies” would result in the system identifying that the

synonym wasassociated with nodes 404, 406 for both “Sitcoms”and “Films”, and it would

return both terms or node identifiers corresponding to the two keywordsastheresult.

Example 5

Advantageously, the thesaurus concept can be extended furtherso that an initially

unknown word(i.e. a word that is neither a keyword nor a thesaurus word) can be learned by the

system and addedto a thesaurus for future use.

This example is described with reference to FIG. 5 whichis a portion 500 ofa larger

system graphas part of a very simple “geographic information system” found in some

automobiles, kiosks and elsewhere today. Such a system enables a user to, among otherthings,
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identify and get information aboutdifferent locations in an environment. For example,

information aboutparticular types of restaurants in an area.

In this example, the inverted index for the portion 500 shownin FIG. 5 could look as

follows:

Restaurants, |

Pizza, 2

Burgers, 3
Chinese, 4

A userissues the following query to the system “fast food” in order to find a quick meal.

The system’s search of both the index and thesaurus would result in the “term’’, in this

case a phrase,not being foundin either. In this case, it is an unknownphrase, and the system has

to learn the “meaning”of the term.

To dothis, the system first offers the verbal description from the top level node(s) 502 to

the user — in this example, just “Restaurants”. The user presumably providesa positive response.

(Of course, in a real system,it is possible and likely there are more top level nodes than just one.

In that case, the user would be offered two or more of these nodes, and would haveto select

“Restaurants” to match his intended request.)

Continuing on, once the user has respondedaffirmatively, the system moves downthe

tree and offers the verbal description from eachofthe child nodes: “Pizza” (504), “Burgers”

(506), and “Chinese” (508). Presumingthat the user picks “Pizza”, the transaction interaction

would look somethinglike this:

User: Fast food

System: Restaurants?
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User: Yes

System: Pizza, Burgers, or Chinese?

User: Pizza

Atthis point, the system has “learned”for the time being that it can equate “fast food”

with “pizza” and can add “‘fast food” as a synonym to “pizza”in the thesaurus.

This user, who first used the unknown term “fast food”, had to trace a path downthetree.

However, now the system is able to associate “pizza” with “fast food” and create or add a

thesaurusentry to reflect this association, for example as follows:

Fast food — Pizza

Thus, the system has learned a meaningofthe initially unknownterm “fast food” and has

added it to the thesaurusfor future use.

Asaresult, a subsequentuses of the same term “fast food” will enable the system to jump

directly to the “pizza” node 504.

Example 6

This example illustrates how additional meanings for an existing thesaurus term or phrase

can be learned by the system for future use, whether the existing thesaurus term or phrase was an

original thesaurus term or one previously learned with continuing reference to FIG.5.

Atthis point, the inverted index is unchangedas:

Restaurants, 1

Pizza, 2

Burgers, 3
Chinese, 4

Additionally, presumethe following entry now exists in the thesaurus.
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Fast food - Pizza

Suppose a new user now issues the query “fast food” as above, but with “Burgers”rather

than “Pizza” in mind.

Based uponthe thesaurus, the system would go directly to the “Pizza” node. However,

the user will reject “Pizza’’, having “burgers” in mind. By rejecting the “Pizza’”’ node 504

description, the user indicates that the “Pizza” node 504is not of interest. The system is

therefore configured with a further set of rules, in this case one in which the system goes up in

the hierarchy to a higher node, the top node 502 in this portion of the example, and provides the

verbal descriptions for the other nodes 502, 504, 506, 508 so as to cause a tracing down thetree.

This can be illustrated by the following “dialog”:

User: Fast food

System: Pizza?

User: No

System: Restaurants?

User: Yes

System: Pizza, Burgers, or Chinese?

User: Burgers

This time, although this user has hadto trace throughatleast a portion of the path from a

higher-level node 502 ofthe tree 500, the system has learned yet another meaningfor “fast

food”. It now adds this meaningto theearlier entry in the thesaurus, for exampleas:

Fast food — Pizza, Burgers
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It has now learned two meaningsfor future use. If a user were nowto issue the query

“Fast food”, the system would respond with the verbal descriptions from the nodes 504, 506

corresponding to both Pizza and Burgers.

Thus, the system can keep learning new meaningsof terms based on the intended

meanings of users “deduced”from the interactions between users and the system.

Of course, the nature and extent to which the system will incorporate synonymsand/or

keywords in a continual leaming processwill not only depend uponits construction andrules,

but also on the quality ofthe original thesaurus and the quality of the initial inverted index. In

addition, where in the tree the system jumpsifthe userrejects the initial meaning(s) offered by

the system can be handled different ways in different implementations.

For example, the system can always jumpto fixed ancestor(s) (either the top node or a

parent or some ancestor(s) at an intermediate point) or a fixed level (e.g. halfway from the top).

This approach has the advantage of being simple to implement, but it has the problem of

inflexibility because it may berelatively efficient for certain graphs and associated verbal

descriptions, but not for all. For example, if two or more nodes’ verbal descriptions are offered

and rejected, the relevant node selected would have to be commonancestor(s) of the offered

nodes. In other words, with reference to Example 6 whichis part ofa larger tree, going up to the

“Restaurants” node 502 would mean goingto the parentof the “Pizza” node 504rather than all

the way to the top in the larger tree containing the portion 500 shown.

A moreflexible alternative uses the information recorded in the thesaurusto find every

synonym for“pizza” in the thesaurus andcollect all the other keywordsassociated with those

synonyms. Then the system would search the inverted index to identify all the nodes associated
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with these other associated keywordsand identify the most common ancestorofall of those

nodesand goto it. By using the informationin the thesaurusin this way the system makes use

of known properties of the one meaning of “fast food”, which is “Pizza”, to construct an

intelligent hypothesis about where the other meaningsof“‘fast food” might lie in the graph. This

allows the user to reach another meaning with the least effort and allows the system thereby to

learn what the new meaningof“fast food”is moreefficiently.

Example 7

Ofcourse, just as it may be desirable to create implementations to add meaningsto the

thesaurus, it may be equally or more desirable to cause an existing meaning for a thesaurus word

to be dropped, for example, dueto relative lack of use. This process is described with continuing

reference to FIG. 5 and the associated inverted index,particularly with respect to the thesaurus

entry resulting from the most recent example.

Fast food — Pizza, Burgers

In this example, presumethat there have been several uses of the query “fast food” and

that the user(s) issuing these queries have almostalwaysselected “Burgers” and almost never

“Pizza”.

In accordance with another implementation of the invention, the system is constructed to

track the frequencyofuse ofa particular term in the thesaurus. Depending upontheparticular

implementation, the tracking can be doneforall entries in the thesaurus, for only those added as

part of the “learning” process, or for some specified combinationthereof.

In addition, some specified criterion is used to determine when, and whichterms,if any,

should be removed from the thesaurus. Depending uponthe particular implementation the
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criterion can be based upon usagerelative to time, usage ofa particular term relative to some

other term(s), term usagerelative to overall thesaurus usage, or simply elimination ofall added

terms not used sincethe last purge.

Thus, presuming that the system has kept track of the frequencyof use ofdifferent

meaningsof“fast food”, and that “Pizza” does not meet the criterion for a sufficiently high

frequency, the meaning “Pizza” can be dropped as a synonym for “Fast food” and the entry (after

purging) would look as follows:

Fast food — Burgers

Thus, a further enhanced implementation can be constructed so the system is dynamically

updating the thesaurus, either adding meanings or dropping meaningsfor existing and/orinitially

unknown words.

Example 8

A further advantage to the invention is that, in some implementations, it can be

configured so that, when there are multiple relevant nodes to be presented, an associated ranking

can be used to determine the type, method or order of presentation. For example, the ranking can

be based uponthe frequency of use of particular nodes, whichis tracked in these

implementations, so that the most frequently selected or used nodesare presented first, more

prominently, or in a particular manner.

For example, this can beillustrated by continuing from Example 7, where the thesaurus

entry was as follows:

Fast food — Pizza, Burgers
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Underthe assumption that the system has beentracking the frequency of usage of the “Pizza”

node and the “Burgers” node and each has been accessed an identical number of times. When a

user enters the query “Fast food”’, as above, the system presents the user with both the “Pizza”

node 504 and the “Burgers” node 506, but because it tracks usage and the usageis the same,it

presents them in the orderthey are listed,i.e. “Pizza” and then “Burgers”. However,at this

point, the user’s selection will cause one entry to have a greater frequency ofusagerelative to the

other entry, for example a selection of“Burgers” will makeit have a higher frequency of usage

and, accordingly, a higher ranking for the nextinstance ofuse.

Thus, the next time the system will be presenting both the “Pizza” and “Burgers” nodes

to a user, the “Burgers” node 506 will have the higher frequency ofusage and, accordingly, will

be presented first, or more prominently, or in some other specified manner becauseofits

ranking. Ifthe frequency reverses with use sothat the “Pizza” node 504 outranks “Burgers”

node 506, then the “Pizza” node 504 will supplant the “Burgers” node 506.

Example 9

A further variant ofExample 8 allows the node rankings to be used to prune the nodes

themselves. In this variant, a criterion can be specified, typically zero usage over a long

specified period of time,that is used to remove an entire node. This is advantageously made

possible because of the system’sability to “jump” among nodes. Thus,it may occur that a node

within the tree is never accessed, but a child nodeofthat node is. In some variants therefore,

whenthis state exists for a sufficiently long period of time, the system is constructed to delete

that node. It should be understoodthat, if handled properly, this process will not even affect the

“learning” process because, even if no useraction ever directly causes the nodeto be presented,
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if the learning process causes the node to be presented the node’s access frequency will be non-

zero andit will not be “‘pruned”’.

In addition, by tracking access frequency on a nodebasis,a qualitative evaluation of the

hierarchical system can be madeand visualized. This makesit possible to review the overall

hierarchy after someperiod oftime and periodically optimize it based upontheresult instead of

relying purely upon the dynamic optimization that inherently and naturally flows from use of the

teachings of the invention.

Having now described various componentaspects of different variants implementing the

invention, by way of the above examples, it should be understoodthat the “jumps” can occur

from any node to any node,i.e. vertically and/or laterally and to another nodethat is higher,

lower or on the same “level” as the node from which the jump is made. All mannerofvertical

and lateral jumps from multiple nodes to multiple nodesare possible.

In addition, it should be understood that in some applications(like documentretrieval

systems) the verbal description from the identified node may be the one issued whereas,in others

(like an IVR system), the verbal descriptions for the children of the identified nodes may be what

is presented. Nevertheless, in both cases, the process as described above by way of example will

be the sameordirectly analogous.

Having described the various aspects individually a more commercially suitable example,

employing a combination of the above examples, can now bepresented with reference to FIG. 6

whichillustrates a simplified example of an “interactive voice response unit” (IVR) hierarchy

600 that might be used in the airline industry. Of course, a real menu tree used in an IVR may

have any numberofnodes from several, up to a thousand, or more. For example,a tree with 4
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branches from each node and whichhas 5 levels uniformly would have 1365 nodes. As shown

in FIG.6, the tree 600 is a hierarchical tree and consists of the following nodes and branches:

Initial start (node a0) 602.

domestic flight arrival information (node al) 604

domestic reservations (node a2) 606

international flight arrival information (node a3) 608

international reservations (node a4) 610

The node 604 identified by al is a service node with pre-recorded information.

The node 606 has two child node a 2, first/business class (node a5) and economy (nodea6).

The node 608 identified by a3 is service node with pre-recorded information.

The nodeidentified as a4 has three child nodesidentified as first class (node a7), business class

(node a8), and economy (node a9).

The nodes 612, 614, 616, 618, 620 identified as a5, a6, a7, a8, a9 are all service nodes(i.e.

terminal nodes) where a respective customer service representative will interact with the caller.

Of course, a real system mayalso have a choiceat the top level or at each level for a live

operator and may even have a choiceto go back to the previous menu.

Even for such a simple example, in a traditional interactive voice response system, the

caller would haveto listen to several choices and then traverse a path downto a service node.

Someoneinterested in business class reservations on a domestic flight would haveto traverse the

path (a0, a2, a5) for example. This involveslistening to multiple choices at each level of the tree

(e.g. first a promptat a0, then four promptsoffering al, a2, a3, and a4at the next level, at which

the caller would choosea2,and finally two prompts offering a5 and a6, at whichlevel the caller
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would choose a5 and then wait for the operator) and then making a choice by pressing an

appropriate numberonthe telephonedial pad oralternatively saying the appropriate number.In

certain cases, he may make a mistake: he may chooseinternational reservations when heis

interested in domestic reservations or something similar (simply by pressing the wrong number

on his touch-tone telephone or saying the wrong number). If he does, then he has no choice but

to disconnect the phoneandredial the number(or if the system has a backtracking option, then

he can backtrack, but even here he has wasted valuable time).

In contrast, in accordance with a system implementingthe invention,the caller would be

able to say what he waslookingfor(e.g. “I want to make a domestic businessclass reservation’’)

and the system would identify and respond with the appropriate node 612 (e.g. a5 in this case or

the relevant customerservice representative directly). In other words, it would enable the caller

to skip to the correct node(s) without having to trace through the entire path. If the user makes a

mistake, he could ask for something different wherever he finds himself in the tree, and skip

laterally or vertically to his preferred choice.

The system implementing the invention can further include an optionthatthe entire

transaction (e.g. the making of the reservation) would be carried out through natural language

interactions with the system withoutthe intervention of a human customerservice representative.

In other words, all the details of his domestic reservation are obtained by the system and the

system updates a database accordingly and issues whatever commandsare required (e.g. the

mailing of a ticket) to be carried out by some human representativelater.

While it is true that some more advancedinteractive voice response systemsavailable

today allow for natural languageinteractions, they are highly constrained natural language
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interactions with relatively little or no intervention by a human operator. However, unlike with

systemsusing the invention, those systemsstill require direct path traversal through the hierarchy

(i.e. jumping to non-connected nodesis not contemplated orpossible, let alone allowed).

Moreover, such systemsstill typically use a limited list of keywords, whichthecaller is required

to use to correctly traverse to the next connected node.

In contrast, variants of a system implemented in accordance with the invention can

incorporate an automatically generated or updated thesaurus, which greatly expands the range of

wordsor terms a caller can use. In these variants, the user is not restricted to parroting the highly

constrained script as required by other interactive voice response systems, noris the user limited

to traversal to a connected node. In these more complex implementationsofthe invention, a

system can be constructedthat is able to learn new wordsor termsthat it may not have

understoodthefirst time. For example, if a user asks for “coach class” and the system does not

have the word “coach”or the phrase “coach class” in its keywordlist or in its current thesaurus,

then on this first occasion,it offers the user a traditional path down the conventionaltree. But it

tracks what the user did, what node ofthe tree the user went to, and on this basis, it learns a new

responseto “coach class”. The next time a caller (either the same personor a different person)

uses the words “coach class” the system doesnotofferthe traditional path as it did the first time,

but instead it offers a new set of nodes based on whatit learned thefirst time. Thus, in such

implementations, the thesaurus is a dynamically changingentity, continually updatingitself by

learning new words and terms and learning new “meanings”(i.e. new actions or responses) for

existing terms.
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Implementations according to the invention can also allow novel groupings of nodesto

be presented to the caller based on his query. If he asks for “economyclass” without specifying

whether he wants an international or domestic reservation, then the system would offer him the

nodes a6 and a9 (appropriately phrased in natural language), and allow him to further choose

whether he wants international or domestic reservations, something current systems do notoffer.

In other words, the system can pick out the relevant responses from different branchesofthe tree

and pool them together and offer them to thecaller.

This functioning of the system, by whichit is able to skip aroundlaterally or vertically in

the tree, is enabled by the associating ofnatural language (i.e. human language) verbal

descriptions with each node, and then using theseas an initial basis for the navigation,

augmented, in somevariants, by a dynamically changing thesaurus that greatly expandsits range

and comprehension.

Thus, based upon a conceptual understanding of the above examples, furtherdetails of

the process will now be presented.

The flowcharts of FIGS. 7 through 14 areillustrative of a functional example of the

general method ofa more complex variant the invention as would be implemented in software

accordingto the flowcharts in this case for a newspapersubscription application. It should be

understood that particular details are provided in the description below merely for completeness

or because they are necessary or helpful for forming an understanding ofthe particular

implementation. They are not to be considered essential for implementing the invention.

Similarly, details unrelated to or unnecessary for understanding the invention have been omitted

to avoid confusion.
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An example implementation is described and contains two programs,a preparatory

program,illustrated in FIGS. 7-10 and a transaction or query processing program,illustrated in

FIGS. 11-14. In addition, a particular software implementation fairly corresponding to the

flowcharts of FIGS.7 - 14 appears in the Appendix A that follows. The program contained

therein, is written in the “C” programming language for execution on any personal computer

having a processor, memory , input-output, etc. capabilities to run the particular application in its

intended environment.

Broadly, the first program process ofFIGS. 7-10 constructs an inverted index and an

application-specific thesaurus and the second program process of FIGS. 11-14 uses those

constructs in a transaction processing system to interact with a user.

In the preparatory program of FIGS. 7A, 7B and 8-10, the shorthand namesoffiles that

the program uses and the contents of the corresponding files are as follows. Notably, both the

process parts shown in FIG. 7A and 7B aswellas the process part shown in FIG.8 are indicated

as start points. This is because they are each independentof each otherin that any ofthe three

could start before any other or two or more could be run concurrently. Thus, it should not be

presumed that they are mutually exclusive or any one is per se required for the invention.

Moreover, it should be understood that any one or more could have been undertaken at a

different time, by a different entity, or for a different application. Whether one or more ofthe

portions shown in FIG. 7A, FIG. 7B or FIG. 8 are the starting points, the starting point for actual

operational processing will be the same.

Thefile named‘p’ containsa list of prompts or verbal descriptionsin a hierarchical

relationship(i.e. they can be visualized or arranged in a tree-type graph).
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Thefile named ‘w’ contains documentsthat are related to the prompts or verbal

descriptions in ‘p’. For example, ‘w’ could contain a training manual for customer service

personnel or a website documentthat is likely to contain material that is related to the queries

customers may have. This file is used to create a thesaurus.

Thefile named ‘f contains formsthat are usedto elicit relevant information from

customers. They havefields like ‘name’, for example, which would be used by the system to ask

and record a caller’s name.

The file named ‘x’ contains an index associating the forms in ‘f’ with terminal prompts or

descriptions in ‘p’. Once a terminal promptis reached in the process, the corresponding form

from the file ‘x’ is activated, and the system proceedsto elicit information from the user.

Thefile named‘s’ containsa list of application-specific stop words, many of which are

high-occurrence and/or generally uninformative wordslike ’a’, ‘an’, ‘the’ or ‘from’ or words

with a high-occurrencein for the particular application such that they havelittle meaning, for

example,‘fly’ in an airline reservation system,‘street’ in a navigation system,‘file’ in a

computersearch tool. These are eliminated from ‘p’ and ‘w’ and ‘f before processing, because

they don’t carry any useful information for the application.

Thefile ‘t.cfg’ contains the thesaurus and inverted index that will be constructed by the

program. Ofcourse, in alternative variants, the thesaurus could be a separate file from the

inverted index file and either or both could be madeup of multiple files.

Thefile ‘l.cfg’ is a file that is used to store newly learned words. As withthet.cfg’ file,

the ‘l.cfg’ file need not be a separatefile, it could be part of ‘t.cfg’, or part of a separate thesaurus

and/or inverted index file. Similarly, the ‘l.cfg’ file could be made up of severalfiles.
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With reference to FIGS. 7A, 7B and 8 through 10, the processes as carried outbythefirst

program are as follows. It bears noting that, although the process and its components are

presented by way of examplein a particular order, unless a specific process componentis

expressly stated to necessarily have to occurat a particular time or after someotherparticular

process component, or two process components must necessarily occur in sequence because one

relies upon completion of the other before it can start, no order should be implied or considered

required since the orderin different implementations may be different and may vary based upon

the particular programmer, programming language and/or computer involved.

Thefiles p, w, f, x, and s are each read and processed as follows. It should be understood

that the order of processing offile ‘p’ relative to file ‘f or their respective sub-processing

components, although shown sequentially, could be done in a myriad of waysincluding doing

each of the reading extracting and storing concurrently or as a commonoperation(i.e. reading

for both is done before extracting for both,etc.).

Specifically, keywords are extracted from p __ and from f___. These areinitially just

all the words or termscontained in the prompts in p. The keywordsare stored, for example, in a

temporary file.

Similarly, thesaurus words are extracted from w. Theseareinitially just all the words or

terms in w. Theyare also stored, for example, in a temporary file.

Stop words are loaded from s (902) and stop words and duplicate words are eliminated

from keywords and thesaurus wordsstored in the temporary files.

The thesaurusis constructed in accordance with FIGS.9 and 10 described in overview as

follows:
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Incrementthefile of thesaurus words with keywords from p and f remaining after

elimination of stop words.

Create a matrix of thesaurus words as row words(or wordslisted along the rows

of the matrix) against keywords as column words (or wordslisted along the

columnsofthe matrix).

Count the number of co-occurrences of each row word with each column word of

the matrix in the documents contained in w andfill in that numberin the

corresponding matrix cell. (For example, a co-occurrenceofa pair of words may

be defined as that pair occurring in the same paragraph. If w is made up of a

hundred paragraphs, then takea pair of row word and column word and count

the number oftimes this pair occurs within the space of each of the hundred

paragraphsin w.For each pair, the pair may co-occur zero or more timesin a

paragraph and add up the numberof co-occurrencesin all the paragraphsin w.)

This processyields a matrix filled with nonnegative integers in each cell. It is then

possible to consider each row of numbersas a vector associated with the corresponding row

word. When viewed geometrically, these vectors, one for each row word, form angles with each

other in a multi-dimensional! space. Asa result, we can calculate the cosine of each such angle

by computingscalar products for the angles. Thus, we compute the cosines ofthe angles formed

by the vectors associated with each pair of row words.

Thecosine valuesforall pairs of row words and column wordsare calculated and stored,

for example, in a new matrix.
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For each row word,the top ‘n’ cosine valuesare identified as are the corresponding

keywords. For example,in an airline system context, if there are two row words ‘coach’ and

‘economy’, where ‘economy’is also a keyword(originally from p and/orf), and if the cosine

value of this pair or words is amongthe top ‘n’ cosines for the word ‘coach’, then ‘economy’is

identified as a synonymous keyword for coach.

A newfile can then be created, formatted for example, by listing thesaurus words on the

left (e.g. coach), and against each thesaurus word,its associated keywords(e.g. economy). This

is referred to as an inverted index(i.e. the thesaurus) of row wordsand their keyword synonyms.

Essentially, this file will now contain wordslike ‘coach’ coupled withits particular alternative

meanings, one of which may be ‘economy’. Theuserinteractive transaction processing

program, the second program,will later use this thesaurus file when a caller uses a word like

‘coach’ in his query to determine the relevant keywords(like ‘economy’). This will enable the

program to find the relevant prompt with which to respondto theuser.

Optionally, to provide the system with a set of prompts or verbal descriptions with which

to respondto a user, another inverted index is created using the files p, f, and x. This index will

contain a list ofkeywords from p and/or f associated with the prompts in which they occur.

Thus, when a user uses a synonym like ‘coach’ in a query, the second program will look up the

thesaurus, find the keywords correspondingto it (e.g. “economy’), and then look up the inverted

index to find the prompts corresponding to ‘economy’ and other corresponding keywords.

Once both the inverted index and thesaurusfiles have been created,thefile t.cfg can be

created from them for use by the second program.
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One example of the program flow for a fairly generic transaction processing program

implementing onevariant of the inventionis illustrated in the flowcharts of FIGS. 11 through 14.

This example is configured to incorporate a collection of several of previously described simple

aspects. To demonstrate the functionsof this program and howthis program operates, for

context we use an exampleinteraction that a calling customer might have with this example

system.

Following the example is the Appendix contains that program codeessentially

implementing a variant ofthe invention largely correspondingto that of FIGS. 7 through 14.

The particular example weuse for purposesofillustration is for an automated telephone

system for a newspaper,like the New York Times. For simplicity, every item in the flowchart is

not traced through since, an understandingofthe process with respect to one path will be

sufficient to allow an understanding of the otherpaths.

The example begins with “I want to subscribe” uttered bythe caller to the system. We

will assumethat the first three words ofthe query (i.e. “I’, “want”, and “to”’) are stop words and

the last word(i.e. “subscribe”) is neither a keyword nor a thesaurus word.

The processas carried out by the second program are as follows:

Thefiles t.cfg, l.cfg, f, x, and s are read (1102).

The keywords, thesaurus words, prompts from t.cfg. are loaded (1104), as are the learned

wordsfrom l.cfg. Initially, l.cfg will be empty as the program hasnot yet learned any new

words. The forms and index of forms against prompts from f and x respectively are loaded,as

are stop words from s.
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The program openstheinteraction with a greeting (1106) and anelicitation of the first

query from the caller (1108). This might be: “Thank you for calling the New Herald. How may

we help you?”

Thecaller then utters his or her statement: “I want to subscribe”.

The stop wordsin the statementare first eliminated, leaving behind just the word

“subscribe”.

The statementis then processedin the following way:

The keywords and the thesaurus words remaining in the query are identified (1202, 1204)

by comparing with thelist in t.cfg and I.cfg. As we have assumedthat “subscribe”is neither, we

have none.

The prompts that best match the identified keywords and thesaurus wordsare selected

(1206). As there are no such wordsidentified, there are no prompts selected.

The program arrives at a decision in the flowchart: are any nodesselected? (1208). Since

the answeris in the negative, the program will follow the branch and select the top level node
(1218). (Note: These top level prompts are the onesat the top level of the menutree.) This

completes the promptselection process. The process then proceedsto the second part of the

query process.

The process proceeds with another decision: has a single leaf prompt been selected?

(1210). Since the top level prompts are selected (of which there are more than one and also none

is a leaf prompt), a negative answeris the result.
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These prompts or verbal descriptionsare issuedto the user (caller) andelicit another

response. Assumethat the offered verbal descriptionsare as follows:

System: Are you calling about subscriptions?

System: Is there a problem with your paper or delivery)
System: Would youlike information about the New York Times website?

System: Are you calling about advertisements?

System: Are you calling about something else?

Assumefurther that the caller responds as follows:

User: 1 am calling about subscriptions.

As a result, the program returnsto selecting verbal descriptions by identifying the

keywordsand the thesaurus words remaining in the query by comparing with thelist in t.cfg and

l.cfg (1202, 1204). “Subscriptions” is now synonymouswith a keyword anditis identified.

The program will again select verbal description(s) that best match the identified

keywords and thesaurus words (1206).

For example, assumetheseare:

System: Would youlike to order a subscription?

System: Wouldyoulike to give a gift subscription?

System: Would youlike to change your address or change any other information?

The program thenarrives at a decision branch (1208) in the flowchart: are any nodes

selected? Since the answeris affirmative, it follows that branch and exits the promptselection

process and returns to the query process.
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This begins with anotherdecision box: is a single leaf node selected? (1210). The answer

is no, since three prompts have beenselected.

Next, these verbal descriptions are issued to the caller and the system will await his

response (1220). We assumethe caller respondsas follows:

User: I wantto order a subscription

The program will again return through a loop to the promptselection process (1202,

1204, 1206) where the program will identify the keywords and the thesaurus words remainingin

the query by comparingwiththelistin t.cfg and I.cfg. “Order”and “subscription” are now

identified.

Verbal descriptions are selected that best match the identified keywords and thesaurus

words. Now assumethisis just the prompt “Would youlike to order a subscription?” from the

three descriptions above.

The program will then arrive at a decision branch (1208)in the flowchart: are any nodes

selected? Since the answeris affirmative,it follows that branch and exits the promptselection

process andreturnsto the query processto again arrive at a decision: has a single leaf node been

selected? (1210). This time the answeris yes, a single prompt has been reached, whichis also a

leaf prompt, sinceit is at the bottom of the menutree.

Thisis followed by another decision: any verbal description corresponding to the node?

(1212). The program checkst.cfg and finds the answeris no.

The branchthenleadsto yet another decision (1214): is a form for verbal description

available? The answerby checkingthe indexx is the yes branch. This leadsto the portion of the

flowchart of FIG. 13.
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The form is processed in the following way:

Thefirst part is a decision: is it a response form? (1302). The answeris no.

The system then issues questionsto the caller based on the form and accepts information
”

back (1304). The questionsare of the form “Pleasetell us your name”, “Where do youlive?”,

“Do you want an annualor half-yearly subscription?”etc. The caller provides the information to

the system.

It repeats the information the caller has given the system andasksifthe information is

correct. Let us assumethe user confirmsthat the informationis correct.

The system then calls an external routine to store the information in a database. The

routine returns another form to the system (1306) and returnsin a loop to the question:is it a

response form? (1302). Since the form contains questions about the payment, based on the type

and period of subscription selected by the caller, the answer will be negative.

The system then issues these questionsto the caller and the caller provides the required

information (1304).

The system then repeats the information and gets a confirmation from thecaller.

The information is passed to another routine (mentionedin the form) to update the

database. This routine (1306) then returns a response form and again returnsin the loop to the

question: is it a response form? (1302). This time the answeris yes. The system then issues a

response (1308) thanking the caller for the subscription, and exits this process returning to FIG.

11.
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The system nowexits the query process as well since the caller’s query has been

completely processed and the correspondingactions taken by the system. It now returns to the

main part of the program.

The next process in the main part of the program is a question: is there an unknown word

in the caller’s query? (1112). The answeris yes, since the word “subscribe”in the initial query

was not known to the system. This invokesthe portion of the flowchart of FIG. 14.

The system therefore has to learn this previously unknown word:

The learning process begins with a decision: is the word alreadyin l.cfg? (1402). The

answeris no,since |.cfg is initially empty and the word has not been encountered before.

The corresponding “NO”branchis followed and the word is addedto thelist of learned

words(initially empty) with keywords from the final single leaf prompt that was selected (1404).

The system then records these changesin |.cfg (1408) and returns to the main part of the

program in FIG. 11. It has now learned the meaningofthe initially unknown word“subscribe”.

Next, the program asksthecaller if he wishes to continue (1114)(i.e. are there any

further queries). We assume the answeris no and the system thanksthe user and exits.

Now, having described the example traversal of one path through the second program
with reference to the flowchart, an example dialogue for the path traversal that has taken place is

presented so the complete transaction can now be understood.

Dialogue:

Caller: I want to subscribe

System: Are you calling about subscriptions?

System: Is there a problem with your paper or delivery?
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System: Would youlike information about the New York Timeswebsite?

System: Are you calling about advertisements?

System: Are you calling about something else?

Caller: I am calling about subscriptions

System: Would youlike to order a subscription?

System: Would youlike to give a gift subscription?

System: Would you like to change your address or change any other information?

Caller: I want to order a subscription

System: Please tell us your name

Caller: Bertrand Russell

System: Where do youlive?

The dialogue continues in this way with the system eliciting the required information

from the caller.

Having demonstrated traversal in a system where the system was constructed to learn

when an unknown word is used, what happens the second time a caller uses the same word

“subscribe” in a query after it has been learned by the system can now be demonstrated. This

demonstrates the power of including the optional feature of learning in the program.

In this case, the dialogue that occurs when a new caller uses the word “subscribe”

following the above is now presented.

Dialogue:

Caller: I want to subscribe

System: Please tell us your name
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Caller: J. L. Austin

System: Where do you live?

Thereafter, the process continues. Notably, the system has now learned the correct

response to the query “I want to subscribe”.

Other Variants

Having described several simple and more complex examples that makeit possible to use

the invention, other variants can now be presented. Examples of such optional functions that can

be incorporated into other variants, individually or collectively, include:

a) creating the thesaurus by providing accessto a collection ofmultiple documents

and determining synonymybasedonsufficient similarity of meaning with the keywords as

measured bythe frequency of co-occurrenceof the keywords in the collection of documents;

b) identifying words in the user’s response by recording the responsefor future

learning;

c) parsing out of a responseall non-stop word unknowntermsor keywords;

d) identifying synonymsfor all non-stop termsin the user’s response;

e) cycling between user and system responsesuntil the user reachesa vertex(i.e.

verbal description) that enables him to carry out his goal and updating the thesaurus when the

goal vertex is reached by associating the recorded previously unknown wordsin the user’s

response with the keywordsthat are associated with the verbal description reached by the user;

f) recording, when the goal vertex is reached, the pairs of synonymsin the user’s

responses and the keywordsthat are associated with the verbal description reached bythe user;
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g) removing associations between keywordsand their synonymsfrom the thesaurus

that have not been accessed morethan a specified amountof times within a specified period(this

can be based upon a parameterset in the system by the system’s administrator or can occur as

part ofprogram maintenanceor updates);

h) selecting the verbal descriptions that best meet the user’s goal as indicated by the

keywords and synonymsin the user’s response by identifying the keywordsin the user’s

response and/or the keywords corresponding to synonymsin the user’s response and computing

a degree of match between each verbal description and the identified keywords, in accordance

with conventionallinguistic processing techniques;

i) computing the degree of match between verbal descriptions andidentified

keywordsbyutilizing the pairs of synonymsin user’s response and the keywords associated with

the verbal descriptions reached by users as previously recorded;

) respondingto the useronthe basis of verbal descriptions selected by presenting

the user with verbal descriptions that best match the user’s previous response;

k) for “best match”variants, in the event that even the best matches have a low

degree of match,the best“n’” verbal descriptions are presented to the user (“‘n” being a number

representing a predetermined system parameter);

l) for ‘‘best match”variants, in the event that the best matches have a low degree of

match, the user is automatically connected to a human operator, when or if a human operatoris

available;
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m) for “best match” variants in the event that the best matches have a low degree of

match, the best ‘‘n” verbal descriptions are presented to the user, along with an option ofbeing

connected to a humanoperator whenorif a human operatoris available;

n) presenting the user with those verbal descriptions that best match the user’s

previous responsein orderto elicit any information from the user that may be required to

accomplish the user’s goal;

0) recording informationelicited from a user in a database for future use;

P) selecting multiple verticies in the graph structure that are not connected to a

previously selected vertex, based upon parameters associated with nodescorrelated to keywords

and synonymsin a user’s response;

q) selecting a vertex in the graphstructure in the same row asthe previously selected

vertex based upon the keywords and synonymsin the user’s response; and/or

r) updating the thesaurus by adding words from a user’s responsethat are not in the

thesaurus.

Finally, it is to be understood that various variants of the invention including

representative embodiments have beenpresented to assist in understanding the invention. It

should be understoodthat they are not to be considered limitations on the invention as defined by

the claims,or limitations on equivalents to the claims. For instance, someofthese variants are

mutually contradictory, in that they cannot be simultaneously present in a single embodiment.

Similarly, some advantages are applicable to one aspect of the invention, and inapplicable to

others. Thus, no particular features or advantages should be considered dispositive in

determining equivalence.
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It should therefore be understood that the above description is only representative of

illustrative embodiments. For the convenience of the reader, the above description has focused

on a representative sampleofall possible embodiments, a sample that teaches theprinciples of

the invention. The description has not attempted to exhaustively enumerateall possible

combinations or variations, for example, those arising out of the use ofparticular hardware or

software, or the vast numberofdifferent types of applications in which the invention can be

used. That alternate embodiments maynot have been presented for a specific portion ofthe

invention, or that further undescribed alternate embodiments maybeavailable for a portion of

the invention, is not to be considered a disclaimer of those alternate embodiments. One of

ordinary skill will appreciate that many of those undescribed embodiments incorporate the

minimum essential aspects of the invention and others incorporate one or more equivalent

aspects.

APPENDIXA

FILE IDENTIFICATION

MainSourceFiles

main.c, process.c, arraylib.c, stemlib.c, dialog.c, interactive.c, formlib.c
HeaderFiles

globalvar.h, process.h, arraylib.h, forms.h
MakeFiles

Makefile

ParameterFiles

t.ini, d.ini
Data Files

P, W,S, f, x, a
Configuration Files

t.cfg, l.cfg
Shell Script Files

acct_info, add_acct, chg_acct, get_pymt, updt_pymt, susp_deli, updt_acct, prefer
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MAIN SOURCE CODE(in C)
main.c: Main Program to process p andwto create the thesaurus
[FEEeeeAeeeeeeAAAeeeeAeeeoaaak

SOURCE CODE DOCUMENTATION

HARK HAAREAEEAEKBAR EHEEKKAEEEEKEEE AEEEE EE EE/

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "process.h"
#include "arraylib.h"
#include "forms.h"

int numColumn = 0, numRow = 0, numIndex = 0, numMenu;
int topValues =5;
char **rowTerms, **columnTerms, **prompts, **stopWords;
double **matrix, **cosine;
float phoneThreshold = 0.02, webThreshold = 0.0006;
int **indexList, **menuList, **thesaurus, **promptKeys;
int numStopWord = 0;
int numForms, numPF;
struct form **formlist;
char ***Fprompts, *wdoc, *pdoc, *sdoc, *fdoc, *xdoc, *cfg;

main(int arge, char *argv[]) {

int i, j;

[FEAEeeeAeeee eeeeeeeeeReeeeSooeoeaa oe Aeoa

PRINT THESAURUS PROGRAM INFO

2eoeeee ee ee ee eeeeee heeeoeeeee2 AeeA|

/* if (arge != 5) {
printf('"Usage Instructions: t p w f x\n");
printf("Parses w for matrix row termsand p for matrix column terms.\n");
printf("*** Exiting, goodbye.\n");
exit(1);

}*/

if (argc != 2) {
printf("Usage Instructions: t <ini-file>\n");
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printf('"*** Exiting, goodbye.\n");
exit(1);

[RRAAAAAAeeeeoe ee ee ee oe fe ee ee eo eefe 2 fe a eo ae oe ae ae 2ea 2 ae

OPEN INPUT FILES

3FeRefe ieoeeo Oe EeoeEeeo fe oe AEeeof iageioe oR ogoooe oe ee a 2 2 ak oo/

readini(argv[1]);
loadStopWords(sdoc);
numPF = loadFormsList(xdoc);
numForms= loadForms(fdoc);

[RReoReeeAEEeeA eoEoOO

PREPARATION FOR PHONEDOC PARSING

AEReeeeee AeeeAeeee ee A AAEAEeEE AAeEe AEeOE/

printf(\nReadingfiles ....\n");
numColumn = processFile(pdoc, &columnTerms, phoneThreshold);
// printf("The document contains %d relevant terms.\n\n", numColumn);

// This routine will add the keywords from the Forms into ColumnTerms.
numColumn = addFormKeys(&columnTerms, numColumn);

// printf(""The documentcontains %d relevant terms.\n\n", numColumn);

[EEHeHeEeeReeEE

PREPARATION FOR WEBDOC PARSING

BROo eooOoe oRhoFeeaioe oei RRoReeeSfe ee oe ee 2 ie oe 2 ee ee oe ae a/

numRow=processFile(wdoc, &rowTerms, webThreshold);

[EEEEEEFEAEEEEEEEEEE EEE EE EEE EEK EEE KEKE

MERGE COLUMNTERMS& FINALTERMS INTO ROWTERMS

Ee ieeeke Ae eeeeeeee eeeeeeACAeeeeeeee2eeee A A A Ee COa

numRow = mergeArray(&rowTerms, columnTerms, numRow, numColumn);
sortArray(rowTerms, numRow);
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// printf("The document contains %d relevant terms.\n\n", numRow);
[EERREE REIEREFIFRRFAEOORREEEEEE

MATRIX CONSTRUCTIONS

2AAAAAACCRR A ORCECORoC ACoCO CO ooo aR A aaaa/

printf("loading prompts...\n", numIndex);
numIndex = loadPrompts(pdoc);
printf("processing words...\n", numIndex);
createMatrix(wdoc);
numRow = eraseZeroes();
calcCosine();
fillIndex();
// This function will add leaf prompts to the index keywords from Forms.
// appendIndex(argv[3]);
createThesaurus();
// printf(‘created thesaurus .\n\n", numIndex);
printf("saving data ...\n");
saveData(cfg);
printf("done.\n");

readini(char * filenm)
{

FILE*fp;
char buf[80], key[80], value[80], comment[80);
int cnt;
if ((fp=fopen(filenm,"r"))==NULL)

perror(filenm);
exit(1);

}
while (fgets(buf,79,fp)!=NULL)

sscanf(buf,"%s %s %s",key,value, comment);
if (!stremp(key, "pdoc"))

pdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "wdoc"))

wdoc=strdup(value);
if (!stremp(key, "sdoc"))

sdoc=strdup(value);
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if (!stremp(key, "fdoc"))
fdoc=strdup(value);

if (!stremp(Key, "xdoc"))
xdoc=strdup(value);

if (!stremp(key, "cfg"))
cfg=strdup(value);

if (!stremp(key, "pt"))
sscanf(buf,"%s %f %s",key,&phoneThreshold,value);
//phoneThreshold=(float)atof(value);

if (!stremp(key, "wt"))
sscanf(buf,"%s %f %s",key,&webThreshold,value);

if (!stremp(key, "tv"))
topValues=atoi(value);

process.c: This program contains various functions called from Main
#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>

#include "globalvar.h"
#include "arraylib.h"
#include "forms.h"

#define min(x, y) (x<y)?x:y

int *rowcount, *colcount;

int processFile(char *filename, char ***cArray, float threshold) {
FILE * fp;
char tmpWord[50], paraFlag;
int i, numWords = 0, wordLen = 0, totWords = 0;

float *freqArray;

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
*cArray = NULL;
freqArray = NULL;

while((wordLen = fetchWord(fp, tmpWord)) != 0) {
totWords++;

if (! inArray(stopWords, tmpWord, numStopWord)) { // ignore stopwords
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if (i = inArray(*cArray, tmpWord, numWords)) {
freqArray[i - 1]+4;

else {
addWord(cArray, tmpWord, ++numWords);
freqArray = (float *) realloc(freqArray, numWords* sizeof(float));
freqArray[numWords- 1] = 1;

}
}

// printf('Totwords = %d, numWords = %d\n",totWords, numWords);
for (1 = 0; 1 <num Words; i++)

{
if ((float)(freqArray[i] / totWords) >= threshold)

(*cArray)[i] = NULL;

numWords = removeNulls((*cArray), numWords);
sortArray((*cArray), numWords);

return numWords;
}

[FEaaaeeeeee He eeee He fee ie 2 kee ee eeee 2eo ke ee oe ie oe ee oe eoei eo eo 2eo eeoe eeeeee

Prompts Processing
Aee AOeeA AHeAAAeeeeeAeeAaeAA AOK/

int loadPrompts(char *filename)

char buffer[256];
int i= 0,j, len, ne;
int level[ 10], tabs, m = 0;
FILE * fp;

for (i = 0; 1 < 10; 1++)
levelfi] = 0;

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
prompts = NULL;
menuList = NULL;

Jie,
while (fgets(buffer, 256, fp) != NULL)
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{
tabs = allTrim(buffer);
if ((len = strlen(buffer)) == 0)

continue;
if (Gj = inArray(prompts, buffer, i)) == 0)

j=;
else

js
level[tabs + 1] =j +1;
menuList = (int **)realloc(menuList, ++m * sizeof(int *));
menuList[m - 1] = (int *)malloc(3 * sizeof(int));
menuList[m - 1][0] = level{tabs];
menuList[m - 1][1] = level[tabs + 1];
menuList[m - 1][2] = 0;
if jG =i)

addWord(&prompts, buffer, ++i);
i:
numMenu = m;

for (j = 0; } < numMenu;j++)

for(m = 0; m < numMenu; m++)
if (menuList[j][1] == menuList[m][0])

break;

if(m !=numMenu) /* Leaf Node */
continue;

nc = 0;

for (m = 0; m < numMenu; m++)
if (menuList[m][0] == menuList[j][0])

net;2

 

if (nc != 1)
{
menuList[j][2] = 99;
continue;

len = strlen(prompts[menuList[j][1] - 1]);
if (prompts[menuList[j][1] - 1][len - 1] = '?')

menuList[j][2] = 99;

{
for (m = 0; m < numMenu; m++)

if (menuList[m][1] == menuList[j][0])
menuList[m][2] = menuList[j][1];

menuList[j][2] = 100;

else
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}
}

return i;

void fillIndex()
{
inti, j, k;

indexList = (int **)malloc(numColumn* sizeof(int *));
for (i = 0; i< numColumn;i++) {

indexList[i] = (int *)malloc(numIndex * sizeof(int));
for (j = 0; } < numIndex; j++)

indexList[i][j] = 0;
}

for (i = 0; i < numIndex; i++)
updateThesaurus(prompts[i], i + 1);

updateFrmForms();

}

updateThesaurus( char *str, int pmpt)

char tmpstr[256];
char *sarray[50];
inti, j, k, wrds;
int iflag = 0, dflag = 0;

strcpy(tmpstr, str);
wrds = readValues(tmpstr, sarray);
stemArray(sarray, wrds);
for (i = 0; 1 < wrds; i++)

{
for (j = 0; j <numColumn; j++)

if (!stremp(columnTerms[j], sarray[i]))

iflag = 1;
dflag = 0;
for (k = 0; indexList[j ][k] && k < numIndex; k++)

if (indexList[j][k] == pmpt)
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dflag = 1;
if (k < numIndex && dflag == 0)

indexList[j][k] = pmpt;
break;

}

}
if (iflag == 0)

printf("** warning the following promptdoes not contain index word\n");
printf("\t%s\n", str);
}

Vheasiadaalaaiilgaeaiaaiaaedlateaiadiiladindealaaedieaiadinaiiateabaalaaiataitnadiatediasiailaaieaieiadiaadiaedtaatatediadtadiedladidiaaialisiaiadiasiaiaiiadiiaied

Create Matrix here

Bee oe ee fe ie eeeeee fe feeR2 eeeRAeRoeeoA oe oR EoOoOk AC

void createMatrix(char * filename) {
int i, j, nwp = 0,k =0;
int minv;
FILE* fp;

/* allocate memory for matrix */
matrix = (double **)malloc(numRow* sizeof(double *));
for (i = 0; i< numRow;++i) {

matrix[i] = (double *)malloc(numColumn* sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; } <numColumn;j++)

matrix[i][j] = 0;

/* allocate memory for rowcount and column count */
rowcount= (int *)malloc(numRow* sizeof(int));
colcount = (int *)malloc(numColumn * sizeof(int));

/* Go to start ofdocument */

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");

while (!feof(fp))
{
/* initialize rowcount array */
for (j = 0; j <numRow;j++)
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rowcount[j] = 0;
/* initialize columncountarray */
for (j = 0; } <numColumn;j++)

colcount{j] = 0;

nwp = readPara(fp);
if (feof(fp))

break;

if (nwp = 0)
continue;

/* add co-occurance of rowword & colword to the matrix */

for (j = 0; } < numRow;j++)
for (k = 0; k <numColumn;k++) {

minv = min(rowcount[j], colcount[k]);
matrix[j][k] += minv;

}
}

int readPara(FILE *fp )
{
int i, j, k, weount = 0, m= 0;
int nextpara, currpara, wordLen;
char tmpword[50];

currpara = ftell(fp);
wcount = wordsInPara(fp);
if (feof(fp)) {

if (wcount == 0)
return 0;

}

nextpara = ftell(fp);
fseek(fp, currpara, 0);
for (i = 0; i< wcount; ++i) {

wordLen = fetchWord(fp, tmpword);
if (inArray(stopWords,tmpword,numStopWord))

continue;

stemWord(tmpword);

/* count the occurance of each word from the row in para */
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for (j = 0; } < numRow;j++)
if (!stremp(rowTerms[j], tmpword)) {

rowcount[j ]++;
break;

/* count the occurance of each word from the columnin para */
for (j = 0; j < numColumn;j++)

if (!strcmp(columnTerms[j], tmpword)) {
colcount[j]++;
break;

}

}
fseek(fp, nextpara, 0);
return wcount;

}

int wordsInPara (FILE * fp)
{
int c, count = 0;
int state;
constint out = 0, in= 1;

state = out;

while ((c = getc(fp)) != EOF) {
if (!isalpha(c)) {

if (¢ == '\n' || c == EOF)
 

break;

state = out;

}
else

if (state == out) {
state = in;
count++;

}
}
retum count;

}

Eeeeee oeeeAA eeRe

Calculate Cosine Function

BRE eei he ie3te te fe2oe eeiA ReAeR oeeeeeoe oe eeeeok oe2

void calcCosine()
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{
int i, j, k, sum;

/* memory allocation for the cosine matrix */

cosine = (double **)malloc(numRow* sizeof(double *));
for (i = 0; i < numRow; +41) {

cosine[i] = (double *)malloc(((numRow)* sizeof(double)));
for (j = 0; j < numRow;j++)

cosine[i][j] = 0;

/*Normalization*/

for (i = 0; i< numRow; ++i)

sum = 0;

for (k = 0; k < numColumn; ++k)
sum += matrix[i][k] * matrix[i][k];

if (sum != 0)

for (j = 0; | < numColumn; +4j)
matrix[i][j] = matrix[i][j] / sqrt(sum);

}

/*Cosines*/

for (i = 0; i< numRow;++1)

Le (k =i +1; k <numRow; ++k)
ase = 0;
for (j = 0; j <numColumn,;++)

cosine[i][k] += matrix[i][j] * matrix[k][j];

}

[EReeRR AEeeeeAeeeeeeoeA

eraseZeroes : removes the row with all zero column in the matrix
BESSOGOCGGRIGGGO ICIGICRaE/

int eraseZeroes() {
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int j, k;
int cond;

/* Free and nullify the rowTermsand matrix row for all zeroes */
for (j = 0; } <numRow; +43) {

cond = |;
for (k = 0; k < numColumn; ++k) {
if (matrix[j][k] != 0) {

cond = 0;
break;

}
}
if (cond == 1) {

rowTerms{j] = NULL;
matrix[j] = NULL;

}
}

/* Push NULLrowsat the end ofarrays */
for (j = 0; j < numRow;j++)

{
if (rowTerms[j] == NULL)

{
for (k =j + 1;k <numRow; k++)

if (rowTerms[k] != NULL)
break;

if (k <numRow)

rowTerms{j] = rowTerms{[k];
matrix{j] = matrix[k];
rowTerms[k] = NULL;
matrix[k] = NULL;
}

}
}

/* count new numRow */

for (j = 0; (rowTerms[j] != NULL) && j < numRow;j++);

return j;

}
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createThesaurus: Function to Create Thesaurus of rowTermsbytaking the
index words matching the top 5 cosine values.
BR 2 ee ee Re 2 oeee ieoe 9 eee 2 AReoeAEROOoe oe oRoAOREOOR oe oeoooo aEaoe/

void createThesaurus()
{
inti, j, k, |;
int m, numword;
double *tmpcos, prevcosine = 0;
int *colnum;

tmpcos = (double *)malloc(numRow * sizeof(double));
colnum = (int *)malloc(numRow * sizeof(int));

thesaurus = (int **)malloc(numRow*sizeof(int *));
for (i = 0; 1<numRow;i++) {

thesaurus[i] = (int *)malloc(numColumn * sizeof(int));
for (| = 0; j < numColumn;j++)

thesaurus[i][j] = 0;
}

/* initialization of thesaurus */

for (i = 0; i< numRow;i++) {
for (j = 0; |] <numRow; j++){

if (i >j)
tmpcos[j] = cosine[j][i]J;

else

if i<j)
tmpcos[j] = cosine[i][j];

else

tmpcos[j] = 0;
colnum{j] = J;

floatSort(colnum, tmpcos, numRow);

numword = prevcosine = 0;

/* count top 'topValues’ of cosine */
for (m = 0; m <numColumn; m++) {

if (prevcosine '!= tmpcos[m])
numword+;
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prevcosine = tmpcos[{m];
if (numword == topValues + 1)

break;
3

--M,;

/* m = total num of syn */

for (j =k = 0; k <= m; k++) {
if ((l = inArray(columnTerms,rowTerms[colnum[k]], numColumn)) != 0)

if (tmpcos[k] |= 0) {
thesaurus[i][j] = 1;
j++;
}

}

[ERAREORROEIEOEEREERE EE

floatSort : Sorts the array of cosine values and corresponding index of
index words in reverse order.

AeAAeeA AAAee2AAOREE/

floatSort(int *colnum, double *tmpcos, int numRow)
{
inti, j, k;
doublef;
for (i =numRow- 1; 1 > 0; i--)

for (J = 0; j <1; j++) {
if (tmpcos{j] < tmpcos[j + 1]) {

f = tmpcosf[j], k = colnum{j];
tmpcos[j] = tmpcos[j + 1], colnum[j] = colnumf[j + 1];
tmpcos[j + 1] =f, colnum[j + 1] =k;

}
}

void saveData(char *filenm)
{
int i, j, k, 1;
FILE *fp;

fp = fileOpen(filenm, "w");
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printArray(fp, "PROMPTS", prompts, NULL, numIndex,0); // Write Promptsto the file

/****44*4*** Write Menu-Tree to the file **********/

// printArray(fp, "MENUTREE", NULL, menuList, numMenu,2);
fprintf(fp, "[%s]\n", "MENUTREE");
for (i = 0; 1 <numMenu; i++)

fprintf(fp, "%d,%d,%d\n", menuList[i][0], menuList[i][1],menuList[i}[2]);
fprintf(fp, "\n");

printArray(fp, "INDEX", columnTerms, indexList, numColumn, numIndex); // Write Index to
the file

printArray(fp, "THESAURUS", rowTerms, thesaurus, numRow, numColumn); // Write
Thesaurusto the file

fclose(fp);
printf("Data saved in %s\n",filenm);
}

printArray(FILE *fp, char *head, char **cArray, int **iArray, int cNum, int iNum)

t
int 1,);

fprintf(fp, "[%s]\n", head);
for (i = 0; i <cNum; i++)

{
fprintf(fp, "Y%s ", cArray[i]);
for (j = 0; j <iNum && iArray[i][j] != 0; j++)

fprintf(fp, "%d,", iArray[i][j]);
fprintf(fp, "\n");
}

fprintf(fp, "\n");
}

int addFormKeys(char ***cArray, int count)

char **wordList, *tmparray[20];
inti, j, k, words;
int l, tmpcount;

wordList = NULL;
words = 0;

for(i = 0; i <numForms;i++)
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for (j = 0; j < formlist[i]->numFields;j++)
{
if (!stremp("MChoice", formlist[i]->fields[j]->Type))

for(k = 0; k < formlist[i]->fields[j]->numChoice; k++)
{
tmpcount = createArray(formlist[i]->fields[j]->Choice[k],

tmparray);
for(1 = 0; 1 < tmpcount; 1++)

addWord(&wordList, tmparray[l], ++words);
}

}

i = mergeArray(cArray, wordList, count, words);
sortArray((*cArray), i);
return 1;

}

updateFrmForms()
{
inti, j, k, 1;
int m, n, x, tmpcount;
int pmpt;
char *tmpstr, *tmparray[20];

for (i = 0; i <numPF;i++)
{
pmpt = inArray(prompts, Fprompts[i][1], numIndex);
if (pmpt == 0)

{
printf("Unknownpromptencountered for form %s\n",Fprompts[i][0]);
exit(1);
}

for(j = 0; } < numForms; j++)
if (!stremp(Fprompts[i][0], formlist[j]->name))

break;
if (j == numForms)

continue;
for(k = 0; k < formlist[j]->numFields; k++)

{
if (stremp(formlist[j ]->fields[k]->Type,"MChoice"))
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continue;
for(1 = 0; 1 < formlist[j]->fields[k]->numChoice; I++)

tmpcount = createArray(formlist[j]->fields[k]->Choice[l], tmparray);
for(m = 0; m < tmpcount; m++)

{
n = inArray(columnTerms, tmparray[m], numColumn);
n--;

for (x = 0; indexList[n][x] && x < numIndex; x++)
if (indexList[n][x] == pmpt)

break;
if (x <numIndex && indexList[n][x] == 0)

indexList[n][x] = pmpt;
}

arraylib.c: This program contains general purpose functions
#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "globalvar.h"
#include "forms.h"

FILE * fileOpen(char *, char *);

int fetchWord(FILE *f, char * wrd) {
inti=0,c;
wrd[0] = 0;
if (feof(f))

return 0;

while(!isalpha(c = fgetc(f)))
if (c == EOF)

return 0;

do {
wrd[i++] = tolower(c);
} while(isalpha(c = fgetc(f)));

wrd[i] = 0;
return i;

}
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int inArray(char **array, char *word,int length)

int 1;

for (i = 0; 1 < length; i++)
if (array[i] != NULL && !stremp(array[i], word))

return i+ 1;

retum 0;

}

int removeNulls(char **strarray, int numWords)

{
int 1,J;

for (i = 0; i < numWords;i++)
{
if (strarray[i] == NULL)

{
for (j =i + 1; } <numWords; j++)

if (strarray[j] != NULL)
{
strarray[i] = strarray[j];
strarray[j] = NULL;
break;
}

}

/* get count offiltered words */
for (j = 0; (strarray[j] != NULL) && (j < num Words);j++);
return j;
}

int mergeArray(char ***Arrayl, char ** Array2, int numArray1, int numArray2) {
int i;

for (i = 0; i < numArray2; i++)
if (! inArray((*Arrayl), Array2[i], numArray1))

addWord(Arrayl, Array2[i], ++numArray1);

return numArray1;
}
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int readValues(char *str, char **array)
{
inti, j=0,c;
int state;
const int out = 0, in=1;

state = out;

for (i = 0; (c = str[i]) !=0; i++)

if (!isalnum(c)) /* alfa-numeric to read numbersalso */

state = out;

str{i] =0; /* word is over end it with null */

else

{
str[i] = tolower(c);
if (state = out)

{ .
state = in;

array[j++] = str + i; /* wordstarted, store the ptr.*/
}
}

S
return j;

}

void sortArray(char *allwords[], int numwords) {
inti =0;

int j = 0;
char *tmp;

for (i = 0; i< numwords; ++i)
for (j =i + 1; j <numwords; +4j)
if (stremp(allwords[i], allwords[j]) > 0) {

tmp = allwords[i];
allwords[i] = allwords[j];
allwords[j] = tmp;

}
}

loadStopWords( char * filename) {
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FILE * fp;
char tmpWord[50];
int wordLen = 0;

numStopWord = 0;
fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
stopWords = NULL;
while((wordLen = fetchWord(fp, tmpWord)) != 0)

addWord(&stopWords, tmpWord, ++numStopWord);
}

FILE * fileOpen(char *filename, char *mode)
{
FILE * fp;

if (fp = fopen(filename, mode)) == NULL) {
perror(filename);
exit(1);
}

return fp;
}

addWord(char ***cArray, char * word, int c)
{
*cArray = (char **) realloc(*cArray, c * sizeof(char *));
(*cArray)[c - 1] = strdup(word);

int removeZeros(int *intArray, int numInt)
{
inti, j;

for (i = 0; 1< numInt; i++)
{
if(intArray[i] = 0)

for (j =i + 1;j <numInt; j++)
if (intArray[j] != 0)

{
intArray[i] = intArray[j];
intArray[j] = 0;
break;
}
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}

/* get countoffiltered integers */
for (j = 0; (intArray[j] != 0) && (j < numInt); j++);
return j;
}

[FIRRAR2IRHRHERFEEEAOE EEEEEEK OQ

Newly added functions( for further reducing the code )
2ee9 keeeeA ie ke oeAReoAA22oeaEeoSooooosaok

int breakStr(char* str, char **strarray)
{
char c, *tmpstr;
int i, j = 0;
int state;
const int out = 0, in = 1;

/* Seperate the sentence into individual words*/
tmpstr = strdup(str);
state = out;

for (i = 0; (c = tmpstr[i]) != 0; i++)

if (!isalpha(c))
{
state = out;

tmpstr[i] = 0;

else

tmpstr[i] = tolower(c);
if (state == out)

{ .
state = 1n;

strarray[j++] = tmpstr + i;
}
}

3
return J;

}

/* remove stop Words */
filterStopWords(char ** strarray, int numWords)
{
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inti;

for (i = 0; i< numWords; i++)
if (inArray(stopWords, strarray[i], numStopWord))

strarray[i] = NULL;
}

/* remove duplicates */
filterDuplicates(char ** strarray, int numWords)

{ *
Int 1;

for (i = 0; i< numWords; i++)
if (strarray[i] != NULL && inArray(strarray,strarray[i], 1))

strarray[i] = NULL;
}

int loadFormsList( char * filename)
{

char buf[256];
FILE * fp;
int len, 1;

fp = fileOpen(filename, "r");

Fprompts = NULL;
numPF = 0;

while (fgets(buf,255,fp) != NULL)
{
len = strlen(buf);
for (i = 0; i < len; i++)

if (buf[i] = '"':')
{
buf[i] = 0;
break;

if (i = len)
{
fprintf(stderr, "Error in Promptlist\n");
exit(0);
}

allTrim(buf);
allTrim(buf + i+ 1);
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Fprompts = (char ***)realloc(Fprompts, (++numPF)*sizeof(char **));
Fprompts[numPF-1] = (char **)malloc(2 * sizeof(char *));
Fprompts[numPF-1 ][0] = strdup(buf);
Fprompts[numPF-1][1] = strdup(buf + i + 1);
}

fclose(fp);
return numPF;

}

int loadForms(char* filename)
{
int i, j, formcount = 0;
FILE *fp;
char buf[80], **namelist = NULL;
formlist = NULL;
numForms= 0;

fp = fileOpen(filename,"r");
while(fgets(buf,79,fp) != NULL)

{

ifmt =D)
for(i = 0; buf[i]; i++)

if (buf[i] =f’|| buf[i] =’)
buffi] ="';

allTrim(buf);
addWord(&namelist, buf, ++formcount);
}

}

for (i= 0; i < formcount; i++)
{
formlist = (struct form **)realloc(formlist, (++numForms)* sizeof(struct form *));
formlist{numForms- 1] = (struct form*)malloc(sizeof(struct form));
loadForm(fp , formlist{numForms- 1], namelist[i]);
}

fclose(fp);
return numForms;

}

int allTrim (char* str)
{

int i, j, sf, tabs;
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for (i = tabs = 0; isspace(str[i]) && str[i]; i++)
tabs += (str[i] == Wt)? 1: 0;

for ( j = sf = 0;str[i]; i++, j++)
str[j] = iscntrl(str[i])? '': str[i];

for(str[j--] = 0; isspace(str[j]) && j > 0; str[j--] = 0);
return tabs;

}

int createArray (char * str, char ** array)

{
int count;

count = breakStr(str, array);
return processArray(array, count, 1);
}

int processArray(char ** array, int count,int sflag)
{
if (sflag)

filterStopWords(array, count);
stemArray(array, count);
filterDuplicates(array, count);
return removeNulls(array, count);
}

stemlib.c: This program contains functions related to stemming algorithim
/* This is the Porter stemming algorithm, coded up in ANSI C bythe author.
It may be be regarded as cononical, in that it follows the algorithm presented
in Porter, 1980, An algorithm for suffix stripping, Program, Vol. 14, no. 3,
pp 130-137, only differing from it at the points maked --DEPARTURE-- below.

See also http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer

The algorithm as described in the paper could be exactly replicated
by adjusting the points of DEPARTURE,butthisis barely necessary,
because(a) the points of DEPARTURE aredefinitely improvements, and
(b) no encodingof the Porter stemmerI haveseenis anything like
as exact as this version, even with the points of DEPARTURE!

You can compile it on Unix with 'gcc -O3 -o stem stem.c' after which
'stem'takes a list of inputs and sends the stemmed equivalent to
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stdout.

The algorithm as encodedhereisparticularly fast.

Release |

«/

#include <string.h> /* for memmove */

#define TRUE 1

#define FALSE 0

/* The main part of the stemming algorithm starts here. b is a buffer
holding a word to be stemmed. Theletters are in b[k0], b[kO+1] ...
endingat b[k]. In fact kO = 0 in this demo program.k is readjusted
downwardsas the stemming progresses. Zero terminationis not in fact
used in the algorithm.

Note that only lower case sequences are stemmed. Forcing to lower case
should be done before stem(...) is called.

+f

static char * b; /* buffer for word to be stemmed */

static int k,k0,j; /* j is a general offset into the string */

/* cons(i) is TRUE <=> b[i] is a consonant. */

int cons(int i)
{ switch (b[1])

{ case 'a': case 'e': case 'i': case 'o': case 'u': return FALSE;
case 'y': return (i==k0) ? TRUE : !cons(i-1);
default: return TRUE;

}
}

/* m(Q) measures the numberof consonant sequences between kOandj. if c is
a consonant sequence and v a vowelsequence, and <..> indicates arbitrary
presence,

<c><v>_—gives 0
<c>vc<v>__ gives |
<c>vcvce<v> gives 2
<c>vevevce<v> gives 3
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int m()
{ intn=0;

int i= k0;
while(TRUE)
{ if(i>j) retum n;

if (! cons(i)) break; i++;

i++;

while(TRUE)
{ while(TRUE)

{ if (i >j) return n;
if (cons(i)) break;
i++;

}
i++;

nt+;

while(TRUE)
{ if (i >j) return n;

if (! cons(1)) break;
i++;

i++;
}

}

/* vowelinstem() is TRUE <=> k0,...j contains a vowel*/

int vowelinstem()
{ inti; for G = kO; i <=j; i++) if (! cons(i)) return TRUE;

return FALSE;
}

/* doublec(j) is TRUE <=> j,(j-1) contain a double consonant.*/

int doublec(intj)
{ if  <k0+1) retum FALSE;

if (b[j] != b{j-1]) return FALSE;
return cons(j);

}
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/* eve(i) is TRUE <=> i-2,i-1,i has the form consonant - vowel - consonant
andalso if the second c is not w,xory. this is used whentrying to
restore an e at the end ofa short word.e.g.

cav(e), lov(e), hop(e), crim(e), but
snow,box,tray.

ey

int cvc(int i)
{ if G@ <k0+2|| !cons(i) |] cons(i-1) || !cons(i-2)) return FALSE;

{ int ch = b[i];
if (ch == 'w'|| ch =='x' || ch == 'y’') return FALSE;

return TRUE;

}

/* ends(s) is TRUE <=> kO,...k ends with thestring s. */

int ends(char * s)
{ int length = s[0];

if (s[length] != b[k]) return FALSE;/* tiny speed-up */
if (length > k-k0+1) return FALSE;
if (memcemp(b+k-length+1,s+1,length) != 0) return FALSE;
j =k-length;
return TRUE;

}

/* setto(s) sets (j+1),...k to the charactersin the string s, readjusting
fen ei

void setto(char * s)
{ int length = s[0);

memmove(b+j+1,s+1,length);
k = jt+length;

}

/* r(s) is used further down. */

void r(char * s) { if (m(Q) > 0)setto(s); }

/* steplab() gets rid ofplurals and -edor-ing. e.g.
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caresses -> caress

ponies -> poni
ties -> ti
caress -> caress

cats -> cat

feed -> feed

agreed -> agree
disabled -> disable

matting -> mat
mating -> mate
meeting -> meet
milling -> mill
messing -> mess

meetings -> meet

*/

void step lab()
{ if (o[k] ='s’)

{ if (ends("\04" "sses")) k -= 2; else
if (ends("\03" "ies")) setto("\O1" "i"); else
if (b[k-1] !='s') k--; -

}
if (ends("\03" "eed")) { if (m() > 0) k--; } else
if ((ends("\02" "ed") || ends("\03" "ing")) && vowelinstem())
{ k=j;

if (ends("\02" "at")) setto("\03" "ate"); else
if (ends("\02" "bl")) setto("\03" "ble"); else
if (ends("\02" "iz")) setto("\03" "ize"); else
if (doublec(k))
{ k--;

{ int ch = b[k];
if (ch =='I'|| ch =='s'|| ch =='z') k++;

}

else if (mQ) = 1 && cvc(k)) setto("\01" "e");
}

}

/* step1c() tus terminaly to i whenthere is another vowelin the stem. */
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void stepic() { if (ends("\01" "y") && vowelinstem()) b[k] ='i'; }

/* step2() maps double suffices to single ones. so -ization ( = -ize plus
-ation) mapsto -ize etc. notethat the string before the suffix must give
m() > 0, */

void step2() { switch (b[k-1])
{

case 'a': if (ends("\07" "ational")) { r("\03" "ate"); break; }
if (ends("\06" "tional")) { r("\04" "tion"); break; }
break;

case 'c': if (ends("\04" "enci")) { r("\04" "ence"); break; }
if (ends("\04" "anci")) { r("\04" "ance"); break; }
break;

case 'e': if (ends("\04""izer")) { r("\03" "ize"); break; }
break;

case 'l': if (ends("\03" "bli")) { r("\03" "ble"); break; } /*-DEPARTURE-*/

/* To match the published algorithm,replace this line with
case'I': if (ends("\04" "abli")) { r("\04" “able"); break; } */

if (ends("\04""alli")) { r("\02" "al"); break; }
if (ends("\05" “entli")) { r("\03" “ent"); break; }
if (ends("\03" "eli")) { r("\O1" "e"); break;}
if (ends("\05" "ousli")) { r("\03" "ous"); break; }
break;

case 'o': if (ends("\07" "ization")) { r("\03" "ize"); break;}
if (ends("\05" “ation")) { r("\03" "ate"); break; }
if (ends("\04" “ator")) { r("\03" "ate"); break; }
break;

case's': if (ends("\05" "alism")) { r("\02" "al"); break;}
if (ends("\07" "iveness")) { r("\03" "ive"); break; }
if (ends("\07" "fulness")) { r("\03" "ful"); break; }
if (ends("\07" "ousness")) { r("\03" "ous"); break; }
break;

case 't': if (ends("\05" "aliti")) { r("\02" "al"); break; }
if (ends("\05" “iviti")) { r("\03" “ive"); break; }
if (ends("\06" "biliti")) { r("\03" "ble"); break; }
break;

case 'g': if (ends("\04""logi")) { r("\03" "log"); break; } /*-DEPARTURE-*/
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/* To match the published algorithm, delete this line */

}}

/* step3() deals with -ic-, -full, -ness etc. similar strategy to step2. */

void step3() { switch (b[k])

case 'e': if (ends("\05" "icate")) { r("\02" "ic"); break; }
if (ends("\05" "ative")) { r("\00" ""); break;}
if (ends("\05" "alize")) { r("\02" "al"); break; }
break;

case 'i': if (ends("\05" “iciti")) { r("\02" "ic"); break; }
break;

case 'l': if (ends("\04" “ical")) { r("\02" "ic"); break; }
if (ends("\03" "ful")) { r("\00" ""); break;}
break;

case 's': if (ends("\04" "ness")) { r("\00" '""); break; }
break;

}}

/* step4() takes off-ant, -enceetc., in context <c>vcvc<v>. */

void step4()
{ switch (b[k-1])

{ case 'a': if (ends("\02""al")) break; return;
case 'c': if (ends("\04" "ance")) break;

if (ends("\04" "ence")) break; return;
case 'e': if (ends("\02" "er")) break; return;
case'i': if (ends("\02" "ic")) break; return;
case'l': if (ends("\04" "able")) break;

if (ends("\04" "ible")) break; return;
case 'n': if (ends("\03" "ant")) break;

if (ends("\05" "ement")) break;
if (ends("\04" "ment")) break;
if (ends("\03" "ent")) break; return;

case 'o': if (ends("\03" "ion") && (b[j] =='s'|| b[j] == 't’)) break;
if (ends("\02" "ou")) break; return;
/* takes care of -ous */

case 's': if (ends("\03" "ism")) break; return;
case 't': if (ends("\03" "ate")) break;

if (ends("\03""iti")) break; return;
case 'u': if (ends("\03" "ous")) break; return;
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case 'v': if (ends("\03" "ive")) break; return;
case 'z': if (ends("\03" "ize")) break; return;
default: return;

}
if (m() > 1)k=j;

}

/* step5() removesa final -e if m() > 1, and changes-Il to -l if
m() > 1. */

void step5()
{j=

if (b[k] = 'e')
{ inta=m();

if(a>1 ||}a==1 && !cve(k-1)) k--;
}
if (b[k] = 'l' && doublec(k) && m() > 1) k-;

}

/* In stem(p,i,j), p is a char pointer, and the string to be stemmed is from
p[i] to p[j] inclusive. Typically i is zero and j is the offset to the last
characterof a string, (p[j+1] = '\0'). The stemmeradjusts the
charactersp[i] ... p[j] and returns the new end-pointofthe string,k.
Stemmingneverincreases word length, so i <= k <=j. To turn the stemmer
into a module, declare 'stem' as extern, and delete the remainderofthis
file.

a

int stem(char * p, inti, int j)
{ b=p;k =]; k0 =1; /* copy the parameters into statics */

if (k <= k0+1) return k; /*-DEPARTURE-*/

/* With thisline, strings of length 1 or 2 don't go through the
stemming process, although no mention is madeofthisin the
published algorithm. Removethe line to match the published
algorithm. */

steplab(); steplc(); step2(); step3(); step4(); step5(Q);
return k;

}

[*--------------------stemmerdefinition ends here------------------------*/
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stemArray(char **list, int arrayLen)

{
int 1;

for (i = 0; i < arrayLen; i++)
if (list[i] != NULL)

stemWord(list[i]);
}

stemWord( char * s)

s[stem(s,0, strlen(s) - 1) + 1] =0;

dialog.c: This is main program of dialog module
[AA AAAAIIA AREA A AER OK HEERERERA EE EEEE EE EE EE

dialog.c : The main function for the interactive dialog program. loadsall
the global arrays and variables before calling the interacitve function.

Argumentsare:
1. The Configuration file for Thesaurus. contains Prompts, index,

basic thesaurusetc. ,

2. The Learning Thesaurus. - used to store learnt words andto refer to them.
2eooefee oe oe a hee oe oe oe oe oe ooeeEEEEEEEEEEEE EE EEE EEE EE EE AEE /

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
#include "arraylib.h"

int numColumn, numRow, numIndex, numMenu;
int startPoint, eofFlag, topValues;
char **rowTerms, **columnTerms, **prompts, **stopWords;
float **matrix, **cosine, phoneThreshold, webThreshold;
int **indexList, **menuList, **thesaurus;
int numStopWord, numOrgRow;
int numForms, numPF;
struct form **formlist;
char ***Fprompts, *formfile;
int **scoring, numScore = 0;
char *cfg, *Ilcfg, *fdoc, *xdoc, *sdoc;
int minPromptCount= 1, timeout = 30;

void Interactive(char*);
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